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The tendency of alternating fossil energy sources with state-of-the-art renewable energy 

resources is spreading in most contemporary fuel consuming applications, and 

transportation, as one of the essential human needs, is not an exemption. Electric mobility 

is becoming more popular and practical day by day. Despite the recent advancements in 

electric vehicle technology, this state of the art is facing many challenges and requires 

further development. Improving the efficiency and finding new solutions for upcoming 

needs with a sustainable design methodology will enhance the progress in this field. 

Specialized and solitary improvement in this field may lead to weakening the overall 

efficiency and performance of the electric vehicle. Hence, the objective of this study is to 

develop a comprehensive approach that considers various aspects of electric vehicle 

driveline technology consistently in order to simultaneously satisfy different needs. In 

this dissertation, a multidisciplinary approach is presented for an electric powertrain 

design process, which covers the initial design optimization as well as evaluating the 

design endurance and performance. Theoretical and numerical methods, as well as the 

simulation tools, are applied in order to initiate and validate each design step. Different 

kinds of electric vehicle application—transportation, high-performance racing, and 

agriculture—are benchmarked by the presented methodology. Finally, both the study’s 

accomplishments and findings verify the proposed methodology and ensure both a 

reliable platform and path of action for future developments in electric vehicle driveline 

design technology. 
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Nomenclature 

Latin alphabet 
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Nf Number of applied equivalent stress fluctuations – 
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p Number of pole pairs – 
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r Radius m 

S Stress MPa 

s Cross-section area m2 
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u Vector of behavior – 

V Speed m/s 
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Greek alphabet 

α Road slope – 

β S–N curve slope – 

Δ Variation – 

η Efficiency – 

ρ Air density kg/m3

σ Stress MPa 

σ´f Fatigue strength coefficient – 

Φ Magnetic flux Wb 

ω Rotational speed rad/s 
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1 Introduction 

Electric power can be seen as a green alternative to fossil fuels in many applications (such 

as transportation) when it is created from natural renewable sources, like the sun, wind, 

and water. The exploitation of renewable energy resources in electric energy production 

and the use of the green energy in everyday life are strongly promoted in transportation, 

which is one of the major energy-consuming sections. The main motivation for this 

development is to promote utilizing renewable energy resources, improve the efficiency 

of vehicles, and to reduce harmful exhaust emissions [1]. Considering the strict 

limitations adopted by governments for greenhouse-gas emission and global warming [2–

4], the prospect for urban transportation does not leave any place for fossil fuel vehicles 

as air quality standards are increasingly expanding worldwide [5–7]. 

Alongside legislations that prohibit petrol and diesel vehicles’ presence on urban roads, 

electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) have several benefits over 

conventional vehicles promote electric mobility. According to [8], the life cycle 

maintenance costs of an EV are 1.75 times less than a conventional car. The silent 

operation of the electric motor (EM) conducts less noise to both persons on board and 

passers-by. More efficient operation and air quality improvement are other advantages of 

EVs. In order to minimize exhaust emission and maximize the trip range of HEVs, 

different driveline architectures have been developed as series and parallel drivelines. A 

schematic of a HEV driveline is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. A schematic of a hybrid (series-parallel combination) driveline. Solid and hollow arrows 

indicate mechanical and electrical connections respectively. 

Advancement in EV technology opens new horizons for the further application of electric 

powertrains in conventional vehicles, either on road or off road [9]. In our research at 
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Lappeenranta University of Technology, novel concepts and designs have been 

developed to fulfill new demands for electric mobility (e.g., hybrid city buses and fully 

electric agricultural tractors). In order to validate concepts and designs, the functionality 

and dynamic behavior of the electric and hybrid powertrain should be examined 

beforehand.  

1.1 The motivation for the study 

EVs and HEVs are taking the place of conventional vehicles by utilizing the advantages 

of EM operation over internal combustion engines (ICEs) in both performance and 

efficiency. In EVs and HEVs, not only is the fuel consumption reduced, the use of the 

regenerative brakes allows the kinetic energy of the vehicle to be converted into electricity 

and stored in batteries while decelerating. There are different types of EVs and HEVs 

according to their driveline architecture, which can improve the driving performance and 

the trip range. One way to increase the travel range of EVs and HEVs is to minimize 

mechanical power losses in the driveline. According to the studies during the last six years 

on the amount of dissipated energy in the tank-wheel process by Holmberg et al. [10] and 

Chong et al. [11], around five percent of engine mechanical power is wasted in 

transmission. Taking into account the amount global fuel consumption and emission 

distribution, even a minor improvement in the efficiency of transmission as part of 

powertrain would not only save a considerable amount of money, but also lower the health 

hazards to human life. 

With the advance of electric mobility technology, various combinations of electric 

machines and the ICE have been designed according to the HEV category in order to 

minimize the need for ICE’s role in traction. In general, if the electricity is the only 

applicable propulsive power in the vehicle driveline, the vehicle is called an EV, and 

when more than one distinct power type is employed for traction (e.g., an ICE and an 

EM), a HEV is formed.  

In all EVs and HEVs there is an EM that provides or contributes to vehicle propulsion. A 

variety of EMs are used in EV’s and HEVs drivetrains regarding to desired application. 

Permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) are the most expensive type of electric 

machines; however, they are commonly applied in electric powertrain design because of 

their ability to deliver high torque and their compact size, as well as their constant power 

at high speeds [12]. Furthermore, since the traction control method in EVs is direct torque 

control (DTC), PMSMs can be considered to offer an optimal option because they can be 

controlled quickly and efficiently [13]. Unlike an ICE, where maximum torque and power 

are produced at high rotation speeds, in a PMSM maximum torque is available even at 

the lowest rotation speeds, allowing the power production to be constant. 

In an HEV’s powertrain an ICE is placed in order to be used as range extender, genset, or 

as an assistive power for the main EM. The combination of an EM and an ICE can be 

either in series configuration or parallel configuration. In a series HEV there is a genset 

that charges the batteries and an EM that runs the wheels, while in parallel HEVs an EM 
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and an ICE both contribute to traction. In parallel HEVs, applying a combination of two 

or more propulsion sources permits management of the operation of the EM and the ICE 

at optimal efficiency [14]. By contrast, in series hybrid and all-electric powertrains, the 

EM has to spin at the corresponding road speed, regardless of the required torque. 

In the electric and hybrid powertrain the EM is the critical component because of its 

dominant role as the tractive component, thus a conservative and precise design manner 

is postulated to avoid malfunctions and failures in both electromagnetic performance and 

mechanical endurance. The mutual interaction of mechanical and electrical phenomena 

in hybrid and EV powertrains demands a coherent bilateral approach that simultaneously 

considers electric machines’ principles and mechanical engineering’s basis in order to 

achieve an efficient and durable design. In this dissertation the main focus is on the 

mechanical aspects of hybrid and electric powertrain design; however, the electrical 

context is inseparable from the studies and accomplishments. In all design steps not only 

the electrical engineering prerequisites are considered when the structure had to be 

modified due to mechanical engineering requisites, the consequence of the structural 

change on the electrical characteristics of the system is also foreseen at the same time. 

The objective of this dissertation is to propose guidelines for the mechanical design of 

hybrid and electric powertrain based upon comprehensive sets of electro-

thermomechanical models that indicate an optimal selection of preliminary parameters, 

instruct the development of the initial design, and finally, verify the functionality and 

efficiency of the powertrain. Since the advancement of technology and correlating 

regulation changes in EVs and HEVs are quite rapid nowadays, a modular design 

guideline that is compatible with different applications, working environments, and 

operation legislations will be valuable in terms of decreasing manufacturing expenses. 

1.2 Electric and hybrid powertrains 

Like conventional vehicles, EVs’ and HEVs’ powertrains consist of three main 

components—namely the power source, propulsion unit, and gearbox—with which 

different types of power source and propulsion unit can be combined to form various 

kinds of powertrain architecture. The power source in EVs can be fuel cells or batteries 

of different kinds, and in HEVs a fuel tank is also needed to feed the ICE. According to 

the studies of [15–17], PMSMs are often used in traction applications, because they 

provide flexibility with respect to certain important machine design parameters. Their 

typical properties include high torque and power densities, a high torque capability at low 

speeds, a wide operating speed range, high efficiencies over the speed range, high 

reliability, and an acceptable cost [18, 19]. Boldea et al. [20] and Dorrell et al. [21] have 

studied the different kinds of EMs and generators used in EVs and in their proposed 

technique, applying permanent magnet machines to improve the efficiency of the machine 

is the prime criterion during the design of automotive drive motors. PMSMs and 
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permanent-magnet-assisted synchronous motors have been studied with EV traction drive 

applications and with different drive cycles [22–24]. 

In an electric machine’s design process, one important parameter is cooling; Polikarpova 

et al. [25] have done numerical and empirical investigations into an indirect hybrid 

cooling solution for a small-scale permanent magnet machine, aiming to decrease the 

magnet’s operational temperature in order to improve the efficiency and life cycle. A 

direct cooling solution for large-scale turbine-generator armature windings was studied 

by Kilbourne and Holley [26], and according to their results, the output range of the 

generator can be improved by a more efficient cooling system. According to the results 

from both studies, the thermal behavior of the electric machine has a dominant role in the 

efficiency, performance, and endurance of the electric machine.  

As the fleet of EVs is increasing, the modern drivetrain architecture has developed to 

enhance the efficiency and drivability of EVs [27–30]. Sharma et al. [31, 32] have done 

a technical and financial comparison of conventional vehicles and their equivalent HEVs 

and fully EVs in different classes. Several hybrid electric powertrain topologies have been 

introduced for vehicles in order to reduce emissions and improve energy efficiency in the 

transportation sector. In EVs, power consumption is a major concern in powertrain 

design, as it affects the life cycle and trip range of the EV.  

In particular, these benefits are exceedingly important in city transportation, which has 

led to the development of hybrid electric busses. As part of the Lappeenranta University 

of Technology Green Campus project, electric transportation was demonstrated by 

designing a novel hybrid bus (CAMBUS). The bus is run on a new hybrid electric 

powertrain that is more energy efficient than the existing powertrains available on the 

market since it only utilizes a 2.5 liter diesel engine and has a larger battery capacity. The 

powertrain designed for the hybrid bus is capable of operating in pure electric, series, and 

parallel hybrid modes. The purpose of the CAMBUS’s powertrain design (shown in 

Figure 2) is to reduce local emissions in the campus area, so the most desirable driving 

mode is pure electric traction. However, in order to ensure a longer operation range, the 

diesel engine is kept in the drivetrain. In addition, the diesel engine can be used to assist 

the electric traction in case more power is needed. 

Beside the on-road applications (e.g., in passenger cars and buses), applying the electric 

powertrain application in heavy off-road vehicles has become interesting because of its 

advantages compared to conventional powertrains—they have higher efficiency, less 

local emissions, and silent operation. Nowadays most of the heavy-duty off-road 

vehicles—like agricultural tractors, wheel loaders, and excavators—have electrically 

controlled hydraulic or hydro-mechanical drivelines. In general, due to the limitations of 

the operational range of EMs, they are often incapable of functioning as the hub motors 

of an off-road machine. In light-road vehicles, such as passenger cars, a gearbox is 

normally not needed as the starting torque’s ratio to the top speed torque is typically in 

the range of 5–6, while in off-road applications this ratio can be in the range of 10–30. 

The integration of a two-speed gearbox and a PMSM in one compact package enables 
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usage of hub motors in off-road vehicles and other heavy machinery, and gives the full 

benefits of an electric powertrain to the system. 

Figure 2. The CAMBUS hybrid powertrain layout (seen from below). 

In view of this characteristic of PMSMs, conventional transmission is not required 

because the EM can provide similar power at different speeds. However, EM efficiency 

is not homogeneous over equivalent power points, which means that although the same 

power can be achieved by different torque–speed combinations, the efficiency can vary 

considerably. The study by Minav et al. [33] on the energy efficiency of hybrid systems 

showed that the overall efficiency may change by up to 30% by operating the EM in a 

more efficient pattern. Improving the EM’s efficiency (without consideration of auxiliary 

components) by shifting the operation point along constant power curves by means of a 

variable transmission is studied in [34], [35], and [36]. Despite the direct drive systems 

where the output shaft is directly connected to the payload, in all other applications of 

electric drives and ICEs, one gear or a set of gears are required to proportionate the desired 

torque and speed with the produced power. In EVs and HEV, various types of gearsets 

are utilized to increase the torque, reduce the speed, and let the powertrain operate in 

parallel mode. However, because the output power of a PMSM is constant after reaching 

the base speed, in most EVs that are currently available, variable transmission is omitted 

in the powertrain. Even if the EM power is constant, the efficiency varies significantly by 

different torque–speed combinations; thus, in EVs a variable gearbox may not be needed 

from the performance point of view—it can vary the powertrain efficiency considerably. 

Definitive conclusions about the overall efficiency of the powertrain cannot be drawn if 

power losses from the transmission (e.g., the effect of friction) are not taken into account. 

Thus, a precise model of the gearbox is needed in order to be able to predict power 

dissipation. According to the studies [37] and [38], to be able to monitor how power losses 

due to downstream components in the driveline compromise the total efficiency and trip 

range of an EV requires an agile mathematical model that predicts both electrical and 

      Diesel engine       Outer rotor generator       Electric motor 
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mechanical efficiency instantaneously. Such a model would enable assessment of the 

feasibility of applying a variable transmission in an EV powertrain. In most EVs that are 

currently available, variable transmission is omitted from the powertrain because, from 

the performance point of view, the output power of the PMSM is constant while the output 

torque is fixed. However, EV powertrain efficiency is a significant factor that cannot be 

neglected.   

One of the most critical mechanical aspects that should be taken into consideration is the 

fatigue life of the rotor laminations under actual duty cycles and the maximum stresses at 

the highest operation speed. These have to be at an acceptable level without sacrificing 

the useful magnetic flux. However, it should be noted that both the fatigue life and the 

maximum stress level are significantly affected by the geometric stress concentrations in 

the rotor laminations. Both of these issues can be significantly influenced by a proper 

design. The electromechanically important aspects considered are the maximum available 

torque, the amount of losses, and tolerance for failure situations. From an economic point 

of view, the price of permanent magnets is naturally important, and thus, the minimum 

magnet weight is preferred. From the mechanical point of view, a light weight often 

means less supporting structures, and therefore, special attention has to be paid to ensure 

the mechanical durability of the structure [39]. The EM is the traction source of an EV 

and it should be designed, manufactured, and assembled precisely in order to avoid any 

crucial failures. In the design procedure, these aspects were weighted and the final rotor 

design was chosen. The affecting terms on the total stress and fatigue life of the EM rotor 

are mainly centrifugal forces, tangential forces due to torque, and the temperature gradient 

along the rotor. The rapid increase of heat due to sudden variation of the electric current 

and the different thermomechanical characteristics of components lead to non-uniform 

strain in the assembly. Considering the thermal and mechanical stresses imposed on the 

structure, a multidisciplinary approach that takes to account the transient mechanical and 

thermal strain simultaneously is required in order to derive the equivalent stress for 

fatigue life analysis. 

1.3 Scientific contribution 

In HEVs’ and EVs’ powertrains, electric machines have the determinant role in the total 

performance and efficiency. During the electric machine design many parameters need to 

be considered that affect each other simultaneously. The affecting terms can be named as 

the electric, electromagnetic, thermal, and mechanical loads. Making change in each of 

these parameters will influence others, so in order to study electric machines precisely, a 

comprehensive model that can be updated by any variation in any of the affective terms 

needs to be developed. This comprehensive model can be built by forming solitary 

simulation models for the electrical, electromagnetic, thermal, and mechanical behaviors 

that are capable of interacting with each other upon a common protocol. 

The main scientific contribution in this dissertation is developing mechanical design 

guidelines to improve the performance, efficiency, and durability of an EV powertrain. 

The improvements are achieved by compiling different approaches for analyzing dynamic 
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behavior, optimizing geometry, calculating efficiency, and estimating the life cycle of the 

EV powertrain, based on applications and drive cycles. Based on the Publications I-VI, 

the author’s scientific contribution can be summarized in four categories as follow:  

 The electric motor is the most dominant component in electric and hybrid drivelines. 

During the EM rotor geometry design, avoiding mechanical failure of the structure 

compromises the electromagnetic efficiency and performance of the EM. A new 

methodology to attaining comprehensive mechanical design process instructions for 

an EM for a hybrid driveline that considers the electrical, mechanical, and financial 

aspects is presented in this study. In this methodology an exquisite and acquisitive 

approach that considers electrical, thermal, and mechanical loads that impose stress 

on the rotor during the drive cycle is used to analyze EM rotor fatigue life by the 

superpositioning of mechanical and thermal strain. In the studied cases, the 

discrepancy between the fatigue life of the rotor under solely mechanical or thermal 

stress and under combined stresses has been evaluated and the consideration of 

thermal stress has been found essential for accurate fatigue life calculation. The 

proposed methodology is explained in detail in Publications V and VI. 

 

 Embedding a variable transmission or a fixed ratio gearset has been a challenge in EV 

driveline design because of the advantages and drawbacks of either solution 

considering the efficiency and performance aspects. To address this issue, the overall 

efficiency of the driveline is calculated by modeling the efficiency of gearbox 

components, power electronics, and electric machines simultaneously. This state of 

the art gives the opportunity to evaluate the efficiency of a predesigned EV driveline 

in order to find the most energy efficient solution. The efficiency modeling process is 

described in Publication IV.  

 

 Furthermore, the dynamic behavior and torsional vibration of an innovative hybrid 

powertrain embedded in a city bus in both series and parallel modes is derived from 

the driveline. The torsional vibration analysis of hybrid electric drivetrains gets a short 

shrift as most of the publications consider the torsional vibrations of turbomachinery 

or reciprocating machines. A model is developed in order to study the dynamic 

behavior of a novel hybrid powertrain consisting of an ICE, a generator, an EM, a 

coupling, a clutch, gears, and drive axles. The presented model can be utilized as an 

instruction for hybrid powertrains in order to avoid failures due to torsional vibration 

resonances. Publication I investigates the modeling techniques and the sensitivity 

analysis of the novel hybrid driveline. 

 

 Benchmarking the designed driveline is the final step in the design process. In this 

dissertation a dynamic model of an integrated hub-wheel EM with a two-step 

planetary gearset for off-road applications is developed by the utilization of multibody 

dynamics theory. Considering the abrupt and unpredictable change of terrain 

alongside the EM complication, a precise and agile synchronization of driving and 

driven clutch halves is vital in order to engage and disengage the clutch properly. In 
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order to verify the new driveline mechanical functionality and its compatibility with 

an off-road application, a dynamic model for an integrated two-speed gearbox with 

an EM is developed and its functionality and quality in off-road application over a 

given drive cycle are tested and verified by a smart combination of simulation tools. 

Publications II and III provide explanation of the modelling of driveline dynamics 

and the off-line and real-time simulator utilization procedure. 

1.4 Dissertation outline 

This dissertation consists of four chapters. In the first chapter, an introduction to EVs’ 

and HEVs’ advantages over conventional fuel–based automobiles is given and the 

powertrain architecture is explained. The current advancements and topologies in electric 

and hybrid powertrains are discussed and challenges for the improvement and 

development of existing drivelines is presented. In the second chapter a set of methods 

are presented for verifying the compatibility, functionality, efficiency, and durability of 

the EV and HEV powertrains used for on-road and off-road applications. In this chapter, 

instructions are given for an EM rotor lamination geometry design that enables the 

electromagnetic field to produce the maximum possible torque while the rotor endures 

under electromagnetic torque. In the third chapter, the presented methods are applied in 

order to study the dynamic behavior, clutch shifting functionality, fatigue life, and 

gearbox design of four different powertrain topologies in a hybrid bus, electric tractor, 

electric race car, and an electric passenger car respectively. Eventually, the achievements 

are discussed and further possible studies are proposed in the last chapter. The presented 

publications in the earlier section, Publications I–VI, to which the author has 

contributed, support this dissertation content. 
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2 Design methods and materials 

In vehicle powertrain design, the desired application and performance are the main 

parameters to take into account in the initial calculation and in component selection. In 

the preliminary design steps, considering higher safety factors and overestimating the 

requirements is done, and later, when the overall system compartments fit each other, 

optimization of the design by modifying each component is carried out. In the design of 

an EV powertrain, different fields of engineering are applied in order to evaluate the 

strength, durability, efficiency, and performance of the powertrain. On many occasions a 

multidisciplinary approach should be adopted in order to be able to consider the 

interaction of the concerns on each other. Whereas making an everlasting and flawless 

system with 100% efficiency is not possible, various methods have been presented to 

increase the lifecycle and safety factors, and to maximize the efficiency. In this 

dissertation electric and hybrid powertrains are analyzed from efficiency, performance, 

and durability points of view by applying the FEM, analytical fatigue formulation, and 

simulation tools respectively. A schematic layout of an HEV driveline design is shown in 

Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. A schematic layout of an HEV driveline design. 

2.1 Finite Element Analysis 

Finite element analysis (FEA) was originally developed for solving solid mechanics 

problem by using advancements in computer processors; it is widely used in multiphysics 

problems for thermal and electromagnetic analysis. FEA is a numerical method that offers 

a means to find an approximate solution. In the FEM, the final action is approximated by 

a set of simultaneous algebraic equations [40]:  

, (1)      K u = R
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Generator 
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where K is the material property matrix that governs the system, u is the vector of 

behavior of the element, and R is the outcome of process. The application of the concept 

of the FEM in different field of physics is illustrated in Table 1 [41]. 

Table 1. Applications of finite element methods in physics 

Application Property [K] Behavior {u} Action {R} 

Elastic Stiffness Displacement Force 

Thermal Resistance Temperature Heat transfer 

Fluid Density Velocity Jet thrust 

Electrostatic Permittivity Electric potential Charge flow 

 

In the electric and hybrid powertrain, EM is the most critical component because of its 

inherent multiphasic characteristics and its main role in the traction. In order to design an 

efficient rotor geometry for the EM rotor, different states of the art have been developed. 

During the rotor geometry design, three main terms should be regarded simultaneously: 

durability, functionality, and efficiency. In order to make a durable, effective, and 

efficient design, the stress flow through the rotor lamination stack should be kept smooth, 

magnets should be close to the surface, and magnetic flux leakage between magnets 

should be banned as much as possible respectively. 

When finding a solution for a multi-criteria problem, FEA is a powerful means that is 

applicable to static mechanics, electromagnetic fields, thermodynamics, and rotor 

dynamics eras. In the following chapters, the utilization of FEA in different design steps 

is presented. The more detailed explanation can be found in Publications I, V, and VI. 

2.1.1 Static loads 

In the design process of electric and hybrid drivelines, at the EM design step, different 

concepts and geometries for the EM rotor are initiated by electrical engineers. In order to 

reduce repetitive calculation, the symmetry of the structure is used and a section that 

represents the whole rotor is subjected to finite element (FE) study. A formulation for the 

distributed mechanical load on a beam was applied to calculate the effective stresses on 

the model. A similar phenomenon also occurs in slitted solid rotors, as it was shown in 

[39].   

In the analysis, the effect of adhesives (i.e., glue or resin) between the magnet and the 

rotor is neglected. In other words, it is assumed that the magnets are only retained in their 

pockets by the mechanical structure of the rotor. As a result of this assumption, the 

external load resulting from the magnet mass at the maximum speed is applied to the 

upper face of the magnet housing. As shown in Figure 4, considering the centrifugal 
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forces due to the mass of the magnet pocket iron bridge (Fib) and permanent magnet mass 

(FPM), the total force is carried by the tension bars. 

Figure 4. Load modeling and distribution on the rotor section. 

The nominal stress caused by the centrifugal force, can be calculated as 

, (2) 

where Fc is centrifugal force, s is the tension bar cross-sectional area, and kt is the stress 

concentration factor. In the case of simple geometries, the stress concentration factors can 

be obtained from mechanical engineering charts. In a general case of complicated 

geometry, the stress concentration factors can be calculated, applying the FEM. The latter 

approach is adopted in this study to calculate kt. The centrifugal force and the stresses 

caused by it vary in relation to the square of the angular velocity. As a result, the 

relationship between the EM speed profile and the resulting stress profile can be obtained. 

In the PMSM, traction torque is the result of electromagnetic force between the permanent 

magnets and the magnetic field generated by windings, and the closer the magnets are to 

the rotor surface, the more efficiently the EM operates. Thus, from the electromagnetic 

efficiency point of view, magnets should be as close as possible to the rotor surface. But, 

from mechanical point of view, the deeper the magnets go, the stronger the design is. 

Considering both electromagnetic force and mechanical strength leads to a 

multidisciplinary design approach. In this dissertation, three magnet pocket geometry 

designs have been taken as samples and subjected to a multilateral comparison to enable 

smart and efficient selection. 
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2.1.2 Torsional vibration analysis 

Rotating machinery can develop excessive dynamic stress if it spins close to their natural 

torsional frequency. Thus, in order to avoid resonance due to overlapping operational 

speed and system harmonics, the natural frequencies of the system should be known [42]. 

The most common modeling method for torsional systems is the mass-elastic model, 

where the system components are described by the mass moment of inertia and torsional 

stiffness. By forming the mass-elastic model, the equation of motion is then derived. By 

solving the equation of motion and finding eigenvalues in the equation, the 

eigenfrequencies or natural frequencies of the system will be known. The next step is to 

calculate the excitation loads and frequencies that are imposed upon the system. Possible 

resonance speeds can be found by combining the information about the system’s natural 

frequencies with excitation frequencies. In most cases, this is accomplished using a 

frequency interference diagram. In order to decide if the torsional vibration amplitude at 

the found resonance speed is harmful, a forced vibration analysis should be performed.  

Applying FEA, studying powertrain mechanical vibration is quite practical when the 

geometry becomes complicated. In torsional vibration, the element of the degree of 

freedom (DOF) is limited to rotation around pivoting axis. Employing FEA makes it 

possible to calculate powertrain natural torsional frequencies under different drive modes 

and modeling strategy quite fast. This allows the calculation of the various configurations 

of modeling technics and drive modes in order to derive the system’s natural frequency 

spectrum and spot those components that the system is sensitive to. Specifically, when a 

novel custom-designed powertrain that has not been investigated before is subjected to 

the vibration study. In this dissertation three different techniques for modeling distributed 

mass and defining equivalent stiffness are presented, calculated, and verified. 

In hybrid drivelines, excitations from the combustion engine and electric machines 

cogging torque influence the torsional vibration. In the well-known four-stroke engine 

operation principle, the expansion occurs in every half-revolution of the crankshaft. As a 

result, the working cycle of a four-stroke engine is two crankshaft revolutions, so the 

engine harmonics i are multiples of 0.5 (e.g., i = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5). The excitation torque 

caused by the gas pressure can be presented as a Fourier series. Each Fourier component 

of the torque is of the form 

, (3)  

where D is cylinder diameter, r is crank radius, and pti is the corresponding tangential 

pressure harmonic component. Alongside the excitation due to the combustion engine, 

excitation from electric machines affect the driveline. The mechanical frequency of 

permanent magnet synchronous machine is calculated as follows:  

2
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, (4)  

where fE is electrical frequency and p is the number of pole pairs. 

2.1.3 Electromagnetic study 

In a PMSM the electromagnetic efficiency usually is compromised to minimize the risk 

of mechanical failure. A comprehensive methodology in which electromagnetic 

efficiency is maximized alongside the mechanical strength is the missing link in the EM 

design process chain. Finding solutions to the permanent magnet housing pocket in the 

rotor, with a special focus on the height of the steel bridge covering the pocket and the 

shape of the hollow space, which are essential both from the mechanical and 

electromagnetic aspects, is something carried out in this dissertation. The motor design 

optimization process takes into account the magnet shape, the magnet embedding depth, 

and the leakage-flux-minimizing air pocket (cavity) areas on magnet sides. The 

mechanical stresses and the electromagnetic forces are calculated by FEA. The effects of 

the embedding depth of the magnets on torque, efficiency, demagnetization risk, and 

mechanical stresses are reported. The results provide guidelines for permanent magnet 

traction motor design. 

The value of the armature reaction magnetic flux  depends greatly on the effective air-

gap length, which is not easy to obtain accurately by analytical equations when the 

magnets are embedded and the rotor is non-uniform. Therefore, the FEM was applied to 

solve  The motor inductances are the most critical parameters when calculating the 

maximum torque achieved from the motor, because the torque is inversely proportional 

to the inductance. The inductances presented in this study are computed from the flux 

values obtained by the FEM and then divided by the current values, as shown in [43]. 

2.1.4 The thermomechanical solution 

The FEM is used to model the transient temperature distribution and stress calculation. 

The FE study is done in two steps: first, the transient thermal study is carried out to 

calculate the temperature distribution over the FE rotor model. In the second step, the 

temperature distribution history is applied as an initial thermal condition for every 

simulation time step along other mechanical loads in the mechanical study. The FE model 

of the rotor is built in Ansys. Considering the computational effort of a combined transient 

thermal and mechanical study of this size, a cyclic symmetry is applied to the FE model.  

The measured track data are applied in the calculation of both the instantaneous rotor heat 

losses and the calculation of the convection constraints in the transient thermal model, as 

well as being applied in order to determine the torque and rotational speed in the 

mechanical model [44]. The proposed procedure for the thermomechanical analysis of a 

rotor under mechanical and thermal loads consists of three main stages. First, the sources 
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of heat and power conversion causing thermal stresses are formulated, the applied FEM 

is presented, and finally, the data processing and fatigue life calculation are explained. In 

Figure 5 a schematic of thermomechanical FEM modeling steps, with a description of the 

inputs and output, is presented. 

 

Figure 5. The process of thermomechanical FEM analysis. 

When modeling the stresses imposed on the rotor, von Mises stress formulation is used 

to calculate both mechanical and thermal maximum stress. It may not always be possible 

to neglect thermal loads, and on the other hand, neglecting them increases uncertainty in 

the stress calculation. Consequently, higher design safety factors have to be used for the 

components. In many cases, this results in a too conservative estimation of the actual 

stresses and leads to the application of more material or a more complex design, thereby 

increasing the weight and cost of the structures.  

An estimation using constant cooling air temperature in the rotor air gap is used. 

Therefore, by applying proper convection constraints on the outer boundary surfaces of 

the rotor, only the FE model of the rotor has to be modeled in this study. Because stator 

losses are efficiently removed by combined liquid and forced-air cooling, the stator losses 

are not considered as a heat sources in the analysis. However, the losses acting as heat 

sources in the rotor structure have to be defined. 

The most critical section with respect to temperature variation is at the midpoint in the 

axial direction. This is due to the fact that the rotor laminations create thermal resistance 

in the axial direction and thus reduce the heat transfer rate in that direction. 
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2.2 Equivalent stress calculation 

Evaluating the durability of the system, a fatigue life calculation is carried out using the 

stress history calculated in FEM process. The fatigue life is calculated then with thermal 

loads (Publication VI) and without thermal loads (Publication V) in order to analyze the 

influence of temperature variation on the rotor lifecycle.  

The Palmgren-Miner linear damage hypothesis method is applied, along with rainflow 

cycle counting, in order to evaluate the equivalent stress cycle, Δσeq, out of a complex and 

non-uniform stress history. The equivalent stress will be employed to identify stress 

reversals and the damage summation for the structure [45, 46]. The equivalent stress cycle 

that causes similar fatigue to the rotor as cumulative fatigue damage along the load cycle 

can be formulated as 

, (5) 

where N is the number of load cycles, k is the quantity of rainflow stress classes, zi is the 

number of repetitions in class i, Δσ is the stress variation in that class, and β is the S–N 

curve slope. 

Following the Basquin equation for the number of applied equivalent stress fluctuations 

that the structure tolerates until fatigue damage is developed, Nf, this can be solved using 

the following equation [47]: 

, (6) 

where f  is the fatigue strength coefficient and b is the Basquin exponent or fatigue

strength exponent, which varies for most metals between -0.05 and -0.12. Regarding Eq. 

(4), a smaller b results in a longer fatigue life [48, 49].  

The model is also studied in a situation of solitary thermal and mechanical loads to 

observe the contribution and interaction of either load to the resultant equivalent von 

Mises stress. A precise numerical calculation with a fine mesh that takes into account 

both the mechanical and thermal loads is time-consuming, and the repetition of 

calculations after each modification will make the simulation process even longer. Thus, 

finding a way to speed up and minimize the design process will save lots of time and 

money. In this study, a rough model that correlates with a detailed and precise model with 

a constant scale is developed to make the initial studies faster and more convenient. 

Finally, an exact simulation with very fine meshing is performed for a model that 

combines both the mechanical and thermal modifications. 
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2.3 The simulation platform 

The behavior of any system can be evaluated in a virtual environment by simulating real-

life circumstances. In order to validate the applicability of the proposed powertrains in 

different vehicle architectures (e.g., electric drivelines as well as hybrid or all electric 

drivelines), a generic model needed to be developed. The generic model should be capable 

of modifying all parameters in integrated simulation software; in this study these are 

Matlab Simulink, ADAMS, and Mevea. The advantages of utilizing a parametric and 

dynamic design are that models do not need to be designed from scratch every time and 

further optimization will proceed quite fast. The main purpose of the generic model is to 

hasten the modeling processes of the same kinds of product. The benefits of a generic 

model are more apparent when a variety of products need to be modeled. It will also save 

a lot of money and time, which can afterwards be spent on other targets [50]. 

In the following compartment, the utilization of a simulation platform to calculate the 

efficiency of an EV driveline is described, as is the evaluation of the functionality and 

performance of driveline mechanisms and a tractor in offline and real-time simulation. 

More descriptive information can be found in Publications II, III, and IV. 

2.3.1 Tractive power calculation 

Thanks to the advancement in the computational capacity of processors, simulation is an 

inevitable method for benchmarking a design before production. Utilizing simulators in 

the powertrain design process of EVs and HEVs is also quite prevalent; they are used to 

minimize production costs and errors, as well as being used to increase the efficiency and 

reliability of the final products. Despite the fact that simulation software and hardware 

have eased the design validation process, the simulation itself needs to be designed 

efficiently and smartly in order to catalyze the design modification stages. Hence, a 

generic vehicle dynamic simulation model for electric power consumption over a given 

driving cycle is developed that enables comparison of the effect of the powertrain 

configuration on power consumption. The model is composed of electrical component 

efficiency, drivetrain inertias, gearbox efficiency, regenerative braking, and a shifting 

scheme that selects the gear ratio according to the vehicle’s road speed. In the powertrain 

design process of EVs and HEVs, a precise dynamic model of the vehicle is vital in order 

to make it possible to benchmark the efficiency and compatibility of the powertrain 

components in different powertrain architectures [51]. 

The EM design for EV and HEV powertrains is done according to the vehicles’ dynamic 

model and the aimed drive cycle. Newton’s second law of motion can be applied when 

initiating the required propulsion power and geometry. However, the required power can 

be calculated by having resistive forces and inertias, the realistic amount of power that 

can be extracted from energy reservoir in the vehicle is higher than the power that is 

gained from calculation, due to losses in the powertrain component (e.g., in the EM, the 

gear train, etc.). The real consumed power is the summation of power dissipation in each 

stage of powertrain and the demanded power required to overcome road and air 
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resistances. The dissipated power in in the powertrain is consist of power losses in the tr 

The propulsion power required to follow the drive cycle for the sample vehicle is 

calculated as below: 

, (7) 

where Cr is the coefficient of normal rolling resistance, α is the road slope, m is the 

vehicle’s total mass, g is gravitational acceleration, V is the vehicle’s longitudinal speed, 

ρ is air density, Cd is the air drag coefficient, A is the vehicle’s frontal area, a is the 

vehicle’s longitudinal acceleration and meq is equivalent translational mass of the 

rotational inertias of rotating components. In the equation (7), Pdiss is the dissipated power 

in the powertrain such as in the traction motor, in the transmission, the tire slippage and 

tire rolling resistance, etc. 

Losses due to friction in support bearings and the gear mesh are called load-dependent 

losses, and losses that come from air resistance and the lubricant used are termed load-

independent losses. Figure 6 provides a diagram of the power losses of the studied 

components. 

Figure 6. A classification of driveline power losses. 

The gearbox has a dominant role in the driveline since it transforms and transfers the 

produced traction power to the wheels. Since power consumption in EVs is a major 

concern in powertrain architecture design (as it affects the life cycle and trip range of the 

EV), in order to have an efficient and durable powertrain, all of the components have to 

be investigated precisely, 
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The challenge in the formulation of load-dependent losses comes from the need to derive 

a friction coefficient that varies during the mesh cycle. In Coulomb’s law, the friction 

coefficient (μ) is a constant value and the resistive force is dependent on normal force 

variation. In gear tooth pairing, the friction coefficient varies according to the mesh cycle 

sequence. For this reason, the time dependent method for calculating the friction 

coefficient that was proposed by [52] is applied in this work in a modified version of 

Coulomb’s law for friction, proposed by [53], which was developed for estimating the 

resistive force. The methodology developed by [54] is applied in the calculation of load-

independent losses, which are divided into oil churning and windage power losses, which 

represent power losses due to the interaction of individual gears with lubrication fluid and 

the pumping of oil at the gear mesh. 

In order to have a model that considers both rolling and sliding interaction between the 

gear teeth, a modification of Coulomb’s law is applied to obtain the equivalent kinetic 

friction coefficient. Resistive frictional torque in the supporting bearings is also 

considered, based on the construction of load-carrying shafts and gears in the gearbox. 

The load-dependent power losses are defined as a function of the rotating speed and 

applied torque, while load-independent losses vary by rotational speed. 

A number of friction models have been proposed for the calculation of the friction 

coefficient, such as the Coulomb model, the Benedict and Kelley model, Xu’s full model, 

and the Smoothened Coulomb model, based on the work of Anderson and Loewenthal; it 

is clear that the friction coefficient is crucial in the calculation of sliding power losses 

(PS). In this work, the formulation suggested by Xu [52] is utilized for calculation of the 

friction coefficient, and the friction type is assumed to be fully lubricated in all cases. The 

detailed formulation of the calculation of the friction coefficient can be found in 

Publication IV. 

In a stepped type of gearbox architecture, the gear parameters need to be defined 

beforehand in the mathematical model in order to form the efficiency maps of each gear 

pair. The mathematical model for gear efficiency calculation is run over a variety of main 

parameters (i.e., speed and torque), considering the driveline limitations in order to form 

the gear efficiency map. By utilizing parameters that do not vary with time (e.g., the gear 

module, etc.), the simulation model can give instantaneous gear efficiency, based on the 

applied torque and operating speed, by interpolating the data from the gear efficiency 

map. 

For continuous transmission types, for example, variable pulley diameter systems, power 

losses are higher than with geared transmissions [22]. In the modeling of such 

configurations, there are two options for efficiency calculation: having a fixed value or 

using an equivalently geared model. In the equivalent geared model, by defining the 

boundary ratios—the minimum and maximum ratio required—and the equivalent gear-

pinion parameters, based on the desired accuracy, the ratio range is discretized into very 

small steps and the gear parameters are interpolated correspondingly. 
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The efficiency of components is then interpolated from readymade tables and multiplied 

by passing power through it. At every simulation step the required propulsion power is 

divided by the total efficiency of the powertrain and the cumulative power consumption 

is calculated accordingly. According to the block diagram shown in Figure 7, the 

electrical efficiency is interpolated from the electric machines efficiency map and will be 

multiplied by the power the vehicle demands, as well as gearbox efficiency, in order to 

provide the real value of extracted power from the batteries in a real-time manner. In the 

simulation model, the gear selection logic is based on the on the reference speed profile 

and between possible gear ratios, the gear in which the driveline operates in the more 

energy efficient situation is selected. 

 

 

Figure 7. The layout of the EV simulation model in a block diagram. 

The efficiency calculator gives the total efficiency of the powertrain at any arbitrary 

working point. The power consumption of different transmissions can be evaluated at the 

end of the driving cycle. The simulation model also enables comparison of the total 

efficiencies of the drivelines under study, which in this work are a single reduction gear, 

a five-step gearbox, and a continuously variable transmission (CVT). 

2.3.2 Co-simulation utilization 

In either of the automobiles classifications on road or off road, the amount of torque 

required to initiate movement is relatively much higher than the average in the drive cycle. 

If the EM is solely supposed to provide all the torque levels, then the rotor geometry must 

be bigger in order to be able to provide high torque at low speeds. Furthermore, the 

problem with a gearless vehicle is that if there is an obstacle, such as a ramp, in front of 

the wheel or if a tire is in a sharp pit, the torque may not be adequate when starting from 
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standstill. In commercial applications with unknown load data, more conservative 

dimensioning is preferable. On the other hand, the fault tolerance of the traction drive is 

high when the fault in one inverter does not prevent driving. Thus, in order to avoid big 

radius rotors, a speed reduction gear set is attached to the EM output to magnify the torque 

in low speeds. In Figure 8 the two driving modes of the integrated hub-wheel EM with a 

planetary gearset (InHuGOR) is described. The direct mode is when the red clutch is 

engaged with the sun gear and torque is delivered along the red arrow, and the reduction 

mode is when the blue clutch is coupled with the planet carrier and torque is conducted 

along the blue arrow.  

Figure 8. InHuGOR in a cutaway diagram layout. 

The controllability of any kind of mechanism is vital in all kinds of systems and is the 

interest point of both designers and operators. In EVs and HEVs, the smooth and agile 

functionality of powertrains is also quite important for driveability and safety, which are 

highly dependent on the compatibility of one component to the other components. The 

proper operation and control of an integrated planetary gearset with an EM shaft that 

engages with dog clutch couplings in the absence of a mechanical synchronizer is a 

challenging task. 
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In order to increase the agility and accuracy of the control process, mechanical and 

electrical modeling and calculation is done using different software. The dynamic model 

of the gearbox with clutches is implemented in a multibody simulation software 

application (ADAMS [55]). The multibody simulation model includes the kinematical 

descriptions as well as the masses and mass moments of the inertias of gearbox 

components. The operation of clutches was described using contact force elements. The 

simulation model of the EM, motor controller, power electronics, and control logic of the 

whole system was implemented in Simulink.  

The gear shifting procedure is studied using the co-simulation approach, where a detailed 

mechanical model, and an electric drive and control model are analyzed simultaneously. 

In the co-simulation, these two simulation models are combined, as illustrated in Figure 

9. In the control unit, the input is the speed reference (ω) and Simulink is the master that

sends selected signals to ADAMS at certain intervals. ADAMS calculates a new dynamic

situation and sends defined signals back to Simulink.

Figure 9. The principle of the co-simulation model. 

Current vector control is used to control the electric machine current under inverter 

operational limits. Simulink will allow the usage of special algorithms, such as maximum 

torque per ampere control below nominal speed and the field weakening at speeds higher 

than the rated one. Park-Clarke transformations are used to get the most simplified two-

axis model for the electric machine and its control instead of three phase quantities. The 

current components can be controlled as pairs inside the voltage and the current limits of 
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the inverter at the needed torque and speed state. In particular, below the rated speed the 

selection of the current component can be selected in a way which utilizes the reluctance 

and excitation torque of the machine in an optimal way. Electrical machine design details 

can be found from [56]. The more detailed information about the co-simulation technique 

and results can be found in the publication II. 

2.3.3 Real-time simulation 

As the final step of the design process, to observe the results of final design performance, 

a real-time simulator tool is applied. The real-time simulator tool not only reacts to the 

given inputs, but also makes it possible to measure the sent output data. The real-time 

simulation model can also be connected to a motion platform so that a professional driver 

can really test the driving conditions [57]. In the employed real-time simulator, the 

multibody system approach is applied for vehicle dynamics modeling. A multibody 

system may consist of both rigid and flexible bodies, which are connected to each other 

by using kinematic joint constraints while force components are used to describe the 

actuators. Bodies compose kinematic chains whose behavior is analyzed in simulation 

[58]. The simulation environment that is used in this study can also be used for 

simulations of multibody systems containing mechatronic components, such as 

hydraulics, actuators, motors, and transmissions. 

As can be seen in Figure 10, all the electrical components are modeled in Simulink, while 

every mechanical component is modeled inside the Mevea program. The co-simulation 

is timed from the multibody dynamic simulation side and is synced with its time step. 

During this, the time step positions, orientations, and velocities of the simulated bodies 

are calculated. The same applies for the hydraulic system as well as mechanical 

powertrain values. Once in every time step, the multibody dynamic simulation sends the 

output values of the external interface to Simulink and waits for the return value. At this 

time Simulink calculates the corresponding amount of calculation loops to match the 

time. In this way the simulation goes hand in hand with the two programs. 

 

Figure 10. The interface between the Mevea simulation environment and Matlab/Simulink. 

A modern software-in-loop (SIL) and hardware-in-loop (HIL) simulator was built in a 

cooperation of LUT, a heavy-duty electrical and hybrid electrical driveline manufacturer 
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(Visedo), and a simulation product provider (Mevea). In this chapter a combined (SIL) 

simulation approach is applied, as is a generic model that makes the different 

combinations of the vehicle model and simulation fast and effective. A solution for hybrid 

working machine system simulation is introduced. The system includes a human–

machine interface (HMI) with high quality virtual reality modeling of the dynamic 

behavior of the mechanical components of working machines and tire friction modeling, 

as well as electrical drive models, including converter control. The application of the real-

time simulation platform is explained in more details in Publication III. 
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3 A summary of the findings 

The methods introduced in the above chapters are utilized in five study cases: a hybrid 

city bus (CAMBUS), an Electric RaceAbout (ERA), an integrated hub-motor drivetrain 

(InHuGOR), a fully electric passenger car, and an electric tractor. Analytical and 

numerical methods are applied to initiate the design, in which simulation tools are used 

to observe and validate the system’s operation, comparing it to design expectations.  

The above-mentioned studies are described in detail in the following compartments. In 

the “The initial design process” chapter, the results of CAMBUS EM rotor design is 

presented. In the “Lifetime calculation” chapter, the fatigue life calculation process of an 

ERA traction motor rotor is discussed. In the chapter “Energy consumption and 

efficiency”, an off-line simulation tool is applied to analyze the power consumption of an 

EM driveline with different transmission architecture. An off-line simulation tool was 

also utilized to validate the functionality and controllability of an integrated planetary 

gearset with an electric hub-motor, which will be described in the “Electromechanical 

system functionality” chapter. In the “Electric tractor performance” chapter, an electric 

tractor driveline is benchmarked in a real-time simulation environment and its 

performance with different drive modes is surveyed.  

3.1 The initial design process 

A hybrid bus was designed and manufactured at Lappeenranta University of Technology. 

The combustion engine, a 2.5-liter diesel engine, rotates a generator (a 55 kW outer rotor 

permanent magnet generator). The traction motor is connected with a cardan shaft that 

runs the differential and drive shafts. In the series, hybrid, or EV modes, a mechanical 

coupling between the generator and the traction motor is open. In the parallel hybrid 

mode, the clutch is closed so that all the active components are running at the same 

rotational speed and can relay torque to the wheels. The parallel mode is available when 

the speed of the bus exceeds 20 km/h (970 min-1). In the parallel mode, the generator and 

the traction motor are either at load or at no load. A more detailed description of the 

mechanical driveline, which enables multiple driving modes, can be found in Publication 

V. 

The maximum traction torque needed was estimated to be 1600 Nm, while the maximum 

speed of 80 km/h was calculated to be 3920 min-1. The maximum speed of the diesel 

engine, 4500 min-1, is selected as the highest possible speed according to the mechanical 

stress analysis. At this speed, the bus should reach a speed of 92 km/h if the mechanical 

coupling is enabled. Typically, the maximum operating speed is about 60 km/h, and at 

the rated traction motor speed, the city bus runs at 45 km/h. The speed and torque 

requirements were also investigated for this hybrid bus application by recording an actual 

drive cycle of a bus route in Lappeenranta [59]. Figure 11 illustrates the data recorded on 

the speed profile of Bus Route 1 in Lappeenranta, a 47 km route. From the cycle it was 
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calculated that the torque demand is approximately 640 Nm at the rated speed of 2240 

min-1.  

 

Figure 11. The speed profile of Bus Route 1 [59]. 

In the initial design step, several magnet volumes and their air-pocket styles are analyzed, 

the embedding depth of the magnets is considered, ways to increase the inductance ratio 

are investigated, and the mechanical stresses of the rotor are studied. From the machines 

studied, as can be seen in Figure 12, three of the most promising rotor designs were 

chosen for further analysis.  

In the initial design steps, the magnet-retaining bridge was one of the optimizing targets 

and three different designs where initiated. The final agreement for Design A was a 5 mm 

thickness at the bridge midpoint and 2 mm thickness of the lateral walls. The second 

proposed design, Design B, with wedge-shaped slots, takes the magnets 1 mm deeper 

than the first design, but larger magnets are embedded in the rotor. The lateral wall 

thickness is 2 mm, and the outer diameter is the same. The third analyzed design, Design 

C, is a modified version of the second design with the same outer diameter but deeper 

embedded magnets, thinner lateral walls, and smaller magnets. This magnet housing 

offers a good path for the main magnetic flux and, at the same time, suitable mechanics 

that minimize the stresses. The air pockets are more complicated, and lower grooves are 

stretched towards the rotation axis to minimize the magnet leakage. 

All of the designs are capable of carrying the required loads without reaching the yield 

area. The final conclusion, from the mechanical point of view, depends on how frequently 

the traction motor will reach 4500 rpm.  
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Figure 12. A comparative illustration of the initial rotor designs. More detailed geometry can be 

found in [60]. 

In the study, the stress levels caused by the combination of the tangential and centrifugal 

forces at different speeds were also calculated. It was observed that the stresses caused 

by the tangential forces are negligible compared with those caused by the centrifugal 

forces at high speeds. As was discussed in regard to Eq. (3), the centrifugal force, and 

consequently the von Mises stress, is mainly due to rotor spin, and as can be seen in Figure 

13, the maximum calculated stress increases by the square of the rotational speed. 

 

Figure 13. Maximum von Mises stresses in the rotor at rotational speed instances. 

According to the rotor design parameters (detailed in Table 2), if durability is considered 

as the only criterion for evaluation, the Design C would be the foremost option. 

Considering the results of Table 2, Design C is preferential, not only because of the lower 

costs, but also because of the longer fatigue life. 

However, for multi-criteria optimization, a selection table with weights and precise of 

mechanical and electrical properties, as well as material and manufacturing costs, is used. 

For the selection, Table 2 is proposed. Important issues are the maximum available 

torque, the efficiency at the rated point, and the magnet price. The other manufacturing 

A B C 
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costs were almost the same for all rotors as the most expensive items were the neodymium 

magnets; their price at the time of the manufacturing (in 2014) being 175 €/kg. From the 

mechanical point of view, the key issues are the stresses caused by the centrifugal force 

and torque loads, and the fatigue life length.  

In the selection table, the determinant factor in each design is divided by the 

corresponding mean value of all designs in order to achieve a relative index. The relative 

index in each criterion is then weighted based on its importance in this hybrid bus 

application in the Lappeenranta drive cycle. 

Table 2. The rotor design parameter optimization table. 

 Rotor A Rotor B Rotor C Weight % 

Max. torque 0.96 1.06 0.98 25 % 

Efficiency at the rated point 1 1 1 20 % 

Durability 0.57 0.02 2.4 25 % 

Magnet cost -1.09 -1.20 -0.71 15 % 

Manufacturing cost -0.94 -0.97 -1.08 15 % 

Total score 0.28 0.14 0.78 ∑ 100 % 

 

Based on the optimization, Rotor Design C was selected, the fatigue life of which was 

long and which yields good electromagnetic performance and the lowest manufacturing 

costs (because of using the smallest amount of the expensive permanent magnet material 

when compared with the other rotor designs).  

By finalizing the EM design step, the driveline’s dynamic behavior regarding the traction 

motor’s operational characteristics, along with other driveline components, is essential in 

the design process. As described above, the designed PMSM is supposed to be embedded 

in a hybrid city bus. The studied hybrid bus driveline is introduced and its modeling 

parameters for torsional analysis are described in this chapter. The first component is the 

2.5 liter, five-cylinder diesel engine that operates the generator. The diesel engine and 

generator can be connected or disconnected from the electric traction motor by employing 

the magnetically actuated clutch. In fact, the clutch makes it possible to have multiple 

driving modes in the driveline. Driving modes are generally categorized into two main 

modes: series and parallel modes. 

In series drive mode, the clutch between the generator and traction motor is deactivated 

and the drivetrain is split into two separate systems: engine-generator system and traction 

motor, drive shafts and tires. The engine-generator part starts to run when the battery 

charge level is low or when extra power is required. The traction motor transmits driving 

power through drivetrain components—such as the cardan shaft, rear differentials, and 

rear axles—to the tires. This is the most common driving mode, and supply power and 
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electrical excitations’ harmonics are the most dominant excitations in the vibratory 

system.  

The parallel drive mode is employed in conditions where all possible power is required 

by the operator; in that case, the diesel engine and EM collaborate synchronously. In 

addition, there is also a driving mode where only the diesel engine supplies power to the 

tires. This can be both feasible and the most energy-efficient driving mode in cases when 

the bus is driving at a constant speed on the highway (at speeds from 60 km/h to 80 km/h). 

In that case, it is neither feasible nor efficient to convert mechanical energy into electrical 

energy and consume it in the traction motor. In this case the produced torque from the 

diesel engine is transmitted to the tires by means of electric machine shafts while there is 

no electric torque interference. In a direct drive, all the driveline components, from 

beginning to end, are carrying the load and a long multi-material shaft including a 

coupling is the transmitting axle. This driving mode could be also used in the situation 

where all the batteries are depleted. 

The results of the torsional analysis are shown in Chapter 3. As in the design stage, the 

torsional vibration analysis has some uncertainties. In order to validate the design’s 

robustness and to find the weak points of the system, a parametric sensitivity analysis is 

performed (i.e., several cases with different parameters are analyzed). Parameter 

variations are based on the error estimates of the model input data.  

The layout of the CAMBUS driveline’s active components is shown in Figure 14a. 

According to [61], the drive train can be adequately modeled with as few elements as just 

the bar and mass elements. As shown in the illustration of discretized FE (Figure 14b), 

defining the input variables in a rotor-bearing dynamics (RoBeDyn) analysis tool is done 

by discretizing the driveline into stiffness and mass elements. In the driveline, the 

components having parts that do not bear any torsional forces are modeled in two steps. 

The part of the component that carries the torsional load is modeled as a shaft and the 

portion that only imposes inertia around the axis is modeled as a mass element. By having 

the material-inherent properties, the mass moment of inertia and torsional stiffness of 

elements are calculated by the element’s inner and outer diameter [62]. 

The numerical analysis of the driveline’s torsional vibration is done by computer software 

[63], using the FEM. Applying the in-house RoBeDyn toolbox enables the visualization 

of the elements and mode shape graphs through the transparent 3D model of the system. 

It helps to diagnose the modal variation with its correspondent nodes in the drivetrain in 

order to modify the points that cause resonance in the system. 
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Figure 14. a) The CAMBUS hybrid powertrain layout: a combustion engine, a 55 kW outer rotor 

PM generator, the coupling, a clutch, and a 150 kW permanent magnet traction motor. b) A 

visualization of FE discretization of the CAMBUS driveline. 

The first two studied cases are the open and closed clutch conditions with the nominal 

driveline parameters. The three lowest torsional natural frequencies and mode shapes in 

these cases are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. Open clutch conditions correspond to 

the serial driving mode, while the closed clutch configuration is active in the parallel or 

diesel-only driving mode. The natural frequencies are higher in the series drive mode, as 

was expected since the drivetrain is split into two parts in this mode. By studying the 

mode shapes, it can be seen that the tires which carry the bus load behave as fixed ends, 

and the largest deformation occurs either in the traction motor or in the diesel engine. 

Combustion engine           Generator    Coupling   Clutch     Traction motor 

a) 

b) 
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–– Mode1: f = 60.65 Hz --- Mode2: f = 254.1 Hz –– Mode3: f = 270.6 Hz 

Figure 15. The driveline’s basic model in open clutch status. 

 

 
–– Mode 1: f = 24.26 Hz --- Mode 2: f = 83.15 Hz –– Mode 3: f = 269.9 Hz 

Figure 16. The driveline’s basic model in closed clutch status. 

The sensitivity analysis is conducted by varying the model parameters that have 

uncertainties. The selected variations are: the diesel engine’s inertia, the stiffness of the 

hub joint between the engine and generator, the coupling’s stiffness and inertia, and the 

traction motor’s inertia modeling. 

Regarding the calculated frequencies for the different study cases in Publication I, the 

system is robust at low speeds, since the first natural frequency stayed almost constant, 

even when the assumptions were modified. From the studied cases, it can be concluded 

that the system is sensitive to coupling stiffness in the second mode. 
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Engine harmonics are graphically shown together with the system’s overall three lowest 

natural frequencies in Figure 17. The purpose of this diagram is to visualize and detect 

the possible resonance operation speeds. At present, it only displays the frequencies of 

five harmonic components (i = 0.5…2.5), but more can easily be added [64, 65]. 

 

Figure 17. A frequency interference diagram showing the first five harmonic components of 

engine rotational speed. 

The torsional excitations of the studied driveline arise from two different sources. The 

reciprocating diesel engine causes engine harmonics, and electrical machines cause 

torque ripple and cogging torque harmonics. The excitation frequencies are discussed in 

Publication I; however, a detailed forced response analysis is left for future studies 

3.2 Lifetime calculation 

The life span of the designed driveline is dependent on the structure material properties 

and operational situation and pattern. However at the initial steps of design process, 

ultimate and harsh situations with a magnification factor are modeled to avoid failure in 

the structure; operational conditions and operator manner can affect the life span. In this 

dissertation, the fatigue life of the EM rotor is studied in two different applications of 

electric and hybrid drivelines (in city bus transportation and in a high-performance sport 

car) by taking into account the phenomena that aggregate overloads in the structure. 

The first study is of a hybrid city bus’s EM rotor. There are three rotor designs that are 

subjected to fatigue life study. The calculated equivalent stress cycles, Δσeq, and the 

number of cycles, Nf, for Designs A, B, and C, considered over the driving cycle depicted 

in Figure 11, are given in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Fatigue life results for the Lappeenranta Bus Route 1 driving cycle. 

 Rotor A  Rotor B Rotor C 

Δσeq (MPa) 293  440 252 

Nf (cycles) 4×106  6×106 20×106 

Life cycle (km) 5.3×1012  5.4×1010 6.4×1013 

 

To validate the design’s fatigue life for a standard drive cycle, rather than the recorded 

drive cycle on the local track, a fatigue study was also conducted also for the New 

European Driving Cycle (NEDC). It should be noted that the NEDC is a very smooth 

drive cycle that is usually performed on a flat road, in the absence of wind and or traffic 

jam and may not cover all the real-life driving conditions. Here it is taken to demonstrate 

modeling methods and used as a commonly known benchmark to compare different 

results. Since the maximum speed of the bus is 92 km/h, the low-powered vehicle cycle 

is applied to the Extra Urban Driving Cycle [66]. Figure 18 shows the NEDCLP speed 

profiles; it can be seen that the maximum speed is higher than on Lappeenranta Bus Route 

1. 

 

Figure 18. The NEDC speed profile for the low-powered vehicle cycle [67]. 

The fatigue analysis results for the NEDC drive cycle are shown in Table 4. It can be 

pointed out that the number of cycles and drivability values are equal as the NEDCLP 

length, 994 m, which is very close to one kilometer. 

In the second case study, a high-performance sport car was studied. In this case, rapid 

acceleration and the elevation of the electric current rate in the stator windings cause 

temperature gradient fluctuation in the rotor, thus stresses due to thermal loads needed to 

be considered while calculating fatigue life. 
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Table 4. Fatigue analysis results for NEDCLP. 

 Rotor A  Rotor B Rotor C 

Δσeq (MPa) 224  304 194 

Nf (cycle) 71×106  2.8×106 3×106 

Life cycle (km) 7.1×107  2.8×106 3.1×108 

 

The FEM is applied to calculate the thermomechanical stress level for transient analysis, 

and measured data from the rear right (RR) wheel of ERA on the Nürburgring 

Nordschleife track is taken as a load history pattern. As can be seen in Figure 19, the drive 

cycle of ERA on the track is recorded and by employing the FE results and measured 

data, the fatigue life of the rotor is calculated. In the case when the stress level is in the 

allowable range but the fatigue life is shorter than the designed life cycle, the geometry 

of magnet housing can be modified accordingly. 

 

Figure 19. The ERA speed profile on the Nürburgring Nordschleife track. 

Figure 20 shows the studied rotor assembly that is part of the three-phase 8-pole double 

deck embedded permanent magnet motor for a 4×4 fully electric race car ERA. The FE 

model of the rotor was built in Ansys. 
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Figure 20. ERA’s EM rotor’s assembly. 

The lamination bridges around the magnets shown in Figure 21 are designed to be 

mechanically durable at the expense of electromagnetic performance due to design 

requirements. Consequently, a low level of mechanical stresses and long fatigue life are 

expected.  

  

Figure 21. The structure of one pole of the designed PMSM. 

In the FE study, a 1/16 slice of real rotor stack with cyclic symmetric constraints around 

the main axis is modeled in order to simplify the model and reduce calculation time. Heat 

losses as functions of current are added to both lower and upper magnets and iron losses 

for rotor laminations. Heat convection boundary conditions are added on the rotor sides 

Rotor 

Magnet 

Air gap 

Adhesive 

Winding 

Stator 
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and the air gap in order to simulate real conditions and the ambient temperature is set to 

22°C. Cooling of the PMSMs is carried out by combining air cooling in the air gap region 

and liquid cooling in the stator frame. A transient thermal study is run for a 530 second 

drive cycle at one-second time increments and the corresponding stresses are transferred 

to a transient mechanical study as preliminary stress. In the mechanical study, besides the 

imported thermal loads from the previous study, the measured torque and rotation speed 

that were measured from track test are added to the model.  

As a result of stress calculation, according to the stress distribution as it is shown in Figure 

22, the critical areas are the magnet pocket upper fillets. Furthermore, the magnetic flux 

is denser around the air barriers in the magnet housing, thus more eddy currents are 

induced there and it heats up faster. This stress parallax raises the importance of thermal 

influence in stress analysis. 

 

Figure 22. Critical areas are shown in red—areas where maximum stress appeared during the 

Nürburgring test drive. 

Figure 23 shows the measured temperature from the windings [15] and the calculated 

temperature in the area of the highest stresses in the rotor-critical area. The scale of the 

temperatures is clearly different since the temperature of the windings rises up to 145°C 

and the temperature of the rotor up to 40°C. Even though the temperatures are obtained 

from the different locations, the trends of the curves are comparable. The calculated 

temperature increases relatively faster between 70 and 100 seconds. After the first 100 

seconds, the temperature in the rotor core increases relatively slower than in the windings 

until time point of 240 seconds, when it starts to increase again relatively faster than the 

temperature in the windings. Then, after 40 seconds, at time point 280 seconds, it starts 

to increase relatively slower until the final rush, just before the end of the cycle. In 

Publication VI the calculation process and FEM modeling is explained in detail. 
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Figure 23. Measured winding temperature vs. calculated rotor temperature. 

Figure 24 shows the maximum von Mises stress due to mechanical, thermal, and combined 

loads during the studied load cycle. The curves are sketched with a dotted black line, a 

dashed red line, and a solid blue line respectively. The mechanical stress strictly follows 

the rotational speed of the rotor. The centrifugal forces are the main contributors for the 

mechanical stress and the tangential forces, while torque plays a minor role. The 

maximum mechanical stress during the drive cycle is not more than 43 MPa.  

The thermal stresses appear due to the temperature gradient along the structure. Increasing 

the load of the motors, the losses around the magnets increases, which further causes a 

higher temperature gradient. The time spans in which the structure experiences faster heat 

increase (70–100, 240–280, and 475–500 seconds), and the thermal stresses increase 

faster as well. Between the higher temperatures rising when the temperature is increasing 

more steadily, the structure heats up more steadily, resulting in a lower temperature 

gradient and a hardly noticeable increase in thermal stress levels. 

To conclude regarding the behavior of the mechanical and the thermal stresses solely, the 

loading of the motors increases both stress types. However, it does not tell the whole truth 

if the stresses are observed separately and considering the total stress level using 

superposition principle by summing the stress components together. In general, Figure 24 

shows that the thermal stresses increase the base level of the combined stresses and the 

stress variation of the combined stress curve is caused by the mechanical stresses. The 

comparison between the fluctuation of the mechanical stress and combined stress curves 

shows that the mechanical stresses by themselves experience more dramatic changes 

along the drive cycle, and the residual thermal stresses clearly equalize the combined 

stress peaks. During the studied drive cycle, the combined stress levels are lower than the 

thermal stress levels. Figure 24 shows that thermal and mechanical strain, regarding 

direction, may negate each other or amplify the overall strain and combined stress 

consequently. Therefore, using the superposition principle in evaluating the stress levels 

from the mechanical and the thermal stresses dramatically overestimates the stresses and 

results in a too conservative design.   
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Figure 24. The von Mises stress history in different loading conditions: mechanical load, thermal 

load, and combined load. 

Based on the published fatigue test results for similar rotor laminate material in [68], the 

following fatigue strength coefficient and fatigue strength exponent are adopted in this 

study: f  = 673.25 MPa and b = -0.09559. 

The plot of stress (S) against the number of cycles to failure (N) of electrical steel (M270–

50A) is shown in Figure 25. Forming the S–N curve needs to take into account various 

parameters, such as the aspect ratio, temperature, and influences on the surface condition. 

The S–N curve is the foundation for a fatigue assessment on the basis of the load 

spectrum. 

 

Figure 25. The S–N curve of electrical steel M270–50 A. 
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A comparison between the maximum stresses in the drive cycle, maximum stress σmax, 

and the equivalent stresses σeq—caused by mechanical, thermal, and combined loads—

calculated for the fatigue study are illustrated in a bar chart (Figure 26). As can be seen 

in the bar chart, the maximum thermal stress is higher than mechanical stress, while the 

equivalent mechanical stress is higher than the equivalent thermal stress. This contrast is 

because of the amplitude and number of stress fluctuation instances. As can be seen in 

Figure 24, mechanical stress’s inclination trend is rapid, while thermal stress increases 

quiet smoothly. 

Figure 26. A stress level comparison bar chart in the ERA rotor. 

The results show a significant change in both stress levels and in the predicted fatigue 

life, depending on if the thermal stresses are accounted for or not. In the studied traction 

motor, the total stresses are on an acceptable level, even when the thermal stresses are 

included. This is due to the conservative approach adopted in the design process, but it 

should be mentioned that the mechanical durability of the rotor was increased by 

sacrificing some portion of the electromagnetic performance. Therefore, a comprehensive 

thermomechanical analysis is essential for a precise and optimal design. This can 

accomplished by employing the procedure proposed in this dissertation.  

3.3 Energy consumption and efficiency 

In this section a simulation tool is utilized as a tool to benchmark the efficiency of electric 

drivelines. The results regarding the power consumption efficiency of an electric 

passenger car are presented in this chapter. 

The presented transmission model was run and archived for the gear pairs that are used 

in the vehicle model over the EM operation points (i.e., 0 to 10 000 rpm and -350 Nm to 

+350 Nm). The obtained transmission efficiency data were then embedded into the 

corresponding vehicle model in order to derive the efficiency at any arbitrary power point. 
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Because of difference in European and US driving patterns, the simulation model was run 

for two different driving cycles in order to validate the compatibility of the model with 

both the NEDC and the American Federal Test Procedure (FTP-75). The Speed profile 

of the NEDC and FTP-75 are shown in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27. The driving cycle profile of a) the NEDC  b) FTP-75. 

The power required for the driving cycle is given in the EM-generator efficiency map (ηE) 

for the single reduction gear, for the five-step gearbox, and for a CVT in Figure 28a, 

Figure 28b, and Figure 28c respectively. Applying FTP-75, the energy consumption 

seems to be similar in the five-step gearbox and CVT, but the single gear transmission 

exhibits a clear difference. The EM-generator operation points over the EM efficiency 

map for FTP-75 can be found in Publication IV. 
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Figure 28. The operating points of EM during the NEDC over the electric motor-generator 

efficiency map (ηE) with a) a single reduction gear, b) a five-step gearbox, and c) a CVT. 
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It should be mentioned that the EM operation map is plotted in nominal condition, 

whereas the maximum output power is almost double the nominal power. However, there 

are some operation points (specifically for the FTP-75 drive cycle) that are off the map 

in Figure 28, but it does not mean that the EM is not capable of producing the 

corresponding power. The correlating efficiency is also calculated by extrapolating the 

given values from the nominal operation range. However the cumulative energy 

consumption in all three drivetrain architectures seems to be similar in Figure 29; in the 

magnified scope, a minor difference can be seen that shows the single reduction gear 

design depletes batteries more than the other drivetrain designs. 

a)   

 

b) 

 

Figure 29. a) Cumulative energy consumption during the NEDC with a single reduction gear 

(Esingle), a five-step gearbox (E5step), and a CVT (ECVT). b) Zoomed scope. 
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Comparing the cumulative power consumption curve (shown in Figure 30) and driving 

cycle fluctuation (shown in Figure 27), it can be seen that at high speeds the low efficiency 

of a single reduction gear causes higher power consumption. 

 

Figure 30. Cumulative energy consumption during FTP-75 with a single reduction gear, a five-

step gearbox, and a CVT. 

The simulation model was run in both an ideal situation, where the efficiency of the non-

electrical components was set to 100 percent, and in realistic situations, for which the 

proposed model was employed to calculate the power losses due to mechanical 

components (e.g., transmission). The simulation results for ideal transmissions indicated 

that the trip range of an EV in which a CVT is embedded improves by 2.5% for the NEDC 

and 3% for FTP-75 compared to a single reduction gear. The EV equipped with a five-

step manual transmission has a trip range improved by 1.5% and 3% for the NEDC and 

FTP-57 driving cycle respectively. In order to illustrate the contrast in energy 

consumption levels across different driving cycles and transmission configurations in 

both ideal and real situations, the results are plotted as a bar chart in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31. An EV energy consumption comparison bar chart. 

However, although the CVT seems to be a better option than a single reduction gear in 

an ideal situation, in realistic conditions, when the gearbox power losses are taken into 

account, the efficiency of the driveline drops by 6.6% for the NEDC and 3.6% for FTP-

75. As can be seen from Figure 31, in the real situations, the power consumption increases 

as the driveline architecture gets more complicated. The reason for the simulation with a 

CVT resulting in higher energy consumption in both the NEDC and FTP-75 (as can be 

seen in Figure 31) is that the mechanical power losses in a CVT are relatively higher and 

will cancel out the achieved improvement in electrical efficiency. Even though the results 

vary for different driving cycles and gear ratio selections, this simulation shows that with 

equivalent settings, extra component power losses outweigh any downstream efficiency 

gained by the more efficient operation of the EM. 

3.4 The validation of the functionality of electromechanical 

systems  

In this section the dynamic behavior of an integrated planetary gear with a PMSM during 

gear shifting is studied by using multibody system simulation software (ADAMS). As is 

explained in the upper compartment of Figure 8, the direct mode happens when the output 

shaft is connected to the sun gear and the rotor consequently by the the red dig clutch, 

and the reduction mode is when the planet carrier delivers the torque via the blue dog 

clutch to the drive shaft. The main focus is to observe the proper functioning and check 

the controllability of gear shifting, which is a determinant factor in the duty life of the 

driveline. The duty cycle for the simulation is summarized in accelerating, operating in a 

constant speed, and shifting. Since the gear shifting process should be carried out in a 

small time period, any failure in the synchronization of the rotor and clutches leads to 

severe shocks and vibration that may consequently lead to the fatigue or fracture of the 

mechanical components. The multibody simulation approach is used to verify the 
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functionality of the dog clutch shifting mechanism in an integrated electric hub motor and 

a planetary gearset, as well to verify its performance in a tractor for the dynamic analysis 

of the electric driveline and vehicle. 

The simulation is run for 4 seconds and there is interaction between Simulink and the 

mechanical plant in ADAMS every 10 microseconds. According to the defined sample 

drive cycle, three shifting signals are sent to clutches and, as shown in Figure 32, in every 

disengagement there is an overshoot in the sun gear rotational speed that illustrates that 

the rotor speed increases dramatically when it is unloaded immediately. So, the EM 

control should be modified to set the torque to zero before sending gear shifting signals 

to the clutches, which not only decreases the tooth clutch sliding friction but also prevents 

immense shocks to the system. 

Figure 32. Three-gear shifting in the sample drive cycle. 

In this study, the functionality of the gear shifting procedure of a novel two-step gearbox 

integrated with an electric hub motor (Publication II) was validated using a co-

simulation approach where a detailed mechanical model, and an electric drive and a 

control model are surveyed simultaneously. The main result of this study was discovering 

that it is possible to perform gear shifting as planned; however, electric synchronization 

and control play a significant role. 

3.5 Electric tractor performance 

After the functionality of gear shifting is validated, a simulation model of an electric 

tractor that utilizes four integrated electric hub motors was developed to observe its 

performance in real application. In this study a real-time simulator was used as a virtual 

dynamometer and an electric tractor was taken as a sample to compare the power 

consumption between two different driveline configurations; the first one comprises two 

_______ Rotor 

-------- Clutch1 

.……. Clutch2 
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double-powered InHuGORs in rear wheels and the second one has a InHuGOR drive in 

all four wheels. 

The latter driveline model, which is rear-wheel drive (RWD), consists of two InHuGORs 

mounted on the rear wheels with double-rated power, providing the same total accessible 

power as a four-wheel hub-motor. Some minor simplifications are applied in modeling 

the double-power InHuGORs—such as rotor mass and EM efficiency—that do not have 

a considerable effect on results. The rotor mass is negligible compared to wheel complex 

mass, and full throttle operation efficiency is almost the same in a double-powered EM. 

The simulation track is dry asphalt and the tire dynamic friction coefficient is set to 0.8. 

In the initial moments that the model is created in the simulator environment, it has some 

initial speed in the opposite direction of the track. That is why at around the first second 

of the simulation, the speed value is negative in Figure 33. However the top speed in this 

simulation is 115 km/h, which may not be suitable for tractors, the results can be utilized 

for other vehicles types. 

 

Figure 33. The vehicle’s longitudinal speed for two different drivelines. 

According to the rear and front tires radii and widths, chassis geometry, and the center of 

mass location (which is 10% inclined to the rear), the normal force at tire contact and the 

rolling friction of rear tires are higher than front tires eventually. The effect of that can be 

seen in Figure 33 where the vehicle’s longitudinal speed with a RWD driveline is higher 

than the 4x4 model, whereas the acceleration is pretty much the same and this is because 

of the initial tire slipping in 4x4 mode. The instant power consumption of EMs on each 

wheel [front-left (FL) wheel, front-right (FR) wheel, rear-left (RL) wheel, and rear-right 

(RR) wheel] are plotted in Figure 34 for both proposed drivelines. Comparing plots a and 

b in Figure 34, it can be seen that the cumulative power consumption is almost the same 

for either 4x4 drive or RWD, but the tire slipping duration is double in RWD because of 

two times higher power of the EMs in this mode. More detailed information about the 

electric agricultural driveline architecture can be found in Publication III. 
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In Figure 34 the instant power consumption on each wheel is illustrated. In Figure 34b, 

the power consumption on the RR and RL wheels is slightly higher and that is because 

less slippage of the rear wheels leads to more electric power consumption than the front 

wheels, which can pivot with less resistive force.   

 

 

 

Figure 34. Instant power consumption on wheels: a) RWD, b) four-wheel drive. 

The total power consumption of the modeled tractors are calculated according to the 

torque on wheels and the drive shaft speed, and are printed in Table 5. Regarding the 

power consumption plots, the necessity for an efficient traction control system is sensed. 

According to the results in Table 5, the total energy efficiency of the RWD driveline is 

still better than that of the proposed 4×4 driveline, while there is no mechanical 

differential that imposes extra power loss to the system without an effective traction 

control that prevents spinning of tires. 
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Table 5. The power consumption of vehicle wheels (kWh).  

Wheel 4x4 RWD 

Front-Left 0.9323 - 

Front-Right 0.9293 - 

Rear-Left 1.0270 1.2319 

Rear-Right 1.0280 1.2323 

Total 3.9166 2.4643 

 

The simulation process is functionalized by using a Mevea and Matlab/Simulink 

interface. The EM is calculated inside the Matlab script and only torque and rotational 

speeds are inside the Simulink model. This makes the simulation process faster, for 

example when inductances, flux linkages, and currents are inside the script and Simulink 

only uses efficiency maps. All the other electrical components are handled in the same 

way.  
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4 Conclusion 

The importance of EVs and their benefits over conventional vehicles are explained and a 

methodology for driveline design for EVs and HEVs for a passenger car, a city bus, a 

racing car, and a tractor in on-road and off-road applications is developed in this 

dissertation. In this methodology, a comprehensive approach to different fields of 

mechanical engineering and electrical engineering is taken and different scientific 

methods and techniques are utilized to form a multidisciplinary guideline for the EV 

driveline mechanical design. 

So far, various combinations of EMs and a combustion engines have been formed to make 

hybrid drivelines, but synchronous operation of a diesel engine, a generator, and an EM 

mounted on a common shaft is the novel hybrid driveline solution that is analyzed in this 

dissertation. The electromagnetic efficiency and mechanical strength of the initial 

geometrical designs are later evaluated for an optimum final production. The application 

of such a driveline in a city bus requires precise evaluation of every single component in 

order to avoid failure due to torsional vibration. Hence, an analytical model of driveline 

components is developed as well as numerical model, that is, FEM, to calculate the 

driveline torsional natural frequencies and excitation frequencies generated by a five-

cylinder diesel engine and electric machines in order to find out the probability of 

torsional resonances in the system. More than a hundred cases with a smart combination 

of driveline components with higher and lower mass and stiffness values were carried out 

to analyze the sensitivity of the driveline to uncertainties during the FE modeling. By 

analyzing the torsional mode shapes in basic model simulation, the critical components 

are spotted and the critical operation ranges of the diesel engine are detected. 

In a high-performance EV like ERA, because of rapid temperature inclination, thermal 

stress can cause early wear and malfunction. To study the effect of thermal and 

mechanical stress on the EM’s lifespan, the FEM is applied to calculate the 

thermomechanical stress history over the load cycle and then outcomes are subjected to 

analytical fatigue life calculation. The results show that thermal loads may dampen or 

amplify the mechanical loads regarding the load direction. Thus, considering thermal 

stress along with mechanical stress is essential when calculating the lifecycle. Comparing 

the hybrid city bus’s operational situation and the ERA driving pattern shows that in a 

low-performance application, with smooth acceleration and deceleration, and steady 

thermal condition, modeling the centrifugal load as the main stress source as a function 

of rotational speed, gives a straightforward solution to the stress history. Whereas in a 

high-performance application in which sudden change in operational condition leads to 

rapid temperature escalation, a more detailed and transient thermodynamic analysis is 

required for obtaining temperature variation and consequently thermal stress. Considering 

both thermal and mechanical strain, the stress history of the EM in high-performance 

status is calculated and finally the life span of the EM is calculated. 

The feasibility of applying variable transmission versus a single reduction gear in pure 

EVs has been one of the concerns of EV driveline designers. The efficient solutions are 
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mostly compromised to improve the performance of EVs, so a new bilateral approach that 

considered both the electrical and mechanical efficiency of the EV was developed. The 

efficiency spectrum of an EV driveline section is analytically derived by modeling 

various and detailed possible power losses, and these are implemented in a simulation 

model to validate the driveline design feasibility from the efficiency point of view. By 

analyzing the final results, the most efficient solution for transmission in the EV is 

selected.  

The design of an electric and hybrid driveline is a time-consuming process because of 

uncertainties about the functionality the design and its compatibility with the application. 

A generic and smart simulation platform is developed in this dissertation to establish a 

bridge between each design step and the final structure. The proposed simulation platform 

updates the final design with any minor modification of any design step and provides 

feedbacks with which to evaluate the applied changes simultaneously. In this dissertation, 

the operation of the clutch mechanism in an integrated hub motor with a gearbox, as well 

as the operation of an electric tractor consisting of four integrated hub motors with a 

gearbox is analyzed by the proposed simulation model. The assured functionality of the 

clutch mechanism and drive compatibility in the tractor driveline application promote 

taking further steps towards the manufacturing process. 

The findings of this study cover a variety of vehicle categories (i.e., the passenger car, the 

public transportation bus, the racing car, and the off-road tractor). By utilizing scientific 

solutions to optimize the engineering method and tools, a novel approach to EV and HEV 

driveline design is proposed in this dissertation. Furthermore, since the simulations’ 

results, along with prototype test outcomes, comply with all the design expectations, the 

proposed guidelines can be taken to be a reliable plan of action for designing EV and 

HEV driveline in similar applications. 

4.1 Future studies 

Electric mobility is expanding according to different criteria thanks to the advancements 

in the renewable energy harvesting methods and battery manufacturing technology. 

However, in order to exploit the former accomplishments and to overcome the future 

challenges, a systematic comprehensive approach should be taken. However, in this 

dissertation, an approach to electric driveline design process that considers many different 

aspects of mechanical and electrical characteristics is presented, yet some may have been 

omitted. In the following some recommendation for future studies are listed: 

Electromagnetic forces, alongside thermal and mechanical loads, should be studied in 

order to observe the stresses due to electro-thermomechanical strain. The further 

development of transient thermal analysis will improve solving the electro-

thermomechanical coupling problem of PMSMs. 

In the torsional vibration analysis of electric and hybrid drivelines, a more reliable 

outcome will be achieved by considering the terrain counter load on the driveline (e.g., 
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slippage and bump modeling, and empirical vibration tests and measurements on hybrid 

drivelines). 

The limited power source in mobile and off-grid electric applications requires a precise 

approach in order to have a longer operation cycle, so an efficiency calculator model 

integrated with battery management systems will lead to more accurate results. In real-

time simulations, taking into account the wear factor will help to build a more extensive 

model with more realistic and efficient feedbacks.  
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ABSTRACT 
Several hybrid electric driveline topologies have been 

introduced for vehicles in order to reduce emissions and 

improve energy efficiency in the transportation sector. This 

study introduces a novel configuration for a hybrid electric bus 

driveline. The designed driveline is capable of operating in pure 

electric, series and parallel hybrid modes. The torsional 

vibration analysis of the proposed drivetrain is performed for 

different driving mode configurations. The finite element 

method is applied to solve the torsional natural frequencies and 

mode shapes of the driveline. The model contains mass-elastic 

data of drive shafts, a diesel engine, a permanent magnet 

generator and a traction motor, as well as clutches and 

couplings. Different modelling strategies are discussed, and a 

sensitivity analysis is performed in order to determine the effect 

of different modelling parameters on the system’s torsional 

frequencies and mode shapes. Different excitation frequencies 

arising from the diesel engine and electric drives are identified 

and compared to the natural frequencies.  

Keywords: Hybrid Bus, Multi-Driving Mode, Torsional 

vibration analysis. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

With the advance of electric mobility technology, various 

combinations of electric machines and the internal combustion 

engine (ICE) are designed according to the hybrid electric 

vehicle (HEV) category. The main motivation for this 

development is to improve the efficiency of vehicles and to 

reduce harmful exhaust emissions [1]. In particular, these 

benefits are exceedingly important in city transportation, which 

has led to development of hybrid electric busses. 

Energy efficiency has also been the main motivation in 

Lappeenranta University of Technology’s Green Campus 

project [2], which promotes the usage and production of 

renewable energy. As part of the Green Campus project, 

electric transportation is demonstrated by designing a novel 

hybrid bus (CAMBUS). The bus will include a new hybrid 

electric system that is more energy efficient than the current 

versions available on the market since it only utilizes a 2.5-litre 

engine and has a larger battery capacity. The designed driveline 

for the hybrid bus is capable of operating in pure electric, series 

and parallel hybrid mode. The purpose of the CAMBUS’ 

powertrain design is to reduce local emissions in the campus 

area, so the most desired driving mode is the pure electric 

traction. However, in order to ensure longer operation range, 

the diesel engine is kept in the drivetrain. In addition, the diesel 

engine can be used to assist the electric traction in case more 

power is needed.   

In this study, the torsional vibration analysis of the 

designed hybrid bus driveline is presented. In rotating 

machinery, the power is transmitted by delivering the torque 

through the rotating drivetrain components. Common driveline 

components are shafts, couplings, gears, motors and generators 

for example or other work machines, such as blowers. 

Typically, the drivetrain components are selected and acquired 

from different manufacturers [3]. Corbo and Malanoski [4] 

have presented practical design steps for rotating machinery 

and they emphasized the importance of comprehensive 

torsional analysis at the design stage. Torsional vibration is an 

oscillatory angular motion causing shaft twisting that is 

superimposed on the steady rotational motion of rotating 

components [3]. Stress fluctuations can lead to metal fatigue 

and crucial failures if the system is not designed properly. This 

is especially true in the case where different torque excitation 

sources affect the drivetrain.  
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Feese and Hill [5] presented case histories of various 

problems in reciprocating machinery that had been caused by 

torsional vibration. In prevention of problems, a dynamic 

model of the whole driveline needs to be analyzed for different 

driving modes. Sopanen et al. [6] have studied the dynamic 

torque of a direct driven wind turbine drive train and surveyed 

the role of excitation due to electric machines on the system.  

An adequately rigid crankshaft, a solitary operating engine 

and a constantly applied load are the common assumptions in 

the automotive industry that are also adopted in Williams’ 

study [7]. Gawande and Navale [8] have studied power 

imbalance in a multi-cylinder inline diesel engine generator set 

and modeled the engine dynamics by discretizing the engine 

components into individual torque resources. Therefore, the 

crankshafts can be modeled as solid shafts that have the 

equivalent torsional stiffness of throws in series. The 

significance of torsional vibration and two measurement 

approaches is described in Adamsons’ study [9]. Schulz [10] 

has studied the power split HEV drive train at low frequency, 

mainly concentrating on the controllability of the system. 

According to literature survey, publications related to 

torsional vibration analysis of hybrid electric drivetrains are 

short-shrifted as most of the publications consider torsional 

vibrations of turbomachinery or reciprocating machines. 

However, torsional vibration may affect the duty life and 

maintenance of the HEV considerably. This paper introduces a 

novel configuration of a hybrid bus driveline that is capable of 

operating in multiple driving modes (i.e. series, parallel and 

diesel engine only). Torsional natural frequencies and mode 

shapes are determined utilizing a finite element model of the 

drivetrain. An analysis of natural torsional frequencies and 

mode shapes of the powertrain is conducted. In addition, a 

parametric sensitivity analysis is also shown in order to 

determine the optimization possibilities. 

2 TORSION VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF 
DRIVELINES 

The most common modeling method for torsional systems 

is the mass-elastic model, where the system components are 

described by their mass moment of inertia and torsional 

stiffness. The first step in the torsional vibration analysis is to 

obtain the natural frequencies and torsional mode shapes of the 

system. Possible resonance speeds can be found by combining 

the information about the system’s natural frequencies with 

excitation frequencies. In most cases, this is accomplished 

using a Frequency Interference Diagram. In order to decide if 

the torsional vibration amplitude at the found resonance speed 

is harmful, a forced vibration analysis should be performed. 

For configuring the equation of motion of the system, the 

vibration model can be defined as follows: 

 

t)T(q,=Kq+ qC+ qM  , (1) 

where M is the mass matrix, C is damping matrix, and K is 

stiffness matrix. The vector q contains the torsional degrees of 

freedom while T is the vector of external torques. The mass and 

stiffness matrices can be obtained from the mass-elastic data of 

the system using the standard finite element formulation.  

The consistent mass matrix of the torsion bar element can 

be obtained employing the element shape functions as follows 

0

L

j T

e pI dx m N N  (2) 

where N is the shape function matrix, Ip is the polar moment of 

inertia of the cross-section,  is the density of the material and L 

is the length of the torsion bar element. Using linear 

interpolation functions, the shape function matrix can be 

written as follows 

1
x x

L L
 
 
  

N  (3) 

 
Employing Equations (2) and (3), the consistent mass 

matrix of torsion bar element can be written as  

2 1

1 26

j

e

pI L


 
 
 

m  (4) 

 
The global mass matrix of the system, M, can be obtained from 

the element matrices using a standard finite element assembly 

procedure. The stiffness matrix K can be assembled from the 

element matrices 
j
ek   that can be defined as follows 

1 1

1 1

j xx

e

GI

L






 
 
 

k  (5) 

 
where G is the modulus of the rigidity of the material, Ixx and L 

are the torsion constant and the length of the element, 

respectively. It should be noted that in the case of a symmetric 

circular cross-section, parameters Ip and Ixx are equivalent. In 

general, the determination of the damping matrix C is not as 

straightforward as in the case of the mass and stiffness 

matrices. One possibility to determine a full damping matrix is 

to use the estimated modal damping factors. In this procedure, 

the undamped eigenvalues and -modes of the system must be 

solved from 

 2
i iω K M 0  (6) 

where i  is the angular frequency and iφ  is mode shape vector 

of mode i. The mode shape matrix Φ can be constructed using 

the solved mode shape vectors as  

 n 1Φ    (7) 

It must be noticed that the modes are normalized with respect to 

the mass matrix as follows 

 
T Φ MΦ I  (8) 

where I is an identity matrix. The modal damping matrix Cm is 

a diagonal matrix, the elements of which can be calculated as 
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2i i ic   (9) 

where i  is the modal damping factor of mode i.  

In general, the damping factors of steel or cast iron structures 
vary between 1% and 5%, depending on the material properties 
and the number of friction joints. On the other hand, an 
analytical model can be used to determine sufficient damping 
values that result in acceptable response levels. According to 
[11], a damping factor of 2% can be used in a conservative 

design. A full damping matrix can be obtained from the modal 

damping matrix using the inverse transformation as follows 
 

 
1 1

m
T 

C Φ C Φ  (10) 

At this point, it is important to point out that in the case of 

slightly damped torsional systems, the undamped and damped 

natural frequencies differ only moderately. Therefore, by 

putting T= 0 in Equation (1), the natural frequencies of the 

system can be derived with a fair degree of accuracy. 

2.1 Crankshaft modelling 

For modeling the reciprocating machinery and specifically 

internal combustion engines, the most complicated task is to 

model the crankshaft. The equations used for calculating the 

torsional stiffness of the crankshaft are based on the dimensions 

of the journals, webs and crank pin and the shaft material’s 

shear modulus. [5]  

 

The basic equations for the shaft element’s polar area 

moment of inertia (Ip) and torsional stiffness (Kt) are 
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where D is shaft diameter, G is shear modulus and Le is the  

equivalent shaft length. Various modifications of Equation (11) 

for the crankshaft with complicated geometry are proposed, in 

this study, the Ker Wilson and the Carter formulae [12] are 

applied for deriving the torsional stiffness of the crankshaft 
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where Dj and dj are journal outer and inner diameters  

respectively, while Dc and dc are crankpin outer and inner 

diameters, respectively. Note that if the crankshaft is made of a 

solid journal and crank pin, dj and dc are zero. Correspondingly, 

Lj, Lc and Lw are journal, crank pin and web lengths. R is the 

throw radius as shown in Figure 1. The equivalent web width 

We can be obtained using the following equation [13]   
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The Ker Wilson formula gives more accurate results when 

the web stiffness is relatively higher than that of the journals 

and crank pin. This occurs especially in this case since the web 

of the crankshaft is 8-shaped and wide. Another equation for 

the crankshaft’s torsional stiffness is proposed by Carter. 

Carter’s formula is more applicable when the webs are 

deforming the most, as can be seen in the following equation 
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The polar mass moment of inertia at each throw is a 

function of rotary inertia and the effect of reciprocating mass. 

The effect of reciprocating mass on the total moment of inertia 

varies in each revolution of the crankshaft. In this case, it can 

be neglected due to the relative high speed working point in 

which the crankshaft’s angular acceleration variation is smooth. 

In addition, the operation definition does not allow excessive 

load to be imposed onto the ICE at low rotational speeds [14].  

 

    

 

Figure 1 Crankshaft geometry 

An equivalent moment of inertia (Jeq), including 

reciprocating mass (piston head, piston rod), can be estimated 

by adding half of reciprocating mass (Mrcp) times the throw 

radius squared to the rotating inertia (Jrot) of crankshaft part as 

follows 

rcproteq MRJJ 25.0
 

 

(15) 

According to the geometry of the piston rod, the mass 

distribution on the piston rod is denser around the crankpin. 

Thus, the amount of mass that is located on two-thirds of the 

piston rod length, nearby the throw, is assumed as a rotary part 

and the rest is reciprocating with a piston complex [5]. 

3 MULTI DRIVING MODE HYBRID BUS 
DRIVELINE 

In this section, the studied hybrid bus’ driveline is introduced 

and its modelling parameters for torsional analysis are 

described. The layout of driveline’s active components is 
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shown in Figure 2. The first component is a 2.5-litre, five 

cylinder diesel engine that operates the generator. The diesel 

engine and generator can be connected or disconnected from 

the electric traction motor by employing the magnetically 

actuated clutch. In fact, the clutch makes it possible to have 

multiple driving modes in the driveline. Driving modes are 

generally categorized into two main modes: series and parallel 

but in this case, a hybrid parallel drive is also possible. 

In series drive mode, the clutch between the generator and 

traction motor is deactivated and the drivetrain is split into two 

separate systems: engine-generator and traction motor, drive 

shafts and tires. The engine-generator part starts to run when 

the battery charge level is low or extra power is required. The 

traction motor is transmitting driving power through drivetrain 

components such as the cardan shaft, rear differentials and rear 

axles to the tires. This is the most common driving mode, and 

supply power and electrical excitations harmonics are the most 

dominant excitations in the vibratory system.  

The parallel drive mode is employed in a condition where 

the entire possible power is required by the operator; in that 

case, the diesel engine and electric motor are collaborating 

synchronously. In addition, there is also a driving mode where 

only the diesel engine is supplying power to the tires. This can 

be feasible and the most energy efficient driving mode in cases 

when the bus is driving at a constant speed on the highway at 

speeds from 60 km/h to 80 km/h. In that case, it is neither 

feasible nor efficient to convert mechanical energy to electrical 

energy and consume it in the traction motor. In this case the 

produced torque from the diesel engine is transmitted to the 

tires by means of electric machine shafts while there is no 

electric torque interference. In direct drive, all the driveline 

components, from beginning to end, are carrying the load and a 

long multi-material shaft including a coupling is the 

transmitting axle. This driving mode could be also used in the 

situation where all the batteries are depleted. 

 
 

 
Figure 2 Driveline layout (cardan shaft, differential, wheels are omitted). 

 

 

The numerical analysis of the driveline’s torsional 

vibration is done by computer software [15] using the finite 

element method. Applying the in-house rotor dynamics toolbox 

(RoBeDyn) enables the visualization of the mode shape graphs 

through the transparent 3D model of system. It helps to 

diagnose the modal variation to its correspondent nodes in the 

drivetrain to modify the points that cause resonance in the 

system.  

 

Figure 3 Visualization of finite element discretization 

According to [16], the drive train can be adequately 

modeled with just a few elements as bar and mass elements. 

Defining the input variables in RoBeDyn is done by 

discretizing the driveline into stiffness and mass elements. In 

the driveline, the components having parts that do not bear any 

torsional forces are modeled in two steps. The part of 

component that carries the torsional load is modeled as a shaft 

and the portion that only imposes inertia around the axis is 

modeled as a mass element. By having the material-inherent 

properties, the mass moment of inertia and torsional stiffness of 

elements are calculated by the element’s inner and outer 

diameter. [17]  

3.1 Crankshaft 

For modeling the crankshaft, a massless beam that has the 

journal diameter and equivalent torsional stiffness of a throw 

(Kt) is defined. The mass moment of throw inertia is calculated 

numerically and the equivalent moment of inertia (Jeq) is 

defined on the corresponding nodes on the beam element. 

Despite the fact that some earlier studies [8] considered the 

crankshaft as one rigid body, in this study, each throw is 

modeled as an individual mass that has a separate torsional 

degree of freedom. As a result, the crankshaft and generator 

rotor assembly contains six degrees-of-freedom that refer to 

crankshaft throws and the rotor of the generator.  
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The equivalent stiffness coefficients for the crankshaft of 

the diesel engine are calculated employing Eqs. (12)-(14). The 

parameters of the studied crankshaft are shown in Table 1.  

In order to verify the crankshaft stiffnesses obtained by 

using Eqs. (12)-(14), a detailed finite element calculation of one 

throw is conducted. In Figure 4, the used finite element mesh 

and the boundary conditions that are applied to the model are 

shown. In the analysis, torque M is applied at the end of one 

journal while the other end is fixed. The resulting twist angle φ 

of the throw can be evaluated from the resulting displacements. 

Torsional stiffness can be obtained as follows 



M
Kt 

 

(16) 

 

Table 1 Crankshaft parameters 

Parameter Value 

Dj 58 mm 

Dc 47.50 mm 

Lc 25 mm 

Lj 25 mm 

Lw 19.25 mm 

Wmax 130 mm 

Wmin 104 mm 

R 50 mm 

Modulus of Elasticity 210 GPa 

Poisson ratio 0.3 

Density 7600 kg/m3 

 
 

 

Figure 4 3D FEM model of one throw. 

A comparison of the calculated equivalent stiffnesses is 

shown in Table 2. Regarding the studied crankshaft geometry 

in which the crank pin is more flexible than the web, it could be 

expected that the Ker Wilson formula is more accurate. Carter’s 

formula seems to overestimate the stiffness because it is more 

suitable for models with a rigid crankpin and flexible web. 

Table 2 Comparison of calculated torsional stiffnesses (Kt) 
of one throw (kNm∙rad-1) 

Ker Wilson’ Formula Carter’s Formula FEM 

565 798 533 

 

Other attachments to the crankshaft that have considerable 

mass and inertia are the piston and the piston rod, as shown in 

Figure 5. The lower two thirds of the rod are considered as a 

rotary mass and should be added to the mass moment of inertia 

of the crank pin. The rest of the rod mass and piston mass are 

known as the reciprocating mass Mrcp (see Eq. (15)), thus the 

equivalent moment of inertia that influences each throw is Jeq = 

0.0165 kgm2. 

It should be noted that the CAD model and mechanical 

properties of the piston and the piston rod are estimated based 

on the crankshaft’s geometry. Correct values should be 

obtained for more accurate results. 

 

 

Figure 5 a) Piston and connection rod b) Rotating complex 
Jxx,rot= 0.0145 kgm2 c) Reciprocating part Mrcp=1.629 kg 

 

3.2 Outer rotor ferrite surface permanent magnet 
synchronous generator 

The direct-driven generator is connected to the back of the 

diesel engine by means of an extension hub. The diesel engine 

flywheel is replaced by the generator rotor that has a larger 

mass and according to its bigger diameter; consequently, the 

moment of inertia which is carried by the crankshaft is 

increased. In this case, the capability of the crankshaft to run 

the generator rotor needs to be predicted. The difference 

between the flywheel’s and the generator rotor’s dimensions is 

apparent in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6 Size comparison of: a) original flywheel b) rotary 
components of the outer rotor generator 
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The rotating parts of the generator are a solid shaft, a back 

plate, the outer rotor hub and 20 permanent magnets. The total 

moment of inertia of the generator will be computed by the sum 

of constitutive components in Table 3.  

Table 3 Generator components mass moment of inertia 
around main shaft 

Component Mass moment of inertia, J (kgm2) 

solid shaft 0.0136 

back plate 0.5294 

outer rotor hub 0.9161 

magnets 0.2961 

Total 1.7552 

 
In order to model the generator, the solid shaft and the 

back plate that carry the torsion are modeled as beam elements, 

and those components that only rotate with a negligible share in 

total stiffness are modeled as a mass element (red ring in Figure 

3). For the mass element, the moment of inertia is 1.2256 kgm2 

that is obtained by combining the inertias of the outer rotor hub 

and magnets. In comparison, this is significantly larger than the 

original flywheel with a moment of inertia of 0.1428 kgm2. 

3.3 Coupling 

A coupling is added to the driveline mainly because the 

assembly of the driveline would be laborious without it. 

However, it has significant role in the dynamics of the 

driveline, since it adds flexibility and damping to the system. 

Most of the flexibility of the drivetrain is due to the spider 

rubber between the coupling forks. The material of the spider is 

selected from [18] considering maximum speed and torque 

transmissibility. The torsion spring stiffness of the spider 

according to the catalog is 114.73 kNm∙rad-1, and its damping 

ratio can be estimated to 6 % based on the resonance factor data 

given by the manufacturer. This is also in line with published 

guidelines in the literature [3]. However, the actual damping 

should be determined with experimental measurements. 

It should be noticed that the stiffness of the coupling forks 

is considerably higher than that of the spider. Since these are 

connected in series, the equivalent stiffness is quite close to the 

spider’s stiffness. The spider’s mass moment of inertia around 

the bore axis by applying polyurethane (PUR) as material is Jxx 

= 0.0002 kgm2.  

Two thirds of coupling hubs are assumed to be completely 

engaged with the generator shaft on one side and with the 

traction motor solid shaft on the other side. The linear relation 

between torsional stiffness and beam element length makes it 

simple to modify the complete coupling hub stiffness by 

multiplying by two. The rest of the coupling hub’s mass 

moment of inertia is added to the spider inertia in order to have 

a concentrated mass at the middle. As shown in Figure 7 (a), 

the middle element is modeled according to the spider‘s 

characteristics and the portion (1/3) of coupling hubs that only 

have an inertial effect are modeled as rings at two ends. 

 

 

Figure 7 RoBeDyn model of coupling; a) considering hub 
coupling principles b) defining a spring element and one 

mass elements 

 
In the second modeling approach, coupling modeling is 

done by defining a spring element at the coupling’s mid-point; 

its stiffness is taken from a catalog. The inertial effect of the 

other parts of the coupling is halved and separately enclosed at 

the overlapped nodes at the coupling’s mid-point (see Figure 7 

(b)). The driveline is more torsionally flexible by applying this 

method because the relatively long and thin shaft between the 

generator and traction motor increases flexibility. These two 

methods are implemented in the model and compared in the 

sensitivity analysis.  

In the spider selection chart, different stiffnesses are 

selectable according to the nominal load and speed. Since it is 

assumed that the flexibility of the spider is determinant in 

torsional vibration, this parameter is studied in the sensitivity 

analysis.  

 

3.4 Electromagnetic clutch 

The medium between the electrical traction and mechanical 

propulsion is an electromagnetic clutch that is actuated when 

the electrical power is not enough to run the bus and there is a 

demand for more torque on wheels. In both the parallel hybrid 

and the engine direct drive mode, the electromagnetic clutch is 

engaged. A schematic of the clutch (gray part) is shown in 

Figure 8. In the figure, the shaft (blue part) is connected to the 

generator and the diesel engine via a coupling and the 

electromagnetic clutch is connected to the traction motor shaft. 

Most of the torsional flexibility of the clutch is due to a shaft 

with a relatively long length. 

 

Figure 8 Cross-section view of electromagnetic clutch 
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The torsional stiffness of the shaft is 257 kNm∙rad-1 while 

the corresponding stiffness of the grey disk is 38911 kNm∙rad-1. 

The mass moment of inertia around the main axis for the blue 

disc is 0.0123 kgm2, and for the grey disc 0.0286 kgm2, 

respectively. In modeling the magnetic clutch, all the elements 

are defined as beam elements and for adding the possibility of 

analyzing the entire driveline in closed and open status, two 

individual nodes are defined at the discs’ point of contact. A 

spring element with a relatively high stiffness is defined 

between the left and right elements in closed status, and in open 

status the spring element stiffness between two nodes is set to 

zero.  

3.5 Permanent magnet synchronous motor  

The main traction source of the bus is an electric motor 

(nominal speed 2241 rpm) that is designed to cover the defined 

driving cycle. The traction motor components’ mass moment of 

inertias are listed in Table 4. The rotor consists of solid shaft, 

magnet housing and magnets.   

 

Table 4 Inertia of traction motor components. 

Component  Mass moment of inertia J (kgm2) 

solid shaft 0.2086 

magnet housing 0.4786 

magnets 0.1057 

Total 0.7930 

 
 

Solid shafts can be modeled easily, but there are three 

techniques for modeling the contribution of the magnet 

assembly to the total mass moment of inertia (Figure 9): a 

concentrated mass at the midpoint, multiple equal fractions of 

total mass that are evenly distributed on the solid shaft and an 

additional tubular beam element that provides not only mass 

but stiffness. These three different methods are implemented 

for the sensitivity analysis.  

 

 

Figure 9 Different approaches for the inertia modeling of 
the traction motor 

 

4 RESULTS 

4.1 Torsional Natural Frequencies and Mode 
Shapes 

The results of the torsional analysis are shown in this 

section. As the studied hybrid bus driveline is still at the design 

stage, the torsional vibration analysis has some uncertainties. In 

order to validate the design’s robustness and to find the weak 

points of the system [19], a parametric sensitivity analysis is 

performed (i.e. several cases with different parameters are 

analyzed). Parameter variations are based on the error estimates 

of the model input data.  

 
The driveline components omitted in Figure 2 are shown 

in Figure 10. The cardan shaft is modeled by taking into 

account the engine’s cabin space and carrying torque. The steel 

gear tooth stiffness (E=200 GPa) is used to calculate an 

equivalent bar element to model the differential. The rear axles 

and tires are also modeled by using the given data from the 

existing bus. The differential reduction ratio (7:1) is used in the 

calculation of the equivalent stiffness and inertia of the drive 

axles and tires. The equivalent stiffness and inertia for the 

above-mentioned components are used for simplifying the 

entire driveline into one axis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Complete driveline layout 
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The first two studied cases are the open and closed clutch 

conditions with the nominal driveline parameters. The three 

lowest torsional natural frequencies and mode shapes in these 

cases are shown in Figures 11 and 12. Open clutch conditions 

correspond to the serial driving mode, while the closed clutch 

configuration is active in the parallel or diesel only driving 

mode. The natural frequencies are higher in the series drive 

mode as was expected, since the drivetrain is split into two 

parts in this mode. By studying the mode shapes, it can be seen 

that tires which carry the bus load are behaving as fixed ends, 

and the largest deformation occurs either in the traction motor 

or in the diesel engine. 

 

––Mode1: f =60.65Hz ---Mode2: f =254.1Hz 

––Mode3: f =270.6 Hz 
Figure 11 Driveline basic model in the open clutch 

status 

 

 
––Mode 1: f =24.26 Hz ---Mode 2: f =83.15 Hz 

––Mode 3: f =269.9 Hz 
Figure 12 Driveline basic model in the closed clutch 

status 

 

The sensitivity analysis is conducted by varying the model 

parameters that has uncertainties. The selected variations are: 

the diesel engine’s inertia, the stiffness of the hub joint between 

the engine and generator; the coupling’s stiffness and inertia; 

and the traction motor’s inertia modeling  

The results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in Table 5 

for the open clutch configuration and in Table 6 for the closed 

clutch configuration.  

Regarding the calculated frequencies in Table 5, the system is 

robust at low speeds, since the first natural frequency stayed 

almost constant even when the assumptions were modified. 

From cases 11 and 13, it can be concluded that the system is 

sensitive to the coupling stiffness at second mode. In cases 

three and five, it can be seen that variations in the crankshaft 

inertia parameters mostly affect the third natural frequency. 

 

 

 

Table 5 Sensitivity analysis results in open clutch condition 

Case# 
1stMode 

(Hz) 
2ndMode 

(Hz) 
3rdMode 

(Hz) 
Explanations 

1 61 254 271 Basic Assumption 

3 61 252 260 +10% Jeq,throw 

5 61 255 284 -10% Jeq,throw 

7 61 254 271 2×hub joint stiffness 

9 61 254 271 -50% hub joint length 

11 61 270 270 Coupling is modeled as a 
shaft (Figure 7a) 

13 61 270 270 10×Spider stiffness 

15 61 254 270 Motor mass divided into 
five (Figure 9b) 

17 62 254 271 Equivalent motor rotor 
diameter (Figure 9c) 

 

Table 6 Sensitivity analysis results in closed clutch 
condition 

Case# 
1stMode 

(Hz) 
2ndMode 

(Hz) 
3rdMode 

(Hz) 
Explanations 

2 24 83 270 Basic Assumption 

4 24 83 258 +10% Jeq,throw 

6 24 83 284 -10% Jeq,throw 

8 24 83 270 2×hub joint stiffness 

10 24 83 271 -50% hub joint length 

12 29 126 270 Coupling is modeled as a 
shaft (Figure 7a) 

14 29 128 270 10×Spider stiffness 

16 24 83 270 Motor mass divided into 
five (Figure 9b) 

18 24 85 270 Equivalent motor rotor 
diameter (Figure 9c) 

 
 

4.2 Excitation frequencies 

The torsional excitations of the studied driveline arise from 

two different sources. The reciprocating diesel engine causes 

engine harmonics, and electrical machines cause torque ripple 

and cogging torque harmonics. The excitation frequencies are 

discussed in this paper, however, a detailed forced response 

analysis is left for future studies. 

In the well-known four-stroke engine operation principle, 

the expansion occurs in every half-revolution of the crankshaft. 

As a result, the working cycle of a four-stroke engine is two 

crankshaft revolutions, so the engine harmonics i are multiples 
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of 0.5 (e.g. i = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5). The excitation torque caused 

by the gas pressure can be presented as a Fourier-series. Each 

Fourier component of the torque is of the form 

rp
πD

M tii 4

2

  (16) 

where D is cylinder diameter, r is crank radius and pti is the 

corresponding tangential pressure harmonic component.  

Engine harmonics are shown graphically together with the 

system’s overall three lowest natural frequencies in Figure 13. 

The purpose of this diagram is to visualize and detect the 

possible resonance operation speeds. At present, it only 

displays the frequencies of five harmonic components (i = 

0.5…2.5), but more can easily be added [20],[4]. 

 

 

Figure 13 Frequency interference diagram showing the first 
five harmonic components of the engine rotational speed 

The torque ripple frequency of permanent magnet 

synchronous machine is calculated as follows  

P

f
f el

mec   (17) 

where fel is electrical frequency and P is the number of pole 

pairs. Table 7 shows the major torque ripple harmonic 

components of the generator at the nominal point. When the 

electrical supply frequency is 500 Hz, the lowest generator 

torque ripple harmonic is the 6th harmonic. This means the 

torque ripple frequency affects the system at the rotational 

speed of 18000rpm, which is adequately far from the rated 

speed of the driveline. The generator reveals the cogging torque 

at the mechanical frequency of 6000 Hz that is also not a 

concern regarding the driveline operation range.  

The lowest frequency in which the driveline is subjected 

to the traction motor’s torque ripple is the 60th harmonic of the 

supply frequency. The cogging torque, due to counteraction 

between magnets and stator, manifests at 32th supply harmonic, 

which again is high enough to keep it out of the operation speed 

range. 

 

Table 7 Harmonic spectrum of the torque ripple during one 
mechanical rotation 

 
 

In summary, the electrical excitations in the studied 

driveline are significantly higher than the natural mechanical 

frequencies. Therefore, it is expected that the electrical 

excitations will not cause resonances in the system.  

5 CONCLUSIONS 

A novel multi-driving mode driveline for a hybrid bus that 

is capable of providing massive torque on wheels by means of 

the synchronous operation of three propulsion sources (diesel 

engine, generator and electric motor) in full parallel mode is 

introduced in this paper. Special focus is on the torsional 

vibration analysis of the driveline. The driveline components 

are modeled and analyzed employing the finite element 

method. Different strategies are applied to model the 

components as bar and mass elements. Torsional excitations 

due to diesel engine and electric machines are calculated in 

order to find out the probability of torsional resonances in the 

system. By analyzing the mode shapes from basic model 

simulation, the critical components are detected and different 

configurations of the driveline are analyzed regarding different 

strategies in modeling. 

The uncertainties in the modeling at the design phase are 

due to a lack of an accurate input data. However, it was noticed 

that the behavior of the complete driveline model is not so 

sensitive to errors in some parameters. For example, it was 

noticed that ±10% difference in the equivalent inertia of the 

diesel engine’s crankshaft throws did not have a significant 

effect on the results. Similar results were obtained for the 

coupling between the diesel engine and generator. This was 

noticed in both closed and open clutch conditions. In the 

sensitivity analysis, it was noticed that the most significant 

parameter affecting the natural frequencies is the stiffness of 

the flexible coupling.  

Finally, the driveline’s lowest natural frequency was 

determined to be 24 Hz in parallel mode and 61 Hz in serial 

mode. Diesel engine harmonics are in this range and they might 

lead to resonance vibrations. However, resonances due to 

torsional excitations of the electric machines are unlikely, since 

those frequencies are considerably higher than the system’s 

natural frequencies.   

Future studies include forced vibration analysis and 

experimental verification. 

 

Harmonic 
number 

Mechanical 
frequency [Hz] 

Amplitude of torque 
harmonic [Nm] 

6th 300 0.07 

60th 3000 1.47 
120th 6000 2.4 
240th 12000 0.3 
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Abstract 
A new concept that integrates a permanent magnet (PM) synchronous motor (PMSM) and a 2-step 
planetary gearbox for heavy machinery electric traction is introduced. A clear need for this kind of a 
solution is recognized in the field of diesel-electric hybrid off-road vehicles as electrical machine 
cannot fulfill alone all the demands of the typical load cycles of working machines. The technology 
introduced also suits in some road vehicle use e.g. for buses or trucks. The benefits of the solution are 
pointed out and its functionality is proven by simulations. The dynamic performance of the driveline is 
analyzed using a co-simulation approach that accounts the mechanical system and the dynamics of the 
control system. 

1. Introduction 
In this study, a new type of electric traction motor system that fulfills the special needs of off-road 
vehicles is introduced. Due to the limitations of the operational range of electric motors in general, 
they are often incapable alone to function as hub motors of an off-road machine. In light road vehicles, 
such as passenger cars a gearbox is normally not needed as the starting torque ratio to the top speed 
torque is typically in the range of 5 – 6 while in off-road applications this ratio can be in the range of 



10 – 30. Integration of a two-speed gearbox and a PMSM in one compact package enables usage of 
hub motors in off-road vehicles and other heavy machinery and gives full benefits of an electric 
driveline for the system. So far integration of a step-down gear inside an electric machine has been 
suggested [1].  
The high freedom to select the geometry of a PMSM enables such integration, especially, in case of 
tooth-coil PMSMs which are – without sacrificing any important properties – capable of producing a 
high torque-per-volume ratio and can be realized as a thin rim inside which a gearbox can be fitted. 
The basic operation principle, the mechanical structure and simulation results of this new component 
will be studied here. 

Traditional hub motors have problems to function in such a wide operational range that is needed 
for example in a normal agricultural tractor. If the motor is dimensioned to give enough torque with 
suitably low speed for tough working processes, then it will not produce enough torque at high 
rotational speed in some other tasks such as on-road driving.  

The best option for off-road vehicle traction motor seems to be the permanent magnet synchronous 
motor, especially a tooth-coil wound machine with concentrated fractional non-overlapping windings 
which enable the smallest possible end winding [2]. Such PMSMs can occasionally reach three times 
their nominal torque at low speeds and more than two times their nominal rotating speed with good 
efficiency while the drop in torque remains reasonable [3]. Typical properties include high torque and 
power densities, high torque capability at low speeds, wide operational speed range, high efficiency 
over the speed range, high reliability, and acceptable cost [4, 5]. Maximum torque curve and thermal 
limit curve of a permanent magnet synchronous motor drive is presented in Figure 1. Converter 
current capability is selected three times the nominal motor current as they usually do not tolerate 
large currents even for short time periods. It can be seen that a combination of an oversized converter 
and a tooth-coil wound PMSM design has a high torque reserve at low speeds to give high traction 
force at start. By machine design it is also possible to adjust the synchronous inductance of a tooth 
coils machine in such a way that suitable field weakening range will be reached. Integrating a gear and 
a tooth-coil PMSM also enables an efficient cooling solution which in this case is achieved by 
transmission oil splashing over the PMSM. An external oil filtering and cooling system will be 
needed. A water-cooling jacket solution may be possible but complicates the machine housing design.  
 



 
a)  

 
b) 

Fig. 1: a) Maximum torque curve (blue) and thermal limit curve (green) of a permanent magnet 
synchronous motor drive designed for good field weakening properties b) gear changing effects based 
on the maximum torque curve, gear ratio is now 3.64. 
 
In mechanical or hydro-mechanical transmissions there are as many gear steps as it is needed to find 
suitable torque – speed combinations. In electric drivelines the target is usually to make the layout 
simpler and get rid of complicated mechanical transmissions if possible. In demanding off-road 
vehicles this is, however, not possible and a clever integration of a two-speed gearbox and an electric 
drive is needed. 
 
Let us examine an agricultural tractor and its demands more closely. Typical values for a mid-size 
agricultural tractor are listed in Table I. 
 
Table I: Typical values for mid-size agricultural tractor 

Mass, m [kg] 6000 
Motor nominal power, P [kW] 140 
Motor nominal speed, n [1/min]  1900 
Motor nominal torque, Tn [Nm] 600 
Rear tire diameter, Dtire [m] 1.8 
Total transmission efficiency, η 0.8 

 
Let us compare two typical tasks often carried out with tractors [6]; hard ploughing at a speed 
of 5 km/h and on-road drive at 50 km/h. 
 
In this kind of evaluation, the traction force is the most important factor. The traction force F is 
defined by the motor torque T, transmission efficiency η, total gear ratio itot and the tire radius r by: 
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The torque in the single tire of a four-wheel vehicle is obtained when the motor torque is multiplied 
with the overall gear ratio and gear efficiency. With traditional transmissions there is probably a gear 
step with which something very close to the optimum torque – speed combination can be found. If the 
system is simplified the torque of one tire is 
 

4tot
tire ×

=
i
TT η

 (2)

 
The optimal total gear ratio itot can be calculated by dividing the tire’s rotating speed with the engine’s 
nominal rotating speed. The same gear ratio is then used for calculating the maximum torque for tire. 

According to Equations (1) and (2), in the example case of the agricultural tractor with traditional 
mechanical transmission, there is 68.7 kN traction force available for the whole tractor when it is 
ploughing with speed of 5 km/h. It means that each tire has 17.2 kN traction force.  

If we want to reach same ploughing performance with electric hub motors, we have to select the 
calculated 17.2 kN traction force as a target value when dimensioning the motor. In the example case, 
with 1.8 m tire diameter, it means that 15.5 kNm torque is needed from one tire. Separate, fixed ratio 
reduction gear is naturally needed so that electric motor speed range will be reasonable. When 
ploughing, the load is continuous and the motor has to operate at no-higher than its nominal torque as 
the maximum torque can only be allowed for short spurts. If the PMSM nominal rotating speed would 
be e.g. 1000 1/min then the nominal torque (with 35 kW) would be 334 Nm and needed reduction gear 
ratio would be itot = 67.8 (motor nominal speed) / (rear tire rotating speed in the speed of 5 km/h)  = 
67.8.  

The electric motor is capable of rotating at 2.5 times the nominal speed. Despite this the tractor 
maximum linear speed will not exceed 12.5 km/h with a fixed step-down gear. In practice, it clearly 
should result in a too low top speed. 

If the dimensioning would be done so that the maximum speed would be 50 km/h, the 
corresponding maximum traction force for one wheel would be only 4.3 kN (gear ratio itot = 17.0), 
which is too small for ploughing and other heavy-duty tasks. 

The obvious conclusion is that at least a two-speed gear box is needed if both off-road and on-road 
tasks have to be covered by the same machine. 

2. Structure studied 
The new integrated construction consists of a multiple-pole tooth-coil permanent magnet synchronous 
electric motor integrated with a planetary gear system. Such a motor design allows locating the 
planetary gear inside of the electric motor rotor as the rotor yoke is thin and a suitably large space 
inside the rotor can be found. Different parts and the layout of the structure are introduced in Figure 2. 
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ratio of 1:4 would be appropriate. That would enable high torque and traction force capacities at low 
speeds (reduction gear activated) and high enough speed with the direct gear ratio (1:1). 

The introduced construction is very compact, particularly, if compared to the combined size of a 
standard electric motor and a gearbox. The volume inside the electric motor that is inactive in standard 
electric motors will be now used for the planetary gear. Basically, the integrated solution fits almost in 
the same room as a standard electric motor. 

One remarkable advantage is also that no additional hydraulic or pneumatic power is needed for 
shifting the gear, since a tooth clutch (i.e. dog clutch) is used in this construction. The torque is 
transmitted via teeth, which means that there is no need to push the clutch parts against each other 
with high forces like in the case of friction clutches. The profile for a tooth clutch is also designed so 
that it does not need great forces for engaging or disengaging. In practice, it means that the clutch can 
be operated by electric actuators, such as solenoids, voice coils or stepping motor drives, with low 
force and minimal stroke. 

Nevertheless, the selected clutch type sets strict demands for the control of the gear shifting 
procedure in which both the electric motor speed and torque as well as clutch actuators must be 
simultaneously controlled. The shifting procedure contains the following steps: 

1. Actuation signal is emitted. 
2. Electric motor is set to no-load 
3. Active clutch is disengaged. 
4. Primary speed (electric motor) is adjusted to correspond to the new secondary speed (either 

smaller or greater) 
5. Second clutch is engaged 
6. Electric motor is enabled to create torque again. 

 
Everything has to happen in a short time (e.g. in 100 ms) so that shifting will not cause problems for 
the machine driving. Here, a power electronic vector control converter plays an important role as it has 
the capabilities of fast synchronizing the speeds for the clutch engagements and is also capable of 
commanding the clutch operations. The converter control also enables smooth torque control avoiding 
e.g. undesired torque vibrations stressing the gear components unnecessarily. 

3. Simulation model 
The gear shifting procedure is studied using co-simulation approach where a detailed mechanical 
model and electric drive and control model are analyzed simultaneously. A mechanical model of the 
gear box with clutches is implemented in a multibody simulation software application (MSC.ADAMS 
[8]). The multibody simulation model includes the kinematical descriptions, masses and mass 
moments of inertias of gear-box components. Operation of the clutches is described using contact 
force elements. The simulation model of the electric motor, motor controller, power electronics and 
control logic of the whole system is implemented in Simulink. In co-simulation these two simulation 
models are combined as illustrated in Figure 5. Simulink is the master that sends selected signals to 
MSC.ADAMS at certain intervals. MSC.ADAMS calculates new dynamic situation and sends defined 
signals back to Simulink.  



 
Fig. 4: Principle of the co-simulation model 
 
The inputs for the multibody model are the torque of the electric motor and the actuation signals for 
the clutches. Clutch positions and rotation speeds of the electric motor and the output shaft are 
calculated and sent to the Simulink model.  

Current vector control is used to control the electric machine current under inverter operational 
limits. Simulink will allow the usage of special algorithms such as maximum torque per ampere 
control below nominal speed and the field weakening at speeds higher than the rated one. Park-Clarke 
transformations are used to get the most simplified two-axis model for the electric machine and its 
control instead of three phase quantities. The equations for the PMSM can be, hence, simplified into 
 

( ) qdqdqPM iiLLiT −+=ψ
 (3)

qqdsd iLiRu ω−=  (4)

ddPMqsq iLiRu ωωψ ++=  (5)

where  
id, iq d- and q-axes stator currents; 
ud, uq d- and q-axes stator voltages; 
Ld, Lq d- and q axes synchronous inductances; 

PMψ  flux linkage due to permanent magnet excitation; 
Rs stator resistance; 
T electromagnetic torque; 
ω electrical angular frequency. 
 
Now the current components can be controlled as pairs inside the voltage and current limits of the 
inverter at needed torque and speed state. Especially, below the rated speed the selection of the current 
component can be selected in a way which utilizes the reluctance and excitation torque of the machine 
in an optimal way. Electrical machine design details can be found from [9]. 

4. Results and analysis 
In mechanical approach, the dynamic behavior of the system during the gear shifting is studied by 
using multibody system simulation software (MSC.ADAMS). The main focus is to observe the proper 
functioning and check the gear shifting controllability which is a determinant factor in the duty life of 



the driveline. The duty cycle for the simulation is summarized in accelerating, operating in a constant 
speed, shifting and accelerating (Figure 5.a). In order to follow the duty cycle the electric motor 
accelerates from standstill to 1200 rpm in 45 ms. Due to the acceleration the applied torque on clutch 2 
which is engaged with planet carrier (blue dashed line), is higher than the load in Figure 5.b. The 
electric motor operates at a constant speed and torque for 1.6 seconds while the drive shaft rotates at 
330 rpm and delivers 188 kNm torque (Figure 5.b). After disengaging clutch 2, in 1 ms the rotor 
decelerates down to 270 rpm – that is 30 rpm lower than the drive axle. Then by the means of the 
thrust force of actuator 1, the drive shaft is engaged with the rotor through clutch 1 and direct drive 
mode is achieved immediately. The electric motor then continues accelerating till the end of the cycle.   

Since the gear shifting process should be carried out in a small time period (Figure 6.a) any failure 
in the synchronization of the rotor and clutches leads to severe shocks and vibration (Figure 6.b) that, 
as a consequence, might lead to fatigue or fracture of the mechanical components.  

 
Fig. 5: Rotation speeds and torques during a gear shifting cycle. 
 



 
Fig. 6: While shifting: a) Speed variation b) Torque 
 
The operation of the system is extremely dependent on the electric motor control and gear shifting 
control. Since the electric motor is modelled in MATLAB-Simulink a co-simulation environment was 
built to validate the compatibility of transmission and electric motor control.  Hence, more detailed co-
simulations were conducted. 

In order to simulate the system in the new configuration of different software, a sample drive cycle 
is defined that by increasing and decreasing the imposed load over and below the electric motor 
critical power threshold and the gear shifting control activates. Whereas the proposed system can be 
employed in various applications, the proposed driving cycle is defined so that it can be regarded as 
benchmark. 

The simulation is run for 4 seconds and there is interaction between Simulink and mechanical plant 
in ADAMS in every 10 microseconds. According to the defined sample drive cycle, three shifting 
signals are sent to clutches and as shown in Fig. 7, in every disengagement there is an overshoot in the 
sun gear rotational speed that illustrates the rotor speed increases dramatically when it is unloaded 
immediately. So the electric motor control should be modified to set the torque to zero before sending 
gear shifting signals to the clutches that not only decreases the tooth clutch sliding friction but also 
prevents immense shocks to the system. 



 
Fig. 7: Driveline components rotational speed during driving cycle 

5. Conclusion 
A clear need of an integrated two-speed gearbox and electric motor is identified for off-road working 
machine applications. The introduced new construction proposes a solution that saves space and 
allows full use of electric hub motors and full electric drivelines in off-road vehicles such as 
agricultural tractors. Operation of the introduced structure is studied using co-simulations. The results 
indicate that gear shifting is possible to conduct using the proposed approach; however the control of 
the electric motor and gear changing must be carefully designed in order to avoid high impulsive 
torques to mechanical components. Developed co-simulation tool can be used in the future to study 
different load conditions and to continue developing gear shifting control system. The model can be 
embedded also in a full vehicle model for studying the functionality and the drive behavior more 
closely and realistically.  
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ABSTRACT 

An integrated electro-mechanical drive train component for 

heavy duty vehicles in off-road applications is presented. The 

component utilizes a two-step transmission and a tooth-coil 

permanent magnet motor and has compact size enabling in-

wheel installation. The driveline design procedure is surveyed to 

explore the advantages of a geared electric motor in electric 

drivelines. Multibody dynamic simulation is applied to verify the 

functionality of the driveline. A vehicle generic model that is 

compatible with a multibody simulator program is developed to 

describe the performance of the proposed driveline in different 

vehicles. A co-simulation procedure is applied to combine the 

electric motor and vehicle body simulation models. It is shown 

that the co-simulation can be performed in real-time, thus 

enabling a human driver to control the vehicle. A comparison is 

made of the rear wheel drive and wheel mounted electric motor 

from the efficiency and performance points of view. The power 

consumption of vehicles with different driveline architectures is 

calculated to diagnose the weak points of the system and 

enhancement solutions are proposed. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Application of electric drivelines in heavy off-road vehicles 

is becoming a topic of growing interest because of their many 

advantages compared to conventional drivelines, namely, greater 

efficiency, reduced local emissions and silent operation. 

Nowadays most heavy duty off-road vehicles, such as 
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agricultural tractors, wheel loaders and excavators, have 

electrically controlled hydraulic or hydro-mechanical drivelines.  

Pure hydraulic transmission typically means a hydrostatic 

transmission. The mechanical power of the diesel engine is 

converted into hydraulic power with a hydraulic pump, and then 

this hydraulic power is converted back to mechanical power with 

a hydraulic motor that directly drives the shafts or wheels. This 

kind of a transmission can be found, for example, in excavators, 

forest tractors and combine harvesters. However, the efficiency 

of hydrostatic transmission is low, around 70% at the optimal 

operating point and in partial load situations significantly lower 

[1]. The benefits of hydrostatic transmission are good 

controllability, simplicity and that it is a proven technology with 

a relatively low price.  

The architecture of a conventional heavy-duty off-road 

vehicle drive line is made up of a combustion engine and a 

hydraulic pump/motor that is capable of producing consistent 

and steady output power despite relatively irregular engine 

operation [2]. The optimum operation point of a hydraulic 

pump/motor is where maximum torque is applied while the 

rotation speed is low. Consequently, sole hydraulic power 

transmission is not suitable for high speed operation, e.g. 

transportation [3]. Modern agricultural tractors have either 

continuously variable transmissions (CVT) or electrically 

controlled gear shifting (powershift). In both cases, hydraulics is 

present and transmissions include many wet sliding clutches. 

The efficiency of these kinds of transmissions is quite poor, even 

when the main power line is mechanical. On the other hand, this 

arrangement makes it easy to achieve a wide operational range 

so that an optimal speed can be found for every task of the 

vehicle [4]. 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Different winding configurations: Distributed 

winding (left) and TCPMSM (right) [4]. 

In off-road mobility, which is characterized by 

unpredictable terrain, the contribution of each wheel needs to be 

determined separately to control the vehicle along the desired 

trajectory. In conventional multi-wheel drive vehicle drivelines, 

torque is distributed to the wheels by means of differentials, and 

the amount of torque dedicated to each wheel is adjusted by 

frictional plates or by applying resistive force on individual 

wheels. The vehicle traction control system is based on the 

friction level on each wheel, which can be predicted or sensed 

by the speed difference of wheels connected to a common 

differential [5]. In both power distributing method, the suitable 

torque is regulated by manipulating the torque/speed ratio at each 

power dividing unit. , the need for series division of power 

necessarily makes the control system rather complicated.[6]. The 

control of electrical systems is easier and faster than control of 

mechanical systems, so utilization of a hub-wheel electric motor 

is appropriate not only in the sense of controllability but also 

because it enables improvement in the efficiency of the driveline 

by optimizing the torque delivery on the wheels [7]. 

 

Typical applications of heavy off-road vehicles require that the 

electric drive line must be capable of providing seamless torque 

at low speeds, which is a task to which electric motors are well 

suited. The output torque of an electric motor is highly dependent 

on the electric motor rotor dimensions, and in order to overcome 

wheel radius limitations, a planetary gear train is usually 

integrated to increase the torque at low speeds. 

An electric motor alone cannot normally be used as a traction 

motor of heavy machinery without the support of a gearbox. The 

torque demand in off-road heavy machinery devices varies in the 

range of 1:20, when the highest speed operation in the range of 

1:20, when comparing torque at highest speed operation in the 

field and highest torque at start-up Ideally, an off-road traction 

motor drive system should provide a constant power drive at a 

wide speed range. An electrical machine may be temporarily 

overloaded at 2 – 3 times the rated torque of the machine, and at 

twice the rated speed, the machine can normally produce 50 % 

of the rated torque. A suitable Tooth-Coil Permanent Magnet 

Synchronous Motor (TCPMSM) is able to meet the demands of 

such operations [8]; for which reason, a TCPMSM was selected 

and designed for the high-performance system discussed in this 

work. The difference between a TCPMSM winding 

configuration and traditional distributed winding is illustrated in 

Figure 1.  

Figure 2 presents a four-quadrant operation efficiency map for a 

hub-wheel motor working on a direct gear. Such efficiency maps 

can be tht is used for instantaneous efficiency calculation of 

electric motors.  

 
Figure 2 Four-quadrant operation efficiency map of 

the hub-motor in torque-speed range. The map 
presents the area of direct gear. 
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STUDIED DRIVELINE 

The studied driveline is a novel architecture consisting of a 

multiple-pole tooth-coil permanent magnet synchronous electric 

motor integrated with a planetary gear system (later InHuGOR, 

i.e. Integrated Hub-Gear Off-Road). Such a motor design allows 

the planetary gear to be located inside the electric motor rotor as 

the rotor yoke is fairly and a suitably large space can be found. 

The layout of InHuGOR is presented in Figure 3 and two 

driving modes are also given in cross section view. The operation 

of the clutch mechanisms is such that in neutral drive mode both 

the red and blue dog clutches are disengaged and idling. Once 

the reduction driving mode is selected, the red clutch will pair 

with the sun gear that is connected to the electric motor. Once 

the reduction mode has been activated, the blue clutch will 

engage to the planet carrier. If the shifting is applied while the 

output shaft is rotating, either for reduction or direct drive mode 

activation, the electric motor should synchronize the rotor speed 

with respect to the aimed mode, since there is no mechanical 

power decoupler or speed synchronizer. 

  

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 3 a) InHuGOR layout depicting the dog clutches 
b) InHuGOR cross section 

Earlier study [9] analyzed the functionality of the gear 

shifting procedure using a co-simulation approach in which a 

detailed mechanical model and an electric drive and control 

model were analyzed simultaneously. In [9] a mechanical model 

of the gear box with clutches was implemented in a multibody 

simulation software application (MSC.ADAMS [10]). The 

multibody simulation model included kinematical descriptions 

as well as masses and mass moments of inertias of gear-box 

components. Operation of the clutches was described using 

contact force elements. The simulation model of the electric 

motor, motor controller, power electronics and control logic of 

the whole system was implemented in Simulink. The main 

finding of the study was that it is possible to perform gear 

shifting as planned, however, electric synchronization and 

control play a significant role in a smooth operation.  

In this paper we present the application of InHuGOR in real-

time vehicle simulations. It is possible to connect the real-time 

simulation model to a motion platform so that realistic driving 

conditions can be tested. 

The behavior and the nominal point of the motor are shown 

in Figure 4. The figure also gives power curves for the drive 

system at a 3:1 gear ratio. The figure shows that the geared 

system is capable of providing a per-unit speed range from 0 to 

2 and the per unit torque ranges from 0 to 9. As the highest speed 

torque is 0.5 per unit, the torque ratio of the drive system is 9:0.5 

= 18. With a 3:1 gear ratio, the electric traction motor is, 

therefore, capable of meeting the torque range needed in a heavy 

machinery drive. The highest continuous output torque is limited 

to T = 3 Tn of the motor, and in that case the torque ratio will be 

3:0.5 = 6.  

The design of the integrated system includes oil splashing 

cooling of the electric motor, enabling high torque densities and 

high overloading capability at the lowest speeds. 

 
 

 
Figure 4 Constant power curves of the studied 

traction motor and geared traction motor. 

 

Figure 5 shows the electromagnetic capabilities of the hub 

motor with two different gears using fully the inverter voltage 

and current constraints. Table 1 presents principal design 

parameters of the studied electric motor and, correspondingly, 

Table 2 shows the performance characteristics. This electric 

motor has been previously studied in more detail in [11].  

As can be seen from Table 1, the large diameter and short 

axial length of the motor favors multiple poles to get the best 
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torque output. This particular TCPMSM was selected based on 

its mostly sinusoidal back-electromotive force waveform, 

inherently low cogging torque and torque ripple, good efficiency 

and sufficiently large field weakening range.  

 

 

Figure 5 Torque capabilities of the studied hub-wheel 
PMSM with two-step planetary gear. 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Energetic Macroscopic Representation 
(EMR) of electrical components in the electrical 

driveline and hybrid system. 

Figure 6 provides an Energetic Macroscopic Representation 

(EMR) [12] of the electrical components in the electrical 

driveline and hybrid system. EMR is an energy-flow based 

graphical method to illustrate energy and power flow in a 

complex electromechanical systems. The electrical driveline 

consists of an electric drive, which includes an electric motor and 

a frequency converter. The diesel generator set produces all the 

electric energy needed in the electric drive. Depending on the 

configuration, the energy storage can be either a battery or a 

supercapacitor.   

 

Table 1 Principal design parameters 

Parameter value 

Slots per pole and phase, q 0.43 

Stator slots 18 

Poles 14 

Length of the stator stack [mm] 75 

Stator outer diameter [mm] 454 

Stator inner diameter [mm] 346 

Rotor outer diameter [mm] 340 

Rotor inner diameter [mm] 280 

Number of coil turns in phase Nph 138 

Phase resistance [p.u] 0.02 

 

Table 2 Performance characteristics at the rated point 
of the PMSM 

Parameter value 

Rated output power [kW] 40.8 

Rated speed [min-1] 1200 

Rated torque [Nm] 324 

Estimated efficiency Sinusoidal supply 0.957 

Power factor  0.92 

Rated current [A] 67 

Back-emf at 1200 min-1 [V]  203 

Current density at the rated point  [A/mm2] 4 

 

The drive transmission of the vehicle is implemented using 

a two-step planetary gear and fixed planet gear. Figure 7 

illustrates the simplified EMR of the drive transmission of the 

vehicle.   

 

Figure 7 Simplified EMR of vehicle drive transmission.  
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VEHICLE SIMULATION 

In the employed real-time simulator, a multibody system 

approach is applied for vehicle dynamic modeling. A multibody 

system may consist of both rigid and flexible bodies, which are 

connected to each other using kinematic joint constraints, while 

force components are used to describe the actuators. The bodies 

compose the kinematic chains whose behavior is analyzed in the 

simulation [12]. The simulation environment used in this study 

can be used for simulations of multibody systems containing also 

mechatronic components such as hydraulics, actuators, motors 

and transmissions. 

In order to validate the applicability of the proposed 

driveline in different vehicle architectures, i.e. electric drivelines 

as well as hybrid or all electric drivelines, a generic model has to 

be developed. The generic model should be capable of 

modifying all the parameters in the integrated simulation 

software, which in this study are Matlab Simulink and Mevea. 

The advantages of utilizing a parametric and dynamic design are 

that the model does not need to be designed from scratch every 

time and further optimization will proceed quite fast. The main 

purpose of the generic model is to hasten the modeling processes 

of similar products. Clearly, the benefits of a generic model are 

greater when a variety of products is to be modeled. [13] 

As can be seen in Figure 9, the electrical components are 

modelled in Simulink while the mechanical components are 

modelled inside the Mevea program. The co-simulation is timed 

from the multibody dynamic simulation side and is synced with 

its time step. During this time step, the positions, orientations and 

velocities of the simulated bodies are calculated. The same 

method is applied for the hydraulic system as well as mechanical 

powertrain values. Once in every time step the multibody 

dynamic simulation sends the output values of the external 

interface to Simulink and waits for the return value. During this 

time Simulink calculates the corresponding number of 

calculation loops to match the time. In this way the simulation 

progresses conjointly between the two programs. 

The simulation process is functionalized using the Mevea 

and Matlab/Simulink interface. The electric motor is modeled 

inside the Matlab script and only torque and rotational speeds are 

modeled inside the Simulink model. This approach makes the 

simulation process faster; inductances, flux linkages and currents 

etc. are inside the script and Simulink uses only efficiency maps. 

All the other electrical components are handled in the same way. 

In this study, an agricultural tractor is taken as an example 

heavy-duty off-road vehicle for comparison of the power 

consumption of two different driveline configurations; the first 

configuration comprises two double powered InHuGOR in the 

rear wheels, and the second configuration has an InHuGOR 

component in all four wheels. The ambient situation and vehicle 

parameters [14] shown in Table 3 are constant for both cases 

while the propulsion method is changed. The above-mentioned 

tractor is implemented in the real-time simulator environment as 

given in Figure 8. 

In order to develop a test setup, a modern software-in-loop 

(SIL) and hardware-in-loop (HIL) simulator was built by 

cooperation between Lappeenranta University of Technology 

(LUT), heavy duty electrical and hybrid electrical driveline 

manufacturer and a simulation product provider. In this section 

a combined (SIL) simulation approach is applied as well as the 

generic model that constructs the different combinations of the 

vehicle model and simulation. A solution for a hybrid working 

machine system simulation is introduced. The system includes a 

human-machine interface (HMI) with high quality virtual reality 

modeling of dynamic behavior of mechanical components of 

working machines (WM) and tire friction modelling as well as 

electrical drive models including converter control [15]. 

 

 

Figure 8 Real-time multibody dynamics simulator 
environment  

 

 

 

Throttle

Angular velocity 1
Angular velocity 2
Angular velocity 3
Angular velocity 4

Mevea 
Real-time multibody dynamics 

simulation environment  

Matlab/Simulink
Electric components 
of driveline and 
hybrid systesm

   a    Torque 1   a    
   a    Torque 2   a     
   a    Torque 3   a     
   a    Torque 4   a     

 

Figure 9 Interface between Mevea simulation 
environment and Matlab/Simulink. 
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In the test setup, driving commands to the sample vehicle 

are defined by a joystick. Based on the throttle angle, the 

corresponding torque is regulated by a PI controller and the 

reference torque signal is sent to the electric model in Simulink, 

as shown in Figure 10. Subsequently, the Simulink model of the 

electric motor calculates the corresponding torque on the wheels. 

The calculated torque is then sent to the multibody dynamic 

simulator as an input. Since the electric motor is torque/speed 

controlled, the effect of the torque/speed of the wheel is sent back 

to the Simulink model as feedback.  

Table 3 Sample tractor parameters 

Parameter value 

Air density in (kg/m3) 1.225 

mass (kg) 6500 

frontal area (m2) 6.8 

Air drag coefficient 0.60 

Tire rolling resistance coefficient 0.8 

Dynamic rolling radius of the front tire (m) 0.67 

Dynamic rolling radius of the rear  tire (m) 0.94 

 

Two different driveline configurations are objected in the 

simulation to achieve results in a drag test. In the drag test, the 

vehicle accelerates at full throttle from the very first moment. In 

the first driveline, i.e. four-wheel drive (4x4), four InHuGORs 

are attached to the wheels via the drive shaft. In this driveline, 

despite the fact that every single wheel can provide similar 

maximum torque, the traction force is not the same due to 

differences in tire radiuses, which force some electric motors to 

operate in the transient power area, where the output power is 

not constant. Thus, in sudden acceleration, front tires have 

greater likelihood of slipping. 

  

 

Figure 10 Co-simulation with Simulink 

The latter driveline model, i.e. rear wheel drive (RWD), 

consists of two InHuGORs with double rated power mantled on 

the rear wheels, providing the same total accessible power as 

hub-motors on four-wheels. Some minor simplifications are 

applied in modeling the double power InHuGORs, such as 

adaptations to rotor mass and electric motor efficiency, although 

these changes do not have a significant effect on the results. The 

rotor mass is negligible compared to the wheel complex mass 

and full throttle operation efficiency is almost the same in the 

double rated power electric motor. The simulation track is dry 

asphalt and tire dynamic friction coefficient is set to 0.8. In the 

initial moments that the model is created in the simulator 

environment, it has some initial speed in the opposite direction 

of the track, consequently around the first second of the 

simulation, the speed value in Figure 11 is negative. The top 

speed in this simulation is 115 km/h, which may not be suitable 

for agricultural tractors, although the results can be valid for 

other vehicle types. 

 

Figure 11 Linear speed of two different drivelines 

Based on the rear and front tire radii and widths, chassis 

geometry and a center of mass location that is 10% inclined to 

the rear, the normal force at tire contact and the rolling friction 

of the rear tires are higher than those of the front tires. The effect 

can be seen in Figure 11, where the vehicle linear speed with 

RWD driveline is higher than the 4x4 model, whereas the 

acceleration is pretty much the same, because of initial tire 

slipping in 4x4 mode. The instant power consumption of electric 

motors on each wheel (Front-Left, Front-Right, Rear-Left, Rear-

Right) is plotted in Figure 13 for both proposed drivelines. 

Comparing plots a and b in Figure 13, it can be seen that the 

cumulative power consumption is almost the same in both 4x4 

and RWD but the tire slipping duration is double in RWD 

because of the two times higher power of the electric motors in 

this mode. 

Figure 12 shows an example of tire modeling in which the 

wheel profile is defined with 3 splines. Here, the center of the 

wheel has the biggest radius while each side of the wheel has a 

smaller radius. In this study, a symmetric tire with 5% radius 

increment at the middle is modeled.  In Figure 13 (b), the power 

consumption on the rear wheels is slightly higher, because the 

lower slippage of the rear wheels leads to more electric power 

consumption than for the front wheels, which can rotate with less 

resistive force. The total power consumption of the modeled 

tractors is calculated based on the torque on the wheels and the 

drive shaft speed and is given in Table 4. 
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Figure 12 Tire profile described with three spline 
points. 

Table 4 Power consumption on wheels (kWh)  

 4x4 RWD 

Front-Left 0.9323 - 

Front-Right 0.9293 - 

Rear-Left 1.0270 1.2319 

Rear-Right 1.0280 1.2323 

Total 3.9166 2.4643 

 

  

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 13 Instant power consumption on wheels: a) 
rear wheels drive, b) four-wheels drive  

When considering the power consumption plots, the 

necessity of an efficient traction control system is clearly 

evident. According to the results in Table 4, the total energy 

efficiency of the RWD driveline is still better than that of the 

proposed 4x4 driveline, when no mechanical differential 

imposes extra power loss to the system without an effective 

traction control that prevents over-spinning of tires. 

Gear shifting capability of the proposed model is not applied 

in this simulation, since the traction control is not embedded in 

the system and higher torque at low speeds will lead to more 

power loss. An accurate dynamic model of the proposed electric 

motor and integrated gear train needs to be developed to generate 

more realistic simulation conditions. However, the use of more 

complex models and the inclusion of non-linearity in the system 

bring drawbacks in the form of more time lag in the real-time 

simulation, and a need for more accurate tire modelling and tire 

contact modeling. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a novel combination of an electric drive 

and a mechanical transmission that is embedded inside the wheel 

hub. The advantages of the proposed system from the 

performance and efficiency points of view are explained and its 

functionality is verified by multibody system analysis. 

The applicability of utilizing the presented system in electric 

mobility, specifically in heavy off-road vehicles, is studied and 

an all-electric driveline based on InHuGOR designed and 

described. Real-time vehicle simulation software is then 

employed to evaluate the designed driveline in the virtual world. 

Two different all-electric driveline architectures are subjected to 

comparison at the power consumption level. The better operation 

of individually controlled wheels is explained and the lack of a 

traction control system shown to manifest itself in inefficient 

operation of the hub-wheel electric motor. Optimum 

performance of the designed driveline can be achieved by 

development of a dynamic model of the InHuGOR components 

and an effective traction control strategy. 
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INTRODUCTION
Power consumption in Electric Vehicles (EV) is a major concern in
driveline architecture design as it affects the life cycle and trip range
of the EV. Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors (PMSM) are
commonly applied in electric driveline design because of their ability
to deliver high torque and their compact size as well as constant
power at high speeds. Furthermore, since the traction control method
in EVs is Direct Torque Control (DTC), PMSM can be considered an

1].
Unlike Internal Combustion Engines (ICE), where maximum torque
and power are produced at high rotation speed, in PMSM maximum
torque is available even at the lowest rotation speeds allowing the
power production to be constant.

In most EVs currently available, variable transmission is omitted
from the powertrain because, from the performance point of view, the

and equivalent hybrid and fully electric vehicles in different classes is
2 3].

In parallel hybrid EVs, use of a combination of two or more
propulsion sources permits management of the operation of the

4]. By contrast, in series

hybrid and all-electric drivelines, the electric motor has to spin at the
corresponding road speed regardless of the demanded torque. In view
of this characteristic of PMSM, conventional transmission is not
required because the electric motor can provide similar power at

homogeneous over equivalent power points, which means that
although the same power can be achieved by different torque-speed

5]. Improving

components) by shifting the operation point along constant power
6 7 8].

cannot be drawn if power losses from the transmission, e.g. the effect
of friction, are not taken into account. Thus, a precise model of the
gearbox is needed to be able to predict power dissipation.

9] can be taken as a platform for

] applied. In the power loss prediction
9

according to the applied torque and operation speed. To be able to
monitor how power losses due to downstream components in the
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requires an agile mathematical model that predicts both electrical and
11]. Such a model would

enable assessment of the feasibility of applying a variable
12].

To overcome power dissipation in mechanical linkages and
electrical components, the amount of power required in each
driveline component should be somewhat higher relative to the
previous stage. In other words, every component in the driveline

electrical components.

the electric motors in which the electric power is converted to
mechanical power. In electric machines, where the electric power - a
product of current I and voltage U - is converted to the mechanical
power - torque  times angular velocity  - some portion of power
dissipates via both electrical and mechanical components.

batteries compared to power exerted on the wheels should be derived,

13]. For example,
minimizing the power loss in the power electronics, including both
switching and conduction losses, while modifying electric drive

14]. However, optimizing the driving range parameter may

Another component that has a determinant effect on driveline

while the torque and speed vary. In the context of this study,
unlimited combinations of torque and angular velocity are possible in

The objective of this study is to assess the feasibility of implementing
a variable transmission in EV driveline architecture, from the

gearbox that is a function of torque and angular speed to predict
power losses in accordance with the operating point of the electric

electronics and the electric motor are taken from manufacturers’
empirical test results and the power losses in the gearbox are

9]. The power losses resulting from
components that function in the same way in the driveline whether a
variable gearbox or a constant reduction gear is included, are
considered as constant.

The rest of the paper is constructed as follows. The next section
considers theoretical aspects, in particular mechanical losses, which
are divided into load-dependent losses and spin losses. Section 3
presents the simulation model, which is a comprehensive EV

calculator for the gearbox. The proposed generic model is not only
compatible with all kinds of geartrain but can also be used for

Transmission (IVT), thus enabling power consumption comparisons

is presented in section 4. Section 5 presents the simulation results,

points and assessing the feasibility of adding a variable transmission
to the EV driveline. The paper ends with a short section giving
conclusions of the study.

GEARBOX MODELING
In mechanical power transmission by means of a geartrain, gear teeth
deliver the power by rolling and sliding over each other. Although
tooth surfaces look plain and fully burnished in macro view, they are
ragged surfaces whose asperities resist sliding. As a result, a portion
of power is lost as heat, wear and noise.

Losses due to friction in support bearings and the gear mesh are
called load-dependent losses, and losses that come from air resistance
and the lubricant used are termed spin losses. The challenge in
formulation of load-dependent losses comes from the need to derive a

) is a constant value and the resistive
force is dependent on normal force variation. In gear tooth pairing,

For this reason, the time dependent method for calculating the friction

15] that was developed for
16] is

applied in calculation of spin losses, which are divided into oil
churning and windage power losses, which represent power losses

pumping of oil at the gear mesh.

In order to have a model that considers both rolling and sliding

Resistive frictional torque in the supporting bearings is also
considered based on the construction of load carrying shafts and

a function of rotating speed and applied torque, while spin losses vary
by rotational speed.

rolling and sliding movements of parts is dependent on the applied
pressure between the solid surfaces. At excessive pressures and point

a suitable lubricant, the mean operational pressure needs to be
calculated. There are three types of solid-to-solid sliding condition:
dry sliding, fully lubricated sliding and semi-lubricated sliding.
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17].

(PR) due to hydrodynamic resistance can be categorized as oil drag
and oil pumping losses, both of which are dependent on the
lubrication type, i.e. whether an oil jet or oil bath is used.

Rolling (or pumping) loss is the power required to draw and

the gear teeth in order to make the contact surface smoother and,
thus, reduce friction. At light loads, the rolling loss is a major portion
of the system losses.

A number of friction models have been proposed for calculation of

Kelley Model, Xu’s Full Model and the Smoothened Coulomb
Model, based on Anderson and Loewenthal, it is clear that the friction

PS). In
] is utilized for

to be fully lubricated in all cases.

The load dependent power losses are mainly divided into sliding
losses and rolling losses. The sliding power losses can be derived as:

(1)

where Cth VS is tooth surface
sliding speed and FS is the sliding force.

force between two involute spur gear teeth:

(2)

where W is the normal load on the
sliding surfaces.

As mentioned earlier, ]:

(3)

where f is a function of the gear tooth’s relative speed, Ph is the
relative maximum Hertzian pressure, SR is the slide-to-roll ratio
around the gear tooth mesh point, Ve is the linear speed of the entering
tooth,  is dynamic viscosity, R is the gear tooth equivalent radii of
curvature, and bi
manually according to the lubrication condition or based on running

].
Simultaneous rolling and sliding movements take place between the

], three different regions can
 versus SR curve. In this study, in order to

process the mesh cycle is discretized into seven points which are

only. The trend of discretized mesh cycle conforms to continuous
].

As it can be seen in Figure 1, when the sliding velocity is zero, there
is no sliding friction, and only rolling friction (though very small)

zero at the pitch point. When the slide-to-roll ratio, SR, increases

values of SR
region. When the SR increases further,  reaches a maximum value
and then decreases as the SR value increases beyond that point. This
region is referred to as the nonlinear or non-Newtonian region. As SR
increases still further, the friction decreases in an almost linear

18].

Figure 1. Friction coefficient variation over mesh cycle

Power losses due to rolling can be obtained as follows:

(4)

where VR is gear tooth rolling speed and FR is the rolling load at the
19].

Compression from the pressure of one tooth on another tries to

stretches because of molecular cohesion (viscosity), it also resists,
thus behaving like a spring. A portion of this stress is converted to

].

behavior of the lubricant and losses and wear in gear meshing.

In order to derive average power losses during the mesh cycle for
both sliding and rolling losses, discretized integration is done in each
sequence. As illustrated in Figure 2, the mesh cycle is split into three
sequences: before the mesh point, at the mesh point and after the
mesh point.
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9].

Since most sliding and pumping losses occur before and after the
mesh point, they are weighted double that of losses at the mesh point:

(5)

Where  are power losses due to sliding and rolling
components, respectively, X1 is the start of a mesh cycle in which two
teeth share the load, X2 is the start of single-tooth contact, X3 is the
end of single-tooth contact, and X4 is the end of the mesh cycle. For
the discretized gear mesh cycle X1…. X4 in Figure 2, the following
equations are calculated between each two collars of Xi where the
gear mesh type is constant.

The load independent losses (spin losses) which are categorized as oil
16], is calculated based on the

21].

VEHICLE SIMULATION MODEL
A generic vehicle simulation model for electric power consumption
over a given driving cycle is developed that enables comparison of

scheme that selects the gear ratio according to the vehicle road speed.

architecture of the powertrain. The type of transmission (stepped or
continuous), number of gears and ratio variation are adjustable, and

In the modeling of the gear ratios in stepped gearboxes, the
characteristics of the chosen gears need to be taken into account in
calculation of the load-dependent losses. Furthermore, spin losses
should be considered for idling gears based on the architecture of the
gearbox. For example, in a six-step gearbox, both load-dependent
losses and spin losses in the engaged gear pair are required. By
neglecting dog clutches and synchronizer losses for each stage, spin
losses can be calculated individually for idling gears.

In a stepped-type gearbox architecture, the gear parameters need

parameters i.e. speed and torque, considering the driveline

parameters that do not vary with time, e.g. gear module etc., the

the applied torque and operating speed by interpolating the data

For continuous transmission types, e.g. variable pulley diameter
22].

and maximum ratio required - and equivalent gear-pinion parameters
based on the desired accuracy, the ratio range is discretized into very
small steps and the gear parameters are interpolated correspondingly.

The required propulsion power to follow the drive cycle for the
sample vehicle is calculated as below:

(6)

where Cr  is road slope, m is
vehicle total mass, g is gravity acceleration, V is vehicle linear speed,
 is air density, Cd A is vehicle frontal area.

tables and multiplied by passing power through it. At every
simulation step the required propulsion power is divided by the total

calculated accordingly. The diagram of power loss due to studied
components is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Driveline power loss diagram

As it can be seen in Figure 4

real value of extracted power from the batteries in real-time manner.

any arbitrary working point. The power consumption of different
transmissions can be evaluated at the end of the driving cycle. The

the drivelines under study, which in this work are a single reduction
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Figure 4. EV simulation model.

MODEL PARAMETERS

reported parameters, shown in Table 1. The input driving cycles are
the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) and the EPA Federal Test
Procedure (FTP-75) with smooth acceleration and deceleration.

Table 1. Parameters of the EV model.

In this study, the system is lubricated by oil jet and it is assumed that
the gears are not drawn in an oil pool. The single reduction gear pair
parameters are shown in Table 2. Furthermore, oil splashing, which
causes momentum losses due to oil drop departure, and vibration
losses, which make noise, have not been taken into consideration.
The windage and bearing losses can be calculated in a straightforward
manner by simple mathematical operation. However, the mesh losses
are more complex and require more detailed analysis.

Table 2. Single reduction gearbox parameters.

A schematic layout of a conventional 5 step gearbox which is applied
in driveline modeling is illustrated in Figure 5. As it can be seen from

constant gear ratio. Engaging any of gears will multiply the input-

multiplying the differential ratio total gear ratio between the torques
produced by engine the one on the wheel will be achieved.

Figure 5. Gearbox schematic.

In conventional variable stepped transmission with a countershaft,
there is a pair of gears for each step. Considering the ratio of 1.66:1
for the countershaft and 3.5:1 for the differential, ratios for each gear
can be calculated as given in Table 3.

Table 3. Gearbox ratios.

SIMULATION RESULTS
The presented transmission model was run and archived for gear
pairs that are used in the vehicle model over the electric motor

power point. The simulation model was run for two different driving
cycles to validate the compatibility of the model with both NEDC
and FTP-75.

The instantaneous energy consumption of an EV with different
gearboxes on NEDC was simulated, Figure 6, and the total

different time steps. The power required for the driving cycle is

Figure 7a, Figure 7b
and Figure 7c, respectively.
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Figure 6. New European Driving Cycle (NEDC).

a.

b.

c.

Figure 7. Operating points of Electric motor during NEDC over efficiency
map with a) single reduction gear, b) five-step gearbox and c) IVT.

It should be mentioned that the electric motor operation map is
plotted in nominal condition whereas the maximum output power is
almost double of the nominal power. However there are some

the map in Figure 7 and , it does not mean that the electric
motor is not capable of producing corresponding power. The

values from nominal operation range. However the cumulative
energy consumption in all three drivetrain architectures seems to be
similar in Figure 8
seen that shows the single reduction gear design depletes batteries
more than the other drivetrain designs.

a.

b.

Figure 8. a) Cumulative energy consumption during NEDC with single
reduction gear five-step gearbox and IVT. b) Zoomed scope.

The simulation was also run with FTP-75 as the input driving cycle,
Figure 9. Operation points are plotted for the electric motor-generator
in ,  and  for the single reduction

but the single gear transmission exhibits clear differences, Figure 11.

Figure 9. FTP-75 driving cycle.
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a.

b.

c.

map with a) single reduction gear, b) five-step gearbox and c) IVT.

Comparing the cumulative power consumption curve as shown in
Figure 11 Figure 9, it can be seen

higher power consumption.

Figure 11. Cumulative energy consumption during FTP-75 with single
reduction gear, five-step gearbox and IVT.

As shown in Table 4, the total energy consumption of the driveline
according to the last cumulative energy consumption point are
brought in comparison. The powertrain with a single gear takes more

and FTP-75.

The simulation model was run in both an ideal situation, where the

and in realistic situations, for which the proposed model was
employed to calculate the power losses due to mechanical
components, i.e. transmission. The simulation results for ideal
transmissions indicated that the trip range of an EV in which an IVT

compared to a single reduction gear. The EV equipped with a 5-step

NEDC and FTP-57 driving cycle respectively. In order to illustrate
the contrast in energy consumption level across different driving

results in Table 4 are plotted as bar chart in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Energy consumption comparison bar chart

However, although the IVT seems to be a better option than a single
reduction gear in an ideal situation, in realistic conditions when the

seen from Table 4, in the real situations, the power consumption
increases as the driveline architecture gets more complicated. The
reason for the simulation with IVT resulting in higher energy
consumption in both NEDC and FTP-75, as can be seen from Table
4, is that the mechanical power losses in IVT are relatively higher and

Even though the results vary for different driving cycles and gear
ratio selections, this simulation shows that with equivalent settings,
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CONCLUSIONS
A simulation model for electric vehicle energy consumption is
developed and three types of transmissions are embedded in the
simulation. The results are compared for total energy consumption
of an electric vehicle. Based on the simulation model, which

option for transmission is a single reduction gear. In this study,

while the additional costs and complications introduced into the
system are neglected. Complementary studies are required to

components, thus the results may vary in different combination of
driveline components.
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ABBREVIATIONS
A - vehicle frontal area

C

Cd

Cr

Cth

CVT - Continuously Variable Transmission

DTC - Direct Torque Control

EHL - Elastohydrodynamic lubrication

EV - Electric Vehicle

F - Force
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FS - Sliding force

FR - Rolling force

I - Electric current

ICE - Internal Combustion Engine

IVT

Ph - Relative maximum Hertzian pressure

PR - Rolling power loss

PS - Sliding power loss

PMSM - Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor

R - Gear tooth equivalent radii of curvature

SR - Slide-to-roll ratio

U - Electric voltage

V - Linear speed

Ve - Linear speed of the entering tooth

Vs - Tooth surface sliding speed

X - Mesh cycle

bi - Constant number

f - Function of the gear tooth’s relative speed

g - Gravity acceleration

m - Mass

 - Road slope

 - Dynamic viscosity

 - Air density

 - Torque

 - Angular velocity
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Abstract— An electrical and mechanical design process for a 

traction motor in a hybrid bus application is studied. Usually, the 

design process of an electric machine calls for close cooperation 

between various engineering disciplines. Compromises may be 

required to satisfy the boundary conditions of electrical, thermal, 

and mechanical performances. From the mechanical point of 

view, the stress values and the safety factors should be at a 

reasonable level and the construction lifetime predicted by a 

fatigue analysis. In a vehicle application, the motor has to be 

capable of generating high torque when accelerating, and in 

normal operation, the losses of the machine should be low to be 

able to cool the machine. Minimization of the no-load iron losses 

becomes a very important electrical design requirement if the 

traction motor and the generator are mechanically connected 

with an internal combustion engine when it is operating as the 

only source of torque. The manufacturing costs of the motor are 

also taken into account in the paper.  

 
Index Terms—Electromagnetic, fatigue analysis, hybridization, 

mechanical design, permanent magnet motor, thermal design, 

traction. 

NOMENCLATURE 

b Basquin exponent, Fatigue strength exponent 

Cd Drag coefficient 
Fc Centrifugal force 

Q Number of slots per pole and phase 

idiff Final drive gear ratio 

K Rolling friction coefficient 

kt Stress concentration factor 

kFe Stator lamination space factor 
Ld Direct-axis synchronous inductance 

Lq Quadrature-axis synchronous inductance 

M Mass  

mPM Magnet mass  

mrb Rotor bridge mass 
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N Rotational speed  

ni Number of repetitions in class i  

N Number of repetitions in all classes 

Nf Number of equivalent load cycles 

Ns Number of stator coil turns in series per phase 

p Number of pole pairs 

p1 Polynomial coefficient 1 

p2 Polynomial coefficient 2 

Q Slots per pole and phase 

R Radius  
rPM Distance of the magnet centers of mass from the 

rotation axis  

rmrb Distance of the rotor bridge centers of mass from 

the rotation axis 

S Tension bar cross-sectional area 
T Torque 

zQ/2 Effective coil turns in half-slot 
Δσeq Equivalent stress cycle  

 S-N curve slope 
σ Stress 

tan Rotor tangential stress 

σ'f Fatique strength coefficient 

 Magnetic flux  

 Mechanical angular velocity 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HIS study deals with a permanent magnet traction motor 

design process in which not only the application sets some 

design limitations but also the manufacturing process and 

reliability have their impacts on the design. In traction 

applications, one important design parameter is cooling; 

usually, mobile machines have some indirect [1, 2] or even 

direct [3–5] liquid cooling available, which determines the 

thermal range of the machine and, thereby, also some 

electrical design parameters such as the maximum current 

density.  

Permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) and 

permanent-magnet-assisted synchronous motors (PMASMs) 

[6–8] have been studied with electric vehicle traction drive 

applications [9–11] and with different drive cycles [12–14]. 

Permanent magnet synchronous motors are often used in 

traction applications, because they provide flexibility with 

respect to certain important machine design parameters [15–

17]. PMSMs with rotor-embedded magnets have favorable 

characteristics for traction motor applications [18, 19]. Their 

typical properties include high torque and power densities, a 
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high torque capability at low speeds, a wide operating speed 

range, high efficiencies over the speed range, high reliability, 

and acceptable cost [20, 21]. Embedded magnets are preferred 

to rotor surface magnets, because they generate less losses 

than rotor surface magnets, their risk of demagnetization 

during a stator short-circuit failure is lower, the magnets can 

be rectangular, and they can be fixed and bonded more 

reliably in the rotor [21–23]. However, a significant 

proportion of the PM flux is lost through magnet-retaining 

parts when embedding the magnets in a ferromagnetic 

material. 

The study introduces a design process where a traction 

motor having a maximum speed of 4500 min-1 and a rated 

power of 150 kW is designed considering the thermal, 

electrical, and mechanical performances of the PM machine. 

The machine has a laminated rotor, in which the permanent 

magnets are embedded in lamination pockets. The study seeks 

solutions to the permanent magnet housing pocket in the rotor, 

with a special focus on the height of the steel bridge covering 

the pocket and the shape of the hollow space, which are 

essential both from the mechanical and electromagnetic 

aspects. The motor design optimization process takes into 

account the magnet shape, the magnet embedding depth, and 

the leakage-flux-minimizing air pocket (cavity) areas on 

magnet sides. The mechanical stresses and the electromagnetic 

forces are calculated by Finite Element Analyses (FEA). The 

effects of the embedding depth of the magnets on torque, 

efficiency, demagnetization risk, and mechanical stresses are 

reported. The results provide guidelines on the permanent 

magnet traction motor (PMTM) design. 

The electrical and mechanical analyses are performed hand 

in hand, and three different feasible rotor designs are 

presented in the paper. The most important mechanical aspects 

considered in the study are the fatigue life of the rotor 

laminations under actual duty cycles and the maximum 

stresses at the highest operation speed. These have to be at an 

acceptable level without sacrificing the useful magnetic flux. 

However, it should be noted that both the fatigue life and the 

maximum stress level are significantly affected by the 

geometric stress concentrations in the rotor laminations. Both 

of these issues can be significantly influenced by a proper 

design. The electromechanically important aspects considered 

are the maximum available torque, the amount of losses, and 

tolerance for failure situations. From an economic point of 

view, the price of permanent magnets is naturally important, 

and thus, the minimum magnet weight is preferred. From the 

mechanical point of view, again, light weight often means less 

supporting structures, and therefore, special attention has to be 

paid to ensure the mechanical durability of the construction 

[24]. In the design process, these aspects were weighted and 

the final rotor design was chosen.  

Not only the dimensioning of the combustion engine but 

also the fuel economy of the engine itself could be optimized 

for instance by improvements in the engine control. This was 

shown in [25], where a variable engine valve control was 

applied to enhance the fuel economy and increase the torque 

performance over a wider range.   

II. APPLICATION 

A hybrid bus was designed and constructed at Lappeenranta 

University of Technology. The active components of the 

driveline are illustrated in Fig. 1. The combustion engine, a 

2.5-liter diesel engine, rotates a generator, a 55-kW outer rotor 

PM generator. The traction motor is connected with a cardan 

shaft running the differential and drive shafts. In the series 

hybrid or electric vehicle mode, a mechanical coupling 

between the generator and the traction motor is open. In the 

parallel hybrid mode, the clutch is closed so that all the active 

components are running with same rotational speed and can 

relay torque to the wheels. The parallel mode is available 

when the speed of the bus exceeds 20 km/h (970 min-1). In the 

parallel mode, the generator and the traction motor are either 

at load or at no-load. A more detailed description of the 

mechanical driveline, which enables multiple driving modes, 

can be found in [26, 27]. 

 
Fig. 1. Driveline: a combustion engine, a 55-kW outer rotor PM generator, 

coupling, a clutch, and a 150 kW PM traction motor.  

 

In a hybrid bus traction motor, the torque requirements vary 

in different speed areas. The highest torque demand, suitable 

supply voltages from the inverter in use, and the demand for 

maximum speed are the main initial design parameters. The 

hybrid bus values are given in Table I. The friction forces and 

the bus speed were computed from these values.  
 

TABLE I 

CITY BUS PARAMETERS 

Parameter Symbol Value 

Total mass of bus M 16 000 kg 
Front cross-sectional area Sf 8 m2 

Air drag coefficient Cd 0.5 

Rolling friction coefficient K 0.006 
Radius of wheel R 0.478 m 

Final drive fixed gear ratio idiff 8.83 

 

The speed and torque requirements were also investigated 

for this hybrid bus application by recording an actual drive 

cycle of a bus route in Lappeenranta [28]. Fig. 2 illustrates the 

data recorded on the speed profile of the bus route 1 in 

Lappeenranta and the height profile of the 47 km route. From 

the cycle it was calculated that the torque demand is 

approximately 640 Nm at the rated speed of 2240 min-1.  

The maximum traction torque needed was estimated to be 

1600 Nm while the maximum speed at 80 km/h was calculated 

to be 3920 min-1. The maximum speed of the diesel engine, 

4500 min-1, is selected as the highest possible speed for the 

mechanical stress analysis. At this speed, the bus should reach 

a speed of 92 km/h if the mechanical coupling is enabled. 

Typically, the maximum operating speed is about 60 km/h, 

and at the rated traction motor speed, the city bus runs at a 45 

km/h speed. 
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Fig. 2. Speed and height profiles of the bus route 1 [28]. 

 

The main initial design parameters such as the highest 

torque demand, suitable supply voltages from the inverter in 

use, and the demand for the maximum speed are listed in 

Table II.  

 
TABLE II 

OPERATING SPECIFICATION 

Parameter Value 

Rated speed, rpm 2240 

Maximum speed, rpm 4500 

Rated line-to-line voltage, V 440 

Rated mechanical power, kW 150 

Rated torque, Nm 639 

Maximum torque, p.u. 2.5 

Stator outer diameter, mm 396 

Rotor outer diameter, mm 260 

Machine length, mm 225 

 

The two winding systems of the traction motor are driven 

by two liquid-cooled inverters with a rated current of 240 A 

each. The rated voltage of the battery unit (designed at LUT) 

is 624 V. The battery is directly connected with two parallel 

inverters feeding the separate windings of the motor. One 

inverter works as a master and one as a follower. A fast drive-

to-drive link relays data such as a rotor angle resolver 

feedback between the master and the follower. The controls of 

the inverters are otherwise independent. The dimensioning of 

the motor, and especially of the inverters, is far from 

conservative. The inverters operating at their rated current 

produce approximately 2.5 times the rated torque of the 

traction motor. This equals to the traction motor maximum 

torque. Therefore, the bus should be able to operate the route 

of Fig. 2. This applies if two conditions are satisfied. Firstly, 

the cooling of the motor and the inverters must be adequately 

dimensioned with a torque profile during the load cycle, which 

is calculated using the route data. Here, the dimensioning has 

been made rather as in conjunction with servo drives than with 

industrial drives. In addition, the maximum allowed power 

during operation is limited by using measurements of the 

coolant temperature and by estimation of the junction 

temperature of the power switches. Secondly, the problem 

with a gearless vehicle is that if there is an obstacle as a ramp 

in front of the wheel or the tire is in a sharp pit, the torque may 

not be adequate when starting from a standstill. In commercial 

applications with unknown load data, more conservative 

dimensioning would be preferable. On the other hand, the fault 

tolerance of the traction drive is high when the fault in one 

inverter does not prevent driving. The maximum torque of the 

drive with only one inverter is still slightly higher than the 

rated traction motor torque. Therefore, the bus can operate the 

route with reduced speed. In addition, the torque references of 

the inverters can vary with healthy inverters also. This option 

can be used to optimize the efficiency of the drive or to 

balance the temperatures of individual inverters in order to 

maximize the temperature margin of the whole drive.  

III. ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS 

The authors produced and analyzed several magnet volumes 

and their air-pocket styles, tested the embedding depth of the 

magnets, investigated ways to increase the inductance ratio, 

and analyzed the mechanical stresses of the rotor. The value of 

the armature reaction flux  depends greatly on the effective 

air-gap length, which is not easy to obtain accurately by 

analytical equations when the magnets are embedded and the 

rotor is nonuniform having air pockets. Therefore, the finite 

element method was applied to solve  The motor 

inductances are the most critical parameters when calculating 

the maximum torque achieved from the motor, because the 

torque is inversely proportional to the inductance. The 

inductances presented in this study are computed from the flux 

values obtained by the finite element method and then divided 

by the current values as shown previously in [26]. From the 

machines studied, three of the most promising designs were 

chosen for further analysis. The geometry and flux lines at no-

load of each three rotors are depicted in Fig. 3.  

 A  

B  

   C      

Fig. 3. Rotor geometry structures A, B, and C. Note: the manufacturing 
tolerances are +/- 0.1 mm around the magnets.  
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As shown in Fig. 3, each permanent magnet is segmented 

into five pieces in order to reduce eddy current losses. The 

first design A is a toothed rotor, whose q-axis teeth protrude 1 

mm from the rotor outer surface. This arrangement increases 

the q-axis inductance and provides some extra reluctance 

torque for the machine. The magnet-retaining bridge was one 

of the optimizing targets. The final agreement was a 5 mm 

thickness at the bridge midpoint and 2 mm thickness at the 

lateral walls. The second proposed design B with wedge-

shaped slots brings the magnets 1 mm deeper than the first 

design, but larger magnets are embedded in the rotor. The 

lateral wall thickness is 2 mm, and the outer diameter is the 

same. The third analyzed design C is a modified version of the 

second design with the same outer diameter but deeper 

embedded magnets, thinner lateral walls, and smaller magnets. 

This magnet housing offers a good path for the main magnetic 

flux, and at the same time, suitable mechanics that minimize 

the stresses. The air pockets are more complicated, and lower 

grooves are stretched towards the rotation axis to minimize the 

magnet leakage. 

The dynamic FEA computations applying the Cedrat 2D 

program were performed for machine designs A, B, and C. 

First, a dynamic computation with no load was performed to 

determine the amount of induced voltage and the waveforms 

presented in Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4. No-load voltage waveforms of rotors A, B, and C. 

 

The d- and q-axis inductance components were given as a 

function of current in order to compute the torque over the 

speed range. First, a static finite element computation was run 

to determine where the flux density has its maximum and 

where it is zero. These angular positions were used to solve 

the d- and q-axis inductances, given at the rated current in 

Table III. Short-circuit computations were also performed to 

ensure the d-axis inductance values. Next, dynamic FE 

computations were run using sinusoidal voltage supplies. 

According to the voltage-driven dynamic FEA, all studied 

machines yielded the required 1600 Nm torque (line-to-line 

voltage at 440 V). The analysis results from the FE 

computations are collected in Table III. There are two separate 

parallel windings in the whole machine, each supplied with an 

inverter of its own; in Table III, however, only the total 

inductances of the motor are given. The eddy current losses in 

the permanent magnets of these machines are not compared as 

they are not significant; the eddy current losses in the 

permanent magnets are less than 10 W. This is because the 

magnets are segmented into five pieces, the magnets are deep 

inside the rotor, and an integer winding is used. 

 
TABLE III 

MACHINE PARAMETERS 

Rotor A B C 

Induced voltage (no-load), V 245 293 297  

Maximum torque, p.u. at low speeds 2.5 2.5 2.6 

Iron losses at the rated load, kW 1.2 1.6 1.6 

Joule losses at the rated load, kW 1.45 1.1 1.25 

Efficiency at the rated point  0.964 0.964 0.963 

Direct-axis inductance Ld, mH 0.76 0.66 0.7 

Direct-axis inductance Ld, per unit 1.1 0.96 1.06 

Quadrature-axis inductance Lq, mH 1.08 1.06 1.06 

Quadrature-axis inductance Lq, per unit 1.62 1.5 1.61 

Magnet height, mm 12 12 6.5 

Magnet width, mm 33 36 39.15 

Magnet mass, kg 11 11.8 7 

Magnet price, € 1900 2100 1200 

Total active material price, €  

(Al, Fe, Cu, Neodym magnets) 
2800 3000 2100 

 

The same differences were detected in the loss values: rotor 

structure A has the smallest iron losses but the largest copper 

losses among the studied machines. Nevertheless, the total 

losses at the rated point are approx. the same between the rotor 

designs. The efficiencies at several speeds and loads were 

computed and gathered to produce an efficiency map of each 

rotor design. A dynamic model of the whole drive system 

(generator, diesel set) was built in a Matlab Simulink 

environment to estimate the overall fuel consumption and 

energy efficiency. Based on simulations, the drive system 

overall efficiency was approximately 0.92 in all cases. In this 

system, the efficiency was not affected by the rotor design. 

The material consumption and material prices of the motors 

are given in Table III. The material prices for the machine 

manufactured in 2014 were: neodymium magnets 175 €/kg, 

aluminum 2 €/kg, steel 3 €/kg, and copper 7 €/kg. The 

neodymium magnet price at the moment is approx. 100 $/kg, 

resulting in a lower material price of the machine. It can also 

be seen that the total material prices of motors B and C differ 

by 900 euros. 

The reliability of the traction motor applied to a hybrid bus 

is an important issue. Therefore, the magnet material N38UH 

was chosen because the maximum operation temperature of 

this material is 160°C. In addition, the risk of irreversible 

demagnetization during fault operation was studied in detail 

for each rotor. According to the manufacturer’s B/H curves, 

the first possible irreversible demagnetization temperature is 

150°C. At this temperature, the irreversible demagnetization 

point (knee) is approx. at 0.36 T. This temperature was also 

studied with other traction drives [11], although the motor 

should not reach such a temperature in normal operation.  

The demagnetization risk was first analyzed in rated load 

and overload situations. The irreversible demagnetization was 

performed according to [29]. As a result, none of the rotor 

designs suffered from demagnetization during the rated load 

or overload. In the short-circuit failure case, a finite element 

dynamic computation was performed at the most critical 

moment, which is estimated to be at the time instant when the 
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induced voltage decreases close to zero. Next, a three-phase 

short-circuit was simulated where the short-circuit currents 

reached values of 1.5 p.u. The flux density was analyzed from 

a 0.1 mm depth from the magnet surface; the flux density 

normal components are depicted in Fig. 5. Rotor A is well 

protected against irreversible demagnetization because of the 

shaping of the air pockets. It can also be seen from the flux 

density behavior that designs B and C may have irreversible 

demagnetization in the magnet corners in the case of a three-

phase short-circuit if the magnet temperature is 150°C or 

above.  
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Fig. 5. Normal component of the flux density at 150C during a three-phase 

short-circuit from the FEA. The critical demagnetization limit for the magnet 

material is 0.36 T (dashed line).  

IV. MECHANICAL ANALYSIS 

The proposed concepts were modeled with plane stress 

boundary conditions. The fatigue life was analyzed under 

stresses caused by the centrifugal force by the given drive 

cycle. A formulation for the distributed load on a beam was 

applied to calculate the effective stresses on the model. A 

similar phenomenon also occurs in slitted solid rotors, as it 

was shown in [24].  

In the analysis, the effect of adhesives (i.e., glue or resin) 

between the magnet and the rotor is neglected. In other words, 

it is assumed that the magnets are retained in their pockets 

only by the mechanical structure of the rotor. As a result of 

this assumption, the external load resulting from the magnet 

mass at the maximum speed is applied to the ceiling of the 

magnet housing. By considering the mass of the magnet 

pocket iron bridge, the total force carried by the tension bars 

on the permanent magnet sides can be calculated as 

2

rbrbPMPMc )( rmrmF 
 (1) 

where mPM and mrb are the magnet and rotor bridge masses 

and rPM and rrb are the distances of the magnet and the rotor 

bridge centers of mass from the rotation axis, respectively. 

The nominal stress caused by the centrifugal force, Fc, can be 

calculated as 

S

F
k c

t

 

(2) 

where S is the tension bar cross-sectional area and kt is the 

stress concentration factor. In the case of simple geometries, 

the stress concentration factors can be obtained from 

mechanical engineering charts. In a general case of 

complicated geometry, the stress concentration factors can be 

calculated applying the finite element method. The latter 

approach is adopted in this study to calculate kt.  

The centrifugal force and the stresses caused by it vary in 

relation to the square of the angular velocity. As a result, the 

relationship between the electric motor speed profile and the 

resulting stress profile can be obtained. In the study, also the 

stress levels caused by the combination of the tangential and 

centrifugal forces at different speeds were calculated. It was 

observed that the stresses caused by the tangential forces are 

negligible compared with those caused by the centrifugal 

forces at high speeds. Similar findings were also reported by 

Gao et al. [31]. Therefore, in the fatigue life calculation 

presented in this study, only stresses caused by centrifugal 

forces are taken into account, because they are dominant.  

A. Centrifugal stresses at different rotational speeds 

The initial design, rotor A in Fig. 3, is a toothed rotor in 

which the teeth protrude 1 mm from the rotor outer diameter. 

Several magnet housing geometries were analyzed to reduce 

the stress concentrations in the corners, and simultaneously, 

meet the electromagnetic requirements of the traction motor 

rotor. The centrifugal force on the magnet mass at 4500 rpm is 

75 N. The second proposed design, rotor B with wedge-shaped 

slots, brings magnets 1 mm deeper than in the first design but 

the magnets also have to be larger. The centrifugal force of the 

magnets at 4500 rpm is 86 N. The third analyzed design rotor 

C has thin lateral walls and a small magnet volume. The glue 

injection holes are more complicated, and lower grooves are 

stretched towards the rotation axis. The centrifugal force of 

the magnets at 4500 rpm is 52 N. 

In order to find a relation between the stress level and the 

rotational speed, the maximum stress at different speeds is 

determined, and next, an average of the speed–stress ratio is 

calculated (Table IV). All the maximum stresses are calculated 

in the worst-case scenario in which it is assumed that the 

adhesive chemical used does not retain the magnets in their 

positions. In this case, the centrifugal force caused by the 

magnets will be carried by the magnet housing bridge, and the 

bridge is retained by radial spokes. This condition is modeled 

by applying a radially distributed load to the lower surface of 

the bridge. A more detailed finite element study of the 

proposed electric motor is presented in [29]. 

 
TABLE IV 

MAXIMUM STRESS OF THE MAGNET-RETAINING BARS AT DIFFERENT 

ROTATIONAL SPEEDS IN ISOTHERMAL CONDITION [Pa] 

RPM Rotor A Rotor B Rotor C 

500 2.6 3.5 2.3 

1000 11 14 9 

1500 24 32 21 

2000 42 57 38 

2500 66 89 59 

3000 95 128 84 

3500 130 175 115 

4000 167 228 150 

4500 216 289 195 
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A further stress analysis, which accounts for the 

temperature difference in the steady-state situation, is also 

performed. In the first case, an exaggerated condition is 

assumed in which the outer surface of the rotor is at 140°C, 

the magnet pocket top is at 120°C, the magnet pocket bottom 

is at 100°C, and the rotor core is at -10°C. Despite the fact that 

such a condition is impossible in practice, the maximum stress 

at different operating speeds is calculated, and even though it 

is close to the yield stress at some points, the safety factor is 

still above one. In the second case, a more realistic thermal 

condition is assumed. Based on the studies conducted for the 

cooling system design in section VI of this paper, the realistic 

thermal condition at the rated speed is adopted. In this case, 

the maximum recorded temperature in the rotor is 80°C, which 

is at the outer surface, as can be seen Fig 13. Then, an FE 

analysis is made in which both the thermal loads and the 

mechanical loads are considered simultaneously to calculate 

the maximum stress. The results are shown in Table V.  
 

TABLE V 
MAXIMUM STRESS OF THE MAGNET-RETAINING BARS AT DIFFERENT 

ROTATIONAL SPEEDS WITH TEMPERATURE GRADIENT [Pa] 

RPM Rotor A Rotor B Rotor C 

500 26 61 30 

1000 23 50 21 

1500 27 32 25 

2000 46 34 42 

2500 70 54 64 

3000 99 78 90 

3500 133 117 126 

4000 173 172 175 

4500 218 235 229 

 

As it can be seen, the stress level trend according to the 

speed inclination is different in the isothermal condition and 

when different temperatures are applied to different surfaces. 

It can be noticed that at some points, the counter displacement 

resulting from thermal deformation and the mechanical loads 

cancel out each other and remain below the stress level. 

However, the nonuniform heat affects the mechanical 

behavior of the rotor, but it does not raise the stress over the 

yield stress point, and can be neglected in this study. 

Furthermore, the transient computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) analysis of the heat flux through the motor components 

calls for a separate study, which is out of the scope of this 

paper. 

By analyzing data in Table IV, the relation between the 

stress level and the rotational speed can be determined. A first-

degree polynomial curve fitting with respect to the square of 

the rotational speed and the maximum stress at the 

corresponding rotational speed is conducted as follows 

2
2

1 pnpσ   (3) 

where n is the rotational speed in min-1 and pi are the 

polynomial coefficients. It can be seen that there is almost a 

linear correlation between the maximum stress and the square 

of the rotation speed, as the coefficients of determination (R-

square) are higher than 0.99 for all three designs. The fitted 

values for polynomial coefficients are shown in Table VI. 

TABLE VI 
FITTED FIRST-DEGREE POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 

 Rotor A  Rotor B Rotor C 

1p
 

1.059∙10-5  1.427∙10-5 9.528∙10-6 

2p
 

-5.897∙10-2  -1.368∙10-1 -5.564∙10-1 

B. Fatigue study 

In order to calculate the fatigue life of the rotor, the results 

from Table IV are considered. As it can be seen in Fig. 1, the 

recorded drive cycle is nonuniform, thus resulting in a fairly 

complex stress history during the cycle. In these kinds of 

cases, a rainflow cycle counting method can be used together 

with the Palmgren-Miner linear damage hypothesis to assess 

the fatigue life of the structure. By the rainflow analysis, the 

equivalent stress cycle, Δσeq, can be evaluated as follows [30] 






N

n
k

i

iΔ

Δ eq




 (4) 

where k is the quantity of the rainflow stress classes, ni is 

the number of repetitions in class i, Δσ is the stress variation in 

that class, and N is the total number of repetitions in all 

classes. The exponent  is the S-N curve slope, and for the 

machine cut edges, m is equal to 3 [31]. 

The number of equivalent load cycles Nf that the structure 

tolerates until a fatigue damage is developed can be solved 

from the Basquin equation [32] 

eq

f f
(2 )
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σ

σ N
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where fσ   is the fatigue strength coefficient and b is the 

Basquin exponent or fatigue strength exponent. Based on the 

published fatigue test results for similar rotor laminate 

materials [31], the following fatigue parameter values are 

adopted in this study: fσ   = 673.25 MPa and b = -0.09559. 

The calculated equivalent stress cycles Δσeq and the number of 

cycles Nf for designs A, B, and C over the driving cycle 

depicted in Fig.1 are given in Table VII. 

 
TABLE VII 

FATIGUE LIFE RESULTS FOR LAPPEENRANTA DRIVING CYCLE 

 Rotor “A”  Rotor “B” Rotor “C” 

Δσeq (MPa) 293  440 252 

Nf (cycles) 4∙106  6∙106 20∙106 

Drivability (km) 5.3∙1012  5.4∙1010 6.4∙1013 

To validate the design fatigue life for a standard drive cycle 

rather than the recorded drive cycle on the local track, a 

fatigue study is conducted also for the New European Driving 

Cycle (NEDC) shown in Fig. 6. However, because the 

maximum speed of the bus is 92 km/h, the low-powered 

vehicle cycle is applied for the Extra-Urban Driving Cycle 

[33]. Fig. 6 shows the NEDC speed profiles; it can be seen 

that the maximum speed is higher than in Lappeenranta bus 

route 1. 

The fatigue analysis results for the NEDC drive cycle are 

shown in Table VIII. It is pointed out that the number of 
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cycles and drivability values are equal as the NEDCLP length 

is 994 m, which is very close to one kilometer. 

 

 
Fig.6. NEDC speed profile for the low-powered vehicle cycle 

 
TABLE VIII 

FATIGUE ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR NEDCLP 

 Rotor A  Rotor B Rotor C 

Δσeq (MPa) 224  304 194 

Nf (cycle) 71∙106  2.8∙106 3∙106 

Drivability (km) 7.1∙107  2.8∙106 3.1∙108 

V.  ANALYSES 

From the electromagnetic and mechanical computations, 

some values were gathered in Table IX to compare the three 

rotor designs. Important issues are the maximum available 

torque, the efficiency at the rated point, and the magnet price. 

The other manufacturing costs were almost the same for all 

rotors as the most expensive item was the neodymium 

magnets; their price at the time of the manufacturing in 2014 

being 175 €/kg. From the mechanical point of view, the key 

issues are the stresses caused by the centrifugal force and 

torque loads and the fatigue life length.  

All of the designs are capable of carrying the required loads 

without reaching the yield area. The final conclusion, from the 

mechanical point of view, depends on how frequently the 

traction motor will reach 4500 rpm. According to Table IX, if 

safety factor is considered as the only criterion for evaluation, 

the design “C” would be the foremost option. Taking into 

account the results of Table VII and Table VIII, design “C” is 

preferential not only because of the higher safety factor, but 

also longer fatigue life. 

However, for multi-criteria optimization, a selection table 

with weights and precise values of mechanical and electrical 

properties as well as material and manufacturing costs is used. 

For the selection, Table X is proposed.  

 
TABLE IX 

COMPARISON OF ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES. 

 Rotor A Rotor B Rotor C 

Maximum torque, Nm 1610 1790 1650 

Efficiency at the rated point 0.94 0.94 0.94 

Magnet price, € 1900 2100 1200 

Maximum shear stress, MPa 35 39 40 

Maximum centrifugal stress, MPa 216 289 195 

Safety factor 2.2 1.6 2.4 

 

TABLE X 

OPTIMIZATION TABLE OF THE BUS ROTOR 

 Rotor A Rotor B Rotor C Weight % 

Max. torque 0.96 1.06 0.98 25 % 

Efficiency in the 

rated point 
1 1 1 20 % 

Durability 0.57 0.02 2.4 25 % 

Magnet cost -1.09 -1.20 -0.71 15 % 

Manufacturing cost -0.94 -0.97 -1.08 15 % 

Total weight 27 13 78 ∑ 100 % 

 

In the selection table, the determinant factor in each design 

is divided by the corresponding mean value of all designs to 

achieve a relative index. The relative index in each criterion is 

then weighted based on its importance in this hybrid bus 

application in the Lappeenranta drive cycle. 

Based on the optimization, rotor design C was selected, the 

fatigue life of which was long and which yields good 

electromagnetic performance and lowest manufacturing costs 

because of the smallest amount of expensive permanent 

magnet material compared with the other rotor designs.  

VI. PROTOTYPE 

The main dimensions and parameters of the traction motor 

are shown in Table XI.  

 
TABLE XI 

DIMENSIONS AND PARAMETERS OF THE BUS MOTOR 

Parameter Value 

Stator stack (physical) iron length lsFe, mm 225 

Stator lamination space factor kFe 0.97 
Stator inner diameter Ds, mm 263 

Stator stack outer diameter Dse,  mm 396 

Stator yoke magnetic height hys, mm 20.5 
Number of stator slots Qs 48 

Number of slots per pole and phase q 1 

Stator skewing by one slot pitch, mm (263/48) 17.21 

Rotor lamination outer diameter Dr, mm 260 

Rotor lamination inner diameter, Dri, mm 176 

Rotor lamination stack length, lrFe, mm 230 

Rotor tangential tension tan at the rated torque kPa 26.8 

Rotor tangential tension tan,max at the max. torque kPa 80 

Permanent magnet height, mm 6.5 
Permanent magnet width, mm 39.15 

Permanent magnet length per pole, mm 457 = 228 

Number of pole-pairs p 8 
Number of slots per pole and phase q 1 

Winding factor kw1 taking stator one slot pitch skewing 

into account 
0.956 

Effective coil turns in half-slot zQ/2 pcs 5 

Stator coil turns in series per phase Ns 20 

 

The stator and the rotor were manufactured from thin steel 

layers M270-50A. Each magnet was segmented to reduce 

eddy current losses. One magnet consists of four 57 mm long 

elements made of N38UH-material having a remanence of 

1.15 T, a coercive field strength of 870 kA/m, and a 

permeability of 1.05 (at 120 C). 

The flux density distributions in different steel areas are 

shown in Fig. 7 at the rated load. The figure is obtained from 

the 2D program of Cedrat.  
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Fig. 7. Flux densities in the teeth and yoke points (shown in Fig. 11) in the 

rated operating point. Only the magnetic proportion of the yoke is taken into 
account in the calculation. Flux 2D computation. 

 

The flux density variations as a function of time are shown 

in Fig. 8 in the corresponding positions (points 1–4). The 

maximum flux density reaches 1.85 T in the teeth.    

 
Fig. 8. Flux densities in the teeth and yoke of the final machine design C.  

 

The torque ripple of the nonsmooth rotor type C was 27% 

of the rated torque. Therefore, the stator was skewed by 3.57 

degrees. The torque ripple is presented in Fig. 9. Skewing of 

the rotor is not possible because simple permanent magnet 

shapes are used.  

 

 
Fig. 9. Torque curves at the rated torque 639 Nm from the FEA. 

 

The traction motor operation was designed for the drive 

cycle of Lappeenranta bus route 1, and according to the FEA, 

all operating areas can be covered. The authors also analyzed 

whether the designed motor meets the operating points of the 

Gothenburg line 85 drive cycle. The motor parameters and the 

drive cycle were analyzed in Matlab; the torque versus speed 

curves are depicted in Fig. 10. In the Gothenburg cycle, the 

following drive points are needed: a) 2240 min-1, 640 Nm, 150 

kW when operating in the motor mode, b) 740 min-1, 1500 

Nm, 116 kW in the motor mode, c) 1600 min-1, 1400 Nm in 

the generator mode, d) max. 230 kW power in the motor 

mode, and e) max. 416 kW power in the generator mode.   

 
Fig. 10. Torque at different currents (Is,rated = 1 p.u.). The results are obtained 

analytically. They could be used for preliminary estimation of the required 
current ratings. Point A is the rated value when operating in the motor mode. 

Point B is the maximum torque when operating in the motor mode. Point C is 
the maximum torque in the generator mode; point D indicates the maximum 

228 kW power in the motor mode, and point E the maximum 416 kW power 

in the generator mode. 

 

Fig. 11 shows one coil turn of the two-layer q = 1 winding 

during the winding procedure. In this winding type there are 

two independent three-phase windings with no phase shift, 

that is, two parallel branches. The two-layer winding was 

chosen to achieve as short end windings as possible.  

 
Fig. 11 Stator stack was constructed to have a skew of 3.57 degrees. The 

winding is a two-layer winding to achieve short end windings. 

 

Two converter units are supplying a modular winding 

structure. Should one inverter get damaged, the other could 

still continue supplying the motor. There are two independent 

winding sections in the stator, one section for each converter. 

The winding scheme is depicted in Fig. 12. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 1411 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2523 24 2726 28 29 30 31 32 33 34

1U1

2U2

35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 464847

V2 W1W2 V1
1U2 2U1  

Fig. 12. Winding diagram for phase U supplied by two galvanically isolated 

converters.  

 

The water jacket was implemented to the frame part and to the 

end shields to have sufficient cooling also for the end 

windings. The cylindrical frame was constructed from 

aluminum profile elements, shown in Fig. 13, to achieve a 

light weight.   

1 2 3 
4 
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Fig. 13. Stator frame and the end shield with cooling channels.  

 

The thermal model was generated by the CFD applying the 

computed rated losses, cooling structures, and suitable thermal 

coefficients. The temperature of the liquid (50 % mix of water 

and glycol) coolant is assumed to be 50°C, the flow rate is 6 

l/min, and the liquid duct height 30 mm and width 5 mm. The 

temperature distribution is shown in Fig. 14. According to the 

thermal analysis, the motor is sufficiently cooled during the 

rated operation. However, it is pointed out that the thermal 

computation parameters vary because  the coolant temperature 

and fluid speed may vary in the bus, and also the ambient 

temperature will vary across the year (the assumed driving 

location is in Finland).     

 

Stator 

End-Winding

Liquid Jacket in Stator Frame

Copper

Winding

Potting

 
Fig. 14. Temperature distribution in the motor according to the CFD at the 

rated speed and load.  

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The measurement results provide essential information to 

verify the electrical and thermal analysis. The measurements 

were carried out with commercial inverters and a 355 kW IM 

as the load-producing machine. The induced phase voltage 

waveform of the skewed machine obtained from the FEA is 

compared with the measured voltage waveform as shown in 

Fig. 15.  

 
 

Fig. 15. Induced voltage waveforms from the FEA and the measurements as a 
function of time.  

 

All six phases, three in both stators, were measured to 

ensure that the voltages are sinusoidal and equal in all phases. 

The voltages are shown in Fig. 16 a for stator 1 and in Fig. 16 

b for stator 2.  
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Fig. 16. Measured induced voltage waveforms from a) stator 1 and b) stator 2 
as a function of time.  

 

Fig. 17 shows the winding temperature rises and the coolant 

temperature at the rated load. The steady-state temperature 

was determined by performing a curve fitting. The curves of 

the best fit are shown for winding temperatures for the slot 

winding, the end windings, and the coolant at full load. The 

expected resultant copper temperature rise for a 100% load is 

about 100C in the slot proportion of the winding and 107C 

in the end winding. The coolant temperature rise is 15C.  

 
Fig. 17. Measured (from Pt100) and extrapolated temperature rise as a 
function of time in different parts of the winding and the coolant temperature. 

 

The traction motor was tested by driving bus on flat road 

and climbing a hill. In Fig. 18, it is shown how the bus is 

accelerated to speed up to approximately 30 km/h and then 

stopped using regenerative braking. It can be seen from figure 

that great portion of energy used for acceleration can be 

recovered by braking with the traction motor only. Mechanical 

braking is actually useless if the road is not very slippery. On 

icy road the front wheels should always brake more than rear 

wheels. Climbing a hill is illustrated in Fig. 19. A Hill of 1:20 

slope, which is the largest slope in the route 1 of 

Lappeenranta, was driven with a torque limit of 1100 Nm. The 

bus could accelerate well in the slope tested. The hill can be 

climbed with one inverter only as discussed in Section II. 

However, as can be seen from Fig. 19 the speed reduces in the 

middle portion of slope. In this location, the hill has a slope of 

1:9. The bus could not start from standstill in the area of 

largest slope using one inverter only. 
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Fig. 18. Measured torque and speed of the studied hybrid bus.  
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Fig. 19. Measured torque, speed and height of the studied hybrid bus on a 

slope. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The electrical and mechanical properties were analyzed for 

three different rotor designs. The most important mechanical 

aspect in the study was the fatigue life of the rotor laminations 

under actual duty cycles and the maximum stresses at the 

highest operating speed. The main tasks were to design a 

machine that can generate enough torque with a minimum 

magnet flux leakage and have a long enough rotor fatigue 

lifetime. As a result of the optimization, rotor design C was 

selected, the fatigue life of which is long enough and which 

yields a good electromagnetic performance and low 

manufacturing costs because of the smallest amount of 

expensive permanent magnet material compared with other 

rotor designs. The prototype machine is installed into a hybrid 

bus, and according to the preliminary test drives, it works as 

planned.  
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a b s t r a c t

Working cycle and load fluctuation have to be considered in the design process of traction
motors in order to be able to optimize the size, life cycle, and performance of the electric
drive. The total stress and fatigue life of an electric motor rotor are determined to a large
extent by centrifugal forces, tangential forces caused by torque, and the temperature gra-
dient along the rotor. Rapid increase in heat as a result of sudden variation in the electric
current and the differing thermomechanical characteristics of the components leads to
non-uniform stress in the assembly. By applying the principle of superposition to the tran-
sient mechanical and thermal stress, a multidisciplinary method is proposed for the calcu-
lation the equivalent von Mises stress for a fatigue life analysis. This paper presents a
fatigue life calculation procedure considering the mechanical and thermal stresses. The
method is presented using the rotor of the Electric RaceAbout (ERA) traction motor as a
case example. The presented approach is validated by comparing simulated and measured
temperature data from ERA drive tests at the Nürburgring Nordschleife track. The results
indicate the great importance of taking into consideration both mechanical and thermal
loads in lifetime calculation.
� 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The electrical machine is one of the key components in electrical traction technology. Typical requirements for electric
traction motors are a high power density and high efficiency over wide torque and speed ranges. The trend in traction appli-
cations is to use a different variations of permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) which has numerous beneficial fea-
tures for this purpose. Since the vehicular applications impose many simultaneous requirements for traction drives, many
different traction motor drives and drivetrain architectures has been proposed [1–3].

Multidisciplinary analysis considering electromagnetic, thermal and mechanical fields should be adopted when optimiz-
ing designs of traction motors. Quite often this is done by evaluating the electromagnetic performance as a function of rota-
tional speed of the machine and utilizing the calculated electromagnetic losses as heat sources in thermal analysis. In
addition, electromagnetic forces are utilized in mechanical analysis to find out the noise and vibration characteristics
[4,5]. The aforementioned design procedure reveals the bottlenecks of the electrical machine design, but it is by no means
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optimized for traction motors. Since the operating conditions in traction motors vary significantly, the multidisciplinary
analysis should be conducted over the drive cycle as was done, for example, in Fatemi et al. [6].

The calculation of mechanical stresses and fatigue life of PMSM rotor structure in traction applications is often based
on different analytical and finite element (FE) based numerical approaches. According to the results found for instance in
Chai et al. [7], Knetsch et al. [8], and Lindh et al. [9], the centrifugal force acting on the rotor structure is considered to be
the dominant stress source, but in all the cases the effect of the thermal loads on the mechanical stresses and fatigue life
were neglected. The total stress level is directly coupled with the fatigue life that can be analyzed by different methods as
introduced in [10]. Mechanical stresses caused by internal and external loads and centrifugal force have an effect on the
fatigue life of an electric motor. Furthermore, stresses generated by thermal loads that can be caused by ambient temper-
ature variation or internally generated heat losses affect the fatigue life. While the effect of temperature on the electrome-
chanical properties of components and the electric machine performance has been studied from many different
perspectives, the influence of thermal loads on the mechanical durability of rotor assemblies has received limited
attention.

According to the published literature, the interest of thermomechanical stress effects in electrical machines are limited to
the degradation of stator insulation [11] or rotor bar braking mechanisms in squirrel-cage induction machines [12]. In the
traditional mechanical dimensioning of the rotor structure of a permanent magnet traction motor the thermomechanical
stresses are usually neglected, leading to a fact that the mechanical dimensioning is based mostly on the centrifugal forces
affecting to the rotor.

In this paper, a calculation method of performing a thermomechanical fatigue life analysis for a rotor of an electric trac-
tion motor over the known drive cycle is presented. The fatigue life calculation with inclusion of thermal expansion induced
stress in the rotor part using real drive cycle gives much more realistic fatigue life estimation compared to the standard
approach where only the centrifugal loads are included. The proposed calculation method can be utilized in the structural
optimization of the traction motor rotor on the given drive cycle. The presented stress calculation procedure is a combination
of analytical and finite element methods (FEM) and developed such that it allows solution over the drive cycle within a rea-
sonable computational effort.

The proposed thermomechanical fatigue life analysis was applied in the analysis of a permanent magnet synchronous
motor used as a traction motor in a full electric sports car. Data measured from the rear right wheel of the vehicle running
on the Nürburgring Nordschleife track [13] was utilized as the drive cycle. As an end result of this study, an important dis-
covery was made. Based on the analyzed traction motor within the utilized drive cycle, it was found out that the thermal
expansion induced stresses are actually greater than the mechanical stresses. Also, the combined thermal–mechanical stres-
ses are significantly greater than, typically studied, centrifugal force induced stresses only. These findings represents the
importance of using the real drive cycle and the calculation procedure proposed in this paper as part an electric traction
motor design.

2. Thermomechanical analysis

The proposed procedure for thermomechanical analysis of a permanent magnet traction motor rotor under mechanical
and thermal loads consists of four main stages. Firstly, utilizing the rotational speed and torque data of the drive cycle,
the sources of heat generation, that is rotor losses, and convection coefficients from the rotor surface to surrounding air
are identified. Secondly, the transient thermal FEM is applied to evaluate the temperature distribution within the drive cycle.
Thirdly, the stress calculation at every calculation time instants is performed utilizing static structural FEM. Finally, the fati-
gue life is estimated from the stress history during the drive cycle.

Nomenclature

b Basquin exponent or fatigue strength exponent
k number of the rainflow stress classes
n rotational speed (rpm)
N number of stress cycle repetitions in total
Nf number of equivalent applied stress cycles
P power loss (W)
T torque (Nm)
zi number of repetitions in ith stress class
b S-N curve slope
r stress (Pa)
r0f fatigue strength coefficient
Dr stress variation
Dreq calculated equivalent stress (Pa)
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2.1. Rotor losses

In the proposed procedure, the heat imposed on the rotor stack and the consequent thermal stress is the point of interest.
The heat flow affecting the rotor lamination is thus investigated. Data recorded during the operation of an actual electric
vehicle on a race track are utilized to evaluate the temperature variation resulting from power losses in the electric motor
rotor. The rotor loss calculation is discussed in detail in Section 3.

2.2. FEM process

A finite element method is used to solve the stress history. The finite element analysis (FEA) is done in two steps; first,
transient thermal study is carried out over the drive cycle to calculate the temperature distribution. In the second step, the
temperature distribution is applied as an initial thermal condition for every simulation time step together with other
mechanical loads. Fig. 1 presents a schematic of the simulation steps describing the inputs and output.

In the transient thermal FEA, the temperature distribution within the electrical motor rotor is calculated as a function
time. In FE model, the rotational speed and torque depended heat losses are modeled as volumetric heat sources in the mag-
nets and lamination bodies. Convective heat transfer boundaries are applied to the model describing the forced air cooling.
The convection coefficients used are dependent on the rotational speed of the rotor.

In the mechanical static structural FEA, the previously solved temperature history is used as one of the inputs. In every
simulation step, the thermal expansion effect must be converted into force distribution in order to provide superposition of
all the mechanical forces. The conversion from temperature into force is done as pre-process by solving first only the strain
caused by thermal expansion. The solved strain is then converted into force using stiffness properties of the mechanical FE
model. Then, the rest of the mechanical force are applied, the centrifugal forces from the rotational speed and the tangential
forces generated by the torque. Finally, all the mechanical forces are combined to solve the stress history.

2.3. Fatigue life calculation

When evaluating the durability of the system, a fatigue life calculation was carried out using the stress history calculated
in the FEM process. The fatigue life was then calculated with and without thermal loads to analyze the influence of the tem-
perature variation on the rotor lifecycle.

The Palmgren-Miner linear damage hypothesis method and rainflow cycle counting were applied to evaluate the equiv-
alent stress cycle Dreq from a complex and non-uniform stress history. The equivalent stress was employed to identify the
stress reversals and for damage summation to the structure [14,15]. The equivalent stress cycle that causes similar fatigue to
the rotor as cumulative fatigue damage during the load cycle can be formulated as

Dreq ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPk

i ziDrb

N

b

s
ð1Þ

where k is the number of the rainflow stress classes, zi is the number of repetitions in class i;Dr is the stress variation in the
class, b is the S-N curve slope, and N is the number of stress repetitions in total. The number of rainflow stress classes is
selected for each stress history curve independently using a suitable binwidth, which can be defined as suggested by

Fig. 1. Process of the thermomechanical analysis.
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Shimazaki and Shinumoto in [16]. The selected binwidth considers the minimum andmaximum stresses and stress variation
over the stress history. The binwidth should be small enough to take into consideration the essential stress variation.

The Basquin equation for the number of applied equivalent stress fluctuations Nf that the structure tolerates until fatigue
damage is developed can be solved from the following equation [17]

Nf ¼ 0:5
Dreq

2r0f

� �1=b

ð2Þ

where r0
f is the fatigue strength coefficient and b is the Basquin exponent or the fatigue strength exponent, which varies

between �0.05 and �0.12 for most metals. From (2), a smaller b results in a longer fatigue life [18,19]. Based on published
fatigue test results for a similar rotor laminate material in [20], the following fatigue strength coefficient, fatigue strength
exponent and S-N curve slope for the machine cut edges were adopted in this study: r0

f = 673.25 MPa, b = �0.09559 and
b = 3.

3. Case study: full electric race car

The thermomechanical analysis presented in Section 2 was applied to a three-phase sixteen-pole double-deck embedded
permanent magnet traction motor originally designed for a full electric sports car Electric RaceAbout, the details of which are
found in [13]. The electric machine main dimensions are given in Table 1.

As presented in [13], the majority of the machine losses occur in the stator windings. In order to obtain efficient enough
cooling of the stator, the cooling of the PMSMs is carried out by combining air cooling in the air gap region and liquid cooling
in the stator frame. Most of the stator iron and Joule losses are removed by liquid cooling, and the rotor surface is cooled by
forced air cooling. Thus, the machine can be considered to be of open type. The structure of a single pole of the analyzed
PMSM is depicted in Fig. 2.

The input for the thermomechanical analysis consists of the rotational speed and torque from the machine drive cycle and
the corresponding thermal loads. All the input variables are needed as a function of time. In the studied case, the measured
data from the Nürburgring Nordschleife race track was used as a drive cycle. Fig. 3 presents the measured rotational speed,
torque, voltage and current on the rear left electric motor during one race track lap.

The thermal loads within the drive cycle, that is, the eddy current losses in the permanent magnets and the iron losses in
the rotor laminations were calculated by 2D-FEM. The eddy current losses in the permanent magnets were calculated by
treating them as short-circuited solid conductors in the transient finite element analysis. Rotor iron loss calculation was car-
ried out using a loss-surface model implemented in the Flux2D software package by Cedrat. The loss calculation was per-
formed at 1000 r/min applying transient FEM in such a way that the whole useful torque region, that is from no-load to
break-down torque, at 1000 r/min was calculated. Temperature effects on the electromagnetic performance were not taken
into account. Because eddy current losses are proportional to frequency squared, the whole rotational speed and torque
range can be covered by scaling the permanent magnet eddy current losses calculated at 1000 rpm with respect to the inves-
tigated rotational speed using the relation:

P n; Tð Þ ¼ n
1000 rpm

� �2

P 1000 rpm;Tð Þ ð3Þ

where P n; Tð Þ is the eddy current loss at a rotational speed of n rpm and a torque of T, and P 1000 rpm;Tð Þ is the calculated
eddy current loss at 1000 rpm with T. Because of the synchronous operation, the rotor iron losses remain at a very low level
in the studied rotational speed range. At the nominal point, that is, at speed 1000 r/min and torque 240 Nm, the permanent
magnet eddy current losses are 84.4 W and the rotor iron losses 5.3 W, respectively. At 2000 r/min and 240 Nm, the

Table 1
Main parameters of the PMSM.

Stator tooth width 11.6 mm
Stator slot height 32.5 mm
Stator outer diameter 380 mm
Stator bore diameter 287 mm
Active stator stack length 65 mm
Active rotor stack length 68 mm
Rotor outer diameter 284.2 mm
d-axis air gap length (min) 1.4 mm
q-axis air gap length (max) 5.5 mm
Width of the upper magnet 47.9 mm
Width of the lower magnet 43.9 mm
Thickness of the upper magnet (max value) 8.5 mm
Thickness of the lower magnet 6 mm
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permanent magnet eddy current losses are 337.6 W and the rotor iron losses 7.3 W. The majority of the permanent magnet
eddy current losses occur in the upper magnet.

The thermomechanical analysis was performed using three-dimensional (3D) FEM in Ansys. In view of the computational
effort required for a combined transient thermal and mechanical study of this size, the 3D-model is limited only to the rotor
structure. This is justified for the following reasons. Firstly, because stator losses are effectively removed by combined liquid
and forced air cooling, the effect of the stator losses to the thermal state of the rotor can be neglected. Secondly, the rotor
losses are removed by convection to the air gap flow, which can be modeled with convection boundary condition set to
the outer surfaces and the ends of the rotor structure. Thirdly, due to the relatively low rotor losses and the short active rotor
stack length, 65 mm, heating of the cooling air in the air gap can be neglected to simplify the analysis, and thus, the air gap
temperature applied to simulation is constant and equal to the ambient air temperature. The model can be further reduced
by taking advantage of the symmetry and periodicity conditions. Because of the equal power loss density and identical cool-
ing conditions, there is a periodicity at the edges of rotor poles. Therefore, only one rotor pole has to be considered. In the
axial direction, the rotor structure, cooling conditions as well as the thermal loads are identical, which makes it possible to
reduce the needed model to only one half of the axial length of the rotor. Therefore the 3D-model shown in Fig. 4 comprises
of 1/32 of the rotor stack.

The utilized loads and boundary conditions of the model shown in Fig. 4 are discussed next. In transient thermal model,
the thermal loads are inserted to volumes B1, B2, and B3 as volumetric heat generation as a function of time. Boundary con-
dition describing convective heat transfer from rotor outer surface to the air gap flow is inserted to surfaces marked as C1.
The convection coefficient depends on the rotational speed. Similarly, a boundary condition describing rotational speed

Fig. 2. Structure of one pole of the analyzed PMSM.
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dependent axial convection heat transfer is set to surfaces marked as C2. The air temperature of the air gap is set to corre-
spond to the ambient temperature of 22 �C and assumed constant throughout the drive cycle. In the thermal model, magnets
and rotor iron are modeled using their thermal conductivity, specific heat, and density. Adhesive layers are neglected from
the model geometry, but their effect is included in a form of thermal contact resistance between the contact surface R1 and
R2. The result from the transient thermal study is the temperature distribution within the rotor structure, which is utilized as
an input variable in static structural analysis in Ansys.

In the mechanical analysis the centrifugal force due to the rotational speed affecting all the solid bodies B1, B2 and B3 was
taken into account by inserting the measured rotational speed of the race track to the model in such a way that the rotation
axis is located at the center point of surface S. The contact between permanent magnet and rotor iron are modeled as
mechanical body-to-body contacts set to surfaces R1 and R2. The no-separation contact mode in Ansys was used, because
it allows a minor slip but, at the same time, ensures that the contact between magnet and the rotor iron remains closed.
Circular symmetry constraint in surfaces marked as D1 prevents tangential displacement, but at the same time it allows
radial and axial displacement. Axial displacement constraint is set to surfaces C2.

In order to minimize the computational time, besides the geometrical symmetry used, the finite element mesh is opti-
mized. In the thermal model, a coarser mesh was noticed to yield the same results than the denser mesh. Due to transient
nature of the study, the coarse mesh was utilized. In the mechanical study more accurate mesh is a standard requirement.
Therefore, more dense mesh was utilized in the mechanical model. Additional biasing was implemented to achieve con-
verged mesh at the highest stress locations shown in Fig. 6.

Since the circular symmetry constraints and biased FE mesh are used, the effect of torque is modeled using tangential
force set to surface T. The cylindrical coordinate system used is aligned along the same axis of rotation than in case of cen-
trifugal force. The material properties used in the thermomechanical analysis are shown in Table 2. The data were obtained
from the manufacturers’ online material.

4. Results

Fig. 5 shows the measured temperature from the stator windings and the calculated highest temperature point in the
rotor model located in the upper magnet. The scales of the temperatures are clearly different because the temperature of
the windings rises to 145 �C and the temperature of the rotor to only 47 �C. Even though the temperatures are obtained from
different locations, the trends of the curves can be compared with each other. The calculated temperature increases faster

Fig. 4. The 3D-model used in thermomechanical analysis including utilized loads and boundary conditions.

Table 2
Material parameters of the components.

Material properties Magnets Steel Adhesive
(Neorem753A) (M270-50A)

Density (kg/m3) 7600 7650 1207
Young’s modulus (MPa) 150,000 200,000 –
Poisson’s ratio 0.24 0.3 –
Yield strength (MPa) 75 470 –
Ultimate strength (MPa) 290 585 –
Specific heat (J/(kg C)) 450 460 1173
Thermal expansion (1/K) 6e�6 1.2e�5 –
Thermal conductivity (W/(m K)) 8.5 39 0.3
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between 70 and 100 s from the start of the cycle. After the first 100 s, the temperature in the rotor model increases more
slowly than in the windings until the time point of 240 s, when the rotor temperature starts to increase faster than the tem-
perature in the windings. Then, 40 s later, that is, at the time point 280 s, the rate of increase becomes slower again until the
final rapid increase just before the end of the cycle.

When the relative temperature increase is compared with the measurements shown in Fig. 5, it can be seen that the faster
temperature increase in the rotor is related to driving at full throttle, which can be obtained from the rotational speed curve
in Fig. 3. This finding indicates that, as would be expected, the temperature increase in the rotor core is highly dependent on
the loading of the motor. On the other hand, because the windings are indirectly liquid cooled, the temperature rise is not as
highly dependent on the differential changes in the heat sources, and the temperature change is steadier along the drive
cycle. The drive cycle is a race lap with full performance of the vehicle, which consumes most of the energy storage capacity
and heats the motors to a level that prevents continuous operation at this performance level. For these reasons, the temper-
ature curves start from the ambient temperature and end up at a much higher level, which cannot be used as an initial con-
dition in consideration of the single race lap.

A general overview of the maximum stress areas found in the stress analysis is presented in Fig. 6. The highest stress con-
centration is located in the magnet pocket upper fillet. According to previous studies [9], the tension bars mostly carry the
centrifugal and shear forces of the magnets, and the maximum von Mises stress generally occurs in the fillet section, where
the stress concentration resulting from the centrifugal forces is highest. Furthermore, the magnetic flux is denser around the
air barriers in the magnet housing, and thus, more eddy currents are induced in regions where the structure is exposed to a
high stress level [21]. This stress parallax emphasizes the importance of thermal effects in stress analysis. The equivalent
stress is calculated to observe the stress fluctuation.

Table 3 presents the maximum stress during the drive cycle history of each studied loading case and the corresponding
design safety factor. The safety factors are calculated against the yield strength of the lamination material given in Table 2.

Table 3 gives the proportions of the different load types. The stress results are calculated using the full drive cycle input
data but applying only one particular load component at a time. As expected, the dominating force components are mechan-
ical and thermal forces. In this particular case, the mechanical design is very conservative and the highest stress caused by
centrifugal force is only 43 MPa, which is unexpectedly low for a traction motor application. The most interesting values are
the proportions of electromagnetic forces, which clearly play a minor role when evaluating the magnitudes of different force
types, and the force caused by angular acceleration, which is remarkably low that it can be neglected. The safety factors in
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Fig. 6. Rotor stress distribution: (a) thermal stress only and (b) centrifugal stress only.
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Table 3 are calculated against the lamination material yield strength, 470 MPa, given in Table 2. Due to minor role of angular
acceleration, the safety factor becomes excessive. The combined stress is obviously largest, but the value is lower than the
sum of individual stress components owing to method of evaluating the von Mises stress, which combines the different mul-
tiaxial stress components.

Fig. 7 shows the maximum von Mises stress caused by mechanical, thermal, and combined loads during the studied load
cycle. The curves are sketched with a dotted black line, dashed red line and solid blue line, respectively. The mechanical
stress closely follows the rotational speed of the rotor. The centrifugal forces are the main contributors to the mechanical
stress, whereas the tangential forces caused by the torque play a minor role. The maximum mechanical stress during the
drive cycle does not exceed 43 MPa.

In principle, the thermal stresses follow the temperature curve presented in Fig. 5. The thermal stresses are due to the
temperature gradient along the structure. When the load of the motors is increased, the losses of magnets increase, which
causes a higher temperature gradient. In the time spans where the structure experiences a faster temperature increase (70–
100, 240–280 and 475–500 s) also the thermal stresses increase faster. At higher temperatures, when the temperature
increases more steadily, the structure heats up more uniformly, resulting in a lower temperature gradient and a hardly
noticeable increase in the thermal stress levels.

In Fig. 8 is plotted the maximum temperature difference over the simulated time. During previously discussed time spans
(70–100, 240–280 and 475–500 s), when the maximum temperature increases fast, the maximum temperature difference is
also increasing rapidly. During these time spans the heat generation inside the structure is fast, but the heat conduction to
the outer surface of the structure, where the air cooling if affecting, happens more slowly. Therefore, the temperature dif-
ference is rising when losses are increased rapidly.

Even though the thermal stress only and the combined stress in Fig. 7 are basically constantly increasing, the temperature
difference at the time step 450 s in Fig. 8 is actually as low as it was 350 s earlier. This is due to the transient heat conduction

Table 3
Maximum stress and safety factor results. Cases A–F are different load conditions as follows: A – centrifugal forces, B – thermal loads, C – electromagnetic
torque, D – electromagnetic radial force, E – angular acceleration, F – all loads combined.

Load type A B C D E F

Max stress (MPa) 43 56 4.2 2.8 0.013 80
Safety factor 11 8.5 110 170 36,000 5.9
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that is slowly distribution the heat in solid bodies. Despite the fact that the heat energy due to the electrical losses is con-
stantly flowing to the structure, after a given time, the heat conduction will reduce the difference between the minimum and
maximum temperature of the structure. Also, when the surface temperature is increased the air cooling will become more
efficient.

For better visualization, in Figs. 9–11 the temperature and stress distributions of the FE-model studied at previously com-
pared time steps 100 s, 280 s and 500 s, correspondingly, are presented. The contour limits for both temperature and von
Mises stress are fixed for comparison purposes. The temperature growth is clearly visible as time increases. Although, the
growth in the stress is not that visible due to the generally low stress level and local peak stress located in the upper magnet
pocket fillet.

When considering only the behavior of the mechanical and the thermal stresses, it can be seen that loading of the motors
increases the stresses of both stress types. However, this is not the whole truth if the stresses are observed separately and the
total stress level is considered by summing the stress components using the superposition principle. In general, as shown in
Fig. 7 the thermal stresses increase the base level of the combined stresses, and stress variation in the combined stress curve
is caused by the mechanical stresses. Comparison of the fluctuation of the mechanical stress and combined stress curves
shows that the mechanical stresses experience more dramatic changes during the drive cycle, and the residual thermal

Fig. 9. Rotor temperature and stress distributions at 100 s.

(a) Temperature distribution at 280 s. (b) Stress distribution at 280 s.

Fig. 10. Rotor temperature and stress distributions at 280 s.

(a) Temperature distribution at 500 s. (b) Stress distribution at 500 s.

Fig. 11. Rotor temperature and stress distributions at 500 s.
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stresses clearly elevate the combined stress peaks. Thermal and mechanical stresses have different dominating multiaxial
stress components, and these stresses combined are actually less than the thermal stresses alone within certain period over
the stress history.

According to Fig. 6, the uppermost corner is the critical area where the maximum stress occurs. Using (1) and (2) the
equivalent stress Dreq and the number of cycles Nf are calculated and shown in Table 4.

A comparison between the maximum stresses in the drive cycle rmax and the equivalent stresses req caused by mechan-
ical, thermal, and combined loads, calculated for the fatigue study, is illustrated in Fig. 12. The mechanical stresses were pro-
duced by a model where the centrifugal force and electromagnetic torque are affecting forces. Again, the thermal stresses
were provided by a model with thermal loads only. Finally, the combined stresses were obtained from a model comprising
all thermal loads, centrifugal forces and electromagnetic torque. As can be seen in Fig. 12, the thermal stresses are higher
than the mechanical stresses when the maximum stress peaks are observed. In contrast, the equivalent stress levels of
the mechanical stresses are higher than the thermal stresses because the fluctuation of stresses is much more aggressive
as a result of the rapidly and constantly changing rotational speed. When these two factors, viz. the rapidly changing
mechanical stresses and the relatively high but slowly changing thermal stresses are combined, the results shows a consid-
erably high equivalent stress level. These results emphasize the importance of taking into account both the mechanical and
thermal loads particularly when estimating the lifetime of traction motors, where the loads are highly cyclic and the condi-
tions are constantly changing.

5. Conclusions

In this work, a method for calculating the thermomechanical stress and fatigue analysis for a traction motor was pre-
sented. A finite element method was utilized to solve coupled thermal and mechanical problem. The results showed a sig-
nificant change between mechanical and combined thermomechanical stress levels and in the predicted fatigue life
depending on whether the thermal loads were taken into account or not. In the studied traction motor, the total stresses
were at an acceptable level even when the thermal effects were included. This was due to the conservative approach adopted
in the design process. Nevertheless, the mechanical durability of the rotor could be increased by sacrificing some of the elec-
tromagnetic performance. Therefore, it was emphasized that a comprehensive thermomechanical analysis is essential for
optimal design. Such thermomechanical analysis can be accomplished by employing the procedure proposed in this paper.
Further development of the transient thermal analysis will facilitate solution of the electrothermomechanical coupling prob-
lem of interior PMSMs.
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